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Abstract: Despite major discoveries made in the last few decades about Lassa fever, there are still
many unresolved key issues that hamper the development of effective vaccines and therapies against
this deadly disease that is endemic in several West African countries. Some of these issues include the
lack of a detailed understanding of the viral and participating host factors in completing the virus life
cycle, in mediating disease pathogenesis or protection from disease, and in activating or suppressing
host innate and cellular immunity against virus infection, as well as of the animal models required
for testing vaccines and therapeutics. This Special Issue is devoted to understanding some of these
important issues and to exploring the current status of the research and development in combating
Lassa fever.

Keywords: Lassa virus; arenavirus; mammarenavirus; vaccine; virulence; pathogenesis; innate
immunity; adaptive immunity; COVID-19

Since the first case of the new coronavirus disease in 2019 (COVID-19) was reported on 25 February
2020 in Algeria (North Africa), the overall numbers of reported cases and deaths have been increasing
exponentially in recent weeks in Africa, with all 47 member states of the WHO African Region being
affected, and more than half of the countries in the region are experiencing community transmission
(https://www.afro.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus-covid-19). As of 19 May 2020, the highest case
load has been observed in West African regions at 40% of the total number of cases (24,836 cases with a
case fatality rate (CFR) of 2.2%), followed by the Southern African region at 27% (17,450, CFR 1.8%),
the North African region at 8.5% (7377, CFR 7.6%), the Central African region at 15% (9331, CFR 3.2%),
and the East African region at 7% (4506, CFR 2.4%). A major concern is that the current COVID-19
pandemic might become endemic in some countries in Africa and around the globe. It is important to
note that other infectious diseases, such as HIV, malaria, and Lassa fever, have already been endemic
for many decades in Africa, in particular in Sub-Saharan Africa. It is, therefore, important not to lose
sight of these ongoing pandemic and endemic infections and the potential of the co-circulation of
these deadly human pathogens in these regions where health care and social and political conditions
(in some countries) are highly unstable.

In this Special Issue, that is devoted to understanding some of the important issues about Lassa
fever that is endemic in several West African nations, there are seven timely contributions in the form
of original research and review articles on Lassa fever’s viral replication, the disease pathogenesis
and protection, host immune modulations, and other related hot topics. In particular, three review
articles contributed by leading researchers in the field that cover important concepts, including how
different animal models can be developed for understanding Lassa fever’s disease pathogenesis and
pathologies and for the evaluation of candidate vaccines and antiviral therapies [1], how to improve
the breadth of host immune responses to Lassa vaccination [2], as well as how different virus and
host factors orchestrate the intricate processes of Lassa virus (LASV) entry and genome replication [3].
In addition to these insightful review articles, two research articles deal with novel strategies of
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developing vaccines for Lassa fever, including the use of the LASV-like particles composed of the viral
matrix (Z) and envelope glycoprotein complex (GPC) expressed by the modified vaccinia Ankara
virus to protect mice against lethal virus challenges [4] and the use of a candidate LASV vaccine
known as ML29 that is composed of the reassorted genome between the pathogenic LASV and the
non-pathogenic Mopeia virus (MOPV), which shows its highly attenuated phenotype in rodents [5].
An intriguing observation from this study is that the persistent infection of cells with ML29 can result
in the generation of interfering viral particles that can induce a potent level of cell-mediated immunity
and can strongly interfere with the replication of arenaviruses, such as LASV, MOPV, and lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV).

There are two other research papers that cover some hot topics in the field. One such paper uses
state-of-the-art mass spectrometry to identify novel phosphorylation sites in the LASV Z protein [6].
In particular, residues of two serines (S18, S98) and a tyrosine (Y97) located in the flexible N- and
C-terminal regions of the protein are found be phosphorylated. Two of these residues, Y97 and S98,
happen to be located in or directly adjacent to the so-called late domain with the PPXY motif, which is
known to be required for mediating optimal progeny virion release from the infected cells. The authors
showed that phosphorylation of these amino acids served as an important regulatory mechanism of
virus release and that host-driven, reversible phosphorylation processes might play an important role
in the regulation of LASV Z protein function in virus assembly and release.

Another important step in the life cycle of LASV is viral entry, which is a two-step process that
involves the viral envelope glycoprotein complex (GPC). The GP subunit 1 (GP1) of the GPC first binds
to the cell surface receptor before the viral particle is engulfed into the cellular endosome. A drop in
pH in the endosome triggers GPC structural rearrangements which lead the GP subunit 2 (GP2) of
the GPC to form a six-helix-bundle that helps fuse the lysosomal membrane with the LASV envelope
membrane, allowing the LASV genome to enter the cellular cytoplasm for replication and transcription.
In order to identify amino acid residues in GP2 that are crucial for the process of LASV entry, Willard
and colleagues performed a semi-saturated alanine scanning mutagenesis of amino acid residues
of GP2 [7]. They tested these mutant GPCs for efficient GP1-GP2 cleavage, cell-to-cell membrane
fusion, and transduction into cells expressing the known cellular receptor (α-dystroglycan) and other
secondary LASV receptors. Using this systematic experimental approach, the authors successfully
identified seven GP2 mutants that could mediate efficient GP1-GP2 cleavage, yet they were unable
to effectively transduce cells, which suggests that these key residues are critically important for GP2
function in the process of LASV entry into cells.
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Abstract: Lassa virus (LASV), the causative agent of Lassa fever, is estimated to be responsible for up
to 300,000 new infections and 5000 deaths each year across Western Africa. The most recent 2018 and
2019 Nigerian outbreaks featured alarmingly high fatality rates of up to 25.4%. In addition to the
severity and high fatality of the disease, a significant population of survivors suffer from long-term
sequelae, such as sensorineural hearing loss, resulting in a huge socioeconomic burden in endemic
regions. There are no Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved vaccines, and therapeutics
remain extremely limited for Lassa fever. Development of countermeasures depends on relevant
animal models that can develop a disease strongly mimicking the pathogenic features of Lassa
fever in humans. The objective of this review is to evaluate the currently available animal models
for LASV infection with an emphasis on their pathogenic and histologic characteristics as well as
recent advances in the development of a suitable rodent model. This information may facilitate the
development of an improved animal model for understanding disease pathogenesis of Lassa fever
and for vaccine or antiviral testing.

Keywords: arenaviruses; Lassa virus; viral hemorrhagic fevers; Lassa fever; animal models

1. Introduction

Lassa virus (LASV) is the causative agent of Lassa fever (LF). The virus was first isolated from
two missionary nurses who died from LF in Nigeria in 1969 [1–3]. A third nurse was infected and
brought to the United States; her plasma was used to treat a fourth patient who was exposed by
handling infected blood samples [1]. LASV is a mammarenavirus from the Arenaviridae family and
has a single-stranded, negative-sense, bisegmented RNA genome. LASV is endemic throughout
Western Africa, especially in Nigeria, Liberia, Guinea, and Sierra Leone, where it is transmitted by
the Natal mastomys (Mastomys natalensis) rodent, although recent work suggests viral presence in
the reddish-white mastomys (Mastomys erythroleucus) and the “African wood mouse” (Hylomyscus
pamfi) rodents as well [2,4]. LASV isolates of different geographic and host origins are highly diverse
in genomic sequences and phylogenetically classified into up to seven lineages, with each lineage
predominately localized in specific countries (refer to Table 1 for the LASV isolates covered in this
review) [5–9]. A recent deep sequencing analysis revealed that the sequence variations could be as high
as 25% and 32% in the viral genomic small (S) and large (L) segments, respectively, among different
strains [5]. LASV causes zoonotic infections in humans, typically through the ingestion of contaminated
food and/or water or inhalation of tainted aerosols from infected rodents; person-to-person transmission
occurs via contact with bodily fluids [2]. Estimates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) place the number of new LASV infections each year as high as 300,000 with around 5000 deaths
from LF [2,10]. The average case fatality rate is approximately 1%, which can dramatically elevate to
15–20% for hospitalized cases [2]. However, a more recent report indicated only 633 confirmed cases

Pathogens 2020, 9, 197; doi:10.3390/pathogens9030197 www.mdpi.com/journal/pathogens5
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and 171 deaths in Nigeria in 2018, with a 27% case fatality rate [11]. In the recent 2018–2019 Nigerian
LF outbreaks, approximately 25% of patients died from the infection [12–14]. Therefore, it is necessary
to re-evaluate the annual incidence of LASV infections and deaths.

There are no FDA-approved vaccines against LASV. Current clinical treatments are limited to
an off-label use of ribavirin [2,14]. However, ribavirin treatment is expensive and only effective if
administered within the first six days after the onset of symptoms [15]. When considering the high rate
of misdiagnosis of LF for other endemic infections, such as typhoid or falciparum malaria [1,2,16,17],
this time frame for effective LF treatment is extremely challenging [16]. Moreover, ribavirin has a high
rate of side effects that often require further medical intervention, such as hemolysis [15]. Development
of countermeasures against LF requires relevant animal models that can recapitulate disease and
pathogenic features of LF in humans. The objective of this review is to survey the current Lassa fever
animal models, including their pathologic and histologic characteristics as well as new advances in
small rodent models, in order to inform the development of new animal models.
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2. Lassa Fever Symptoms and Pathogenesis

LF symptoms typically appear 1–3 weeks post-infection [2]. Eighty percent of cases are
asymptomatic or present with mild, non-specific febrile symptoms such as fever, sore throat, headache,
and general malaise, that may be misdiagnosed as typhoid, malaria, or appendicitis [1,2,16,17].
The other 20% of cases progress to much more severe symptomology [2]. These clinical manifestations
include diarrhea, hemorrhage, disorientation, respiratory distress, abdominal pain, vomiting, facial
edema, and severe pharyngitis [1,2]. Neurological signs such as hearing loss, encephalitis, and
tremors also occur [2]. Of note, this hearing loss manifests as sudden-onset sensorineural hearing loss
(SNHL) in approximately one-third of patients and is irreversible in two-thirds of those cases [10,18,19].
Infections during pregnancy have a greater risk of death as well as spontaneous abortion [20]. Death
will typically occur due to multiorgan failure approximately two weeks post-onset of symptoms [2].
The long-term sequelae, such as SNHL, are generating a huge socioeconomic burden across Western
Africa, where stigmatization and isolation lead to increased rates of depression and unemployment [21].
Aid programs in Nigeria alone can cost upwards of $43 million each year [18].

Clinical laboratory findings include thrombocytopenia, leucopenia with lymphopenia, elevated
blood urea and proteinuria [22]. The aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT),
amylase, and creatine phosphokinase (CPK) concentrations are also elevated in patient’s serum [17],
often with a higher AST level than ALT level, suggesting that the transaminases in serum are not solely
derived from damaged liver, but may also be from other tissues [23]. High viral titers are measured in
the spleen, lung, liver, kidney, heart, mammary gland, and placenta [17]. The level of viremia has been
correlated with the severity of disease outcome.

Current knowledge on the pathology of Lassa fever is still limited due to civil unrest and social
taboos and customs when dealing with the deceased in endemic areas [22]. Available pathologic
analysis of clinical cases indicates lesions in the spleen, liver, and adrenal glands [17]. Histologic analysis
of the liver indicates significant eosinophilic necrosis and parenchymal cell necrosis with an infiltration
of eosinophils in the sinusoids [1,17,24]. Spleen samples indicate a presence of eosinophilic necrosis,
lymphoid depletion, atrophied white pulp, and fibrin deposits with an infiltration of lymphocytes
and mononuclear cells [1,17,24]. Adrenal gland samples indicate multifocal adrenocortical cellular
necrosis, often associated with inflammation [17]. Less frequent findings include petechiae of the
gastrointestinal tract, interstitial nephritis, renal tubular injury, lymph node sinus histiocytosis,
mild interstitial pneumonia, renal edema and hemorrhage, as well as mild interstitial mononuclear
myocarditis [1,17,24]. No alterations are detected in placental, mammary, uterine, ovarian, pancreatic,
central nervous system (CNS), or brain samples [17]. These observations were made from a study
performed in 1982. Our knowledge on pathology of LF in humans still lack. Studies with non-human
primates have provided valuable information regarding the pathogenesis of LASV infection. As there
is a limitation in study with non-human primates (NHPs), a small animal model that can resemble
pathological changes in LF patients is desired.

3. Murine Models

3.1. Natal Mastomys (Mastomys Natalensis) Mice

Natal mastomys mice are the natural host of LASV. The exact subspecies that acts as a LASV
reservoir remains unclear, due to multiple subspecies coexisting in endemic regions and their high
genetic diversity [25,26]. There are very few studies on laboratory infections of Natal mastomys
due to lack of laboratory clone of these mice. One early study reported that LASV caused a chronic
asymptomatic infection despite the high virus titers detected in organs at 74 days post-infection
(dpi) [25] (Table 2). Affected tissues included the lung, spleen, liver, kidney, brain, bladder, and lymph
nodes [25]. Virus was also detected in the blood and urine. As the Natal mastomys mice did not
develop LF signs, its use in viral pathogenesis or vaccine studies is limited. However, this model

8
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may prove useful for basic transmission studies as well as studies developing methods for limiting
transmission of the virus between rodent populations or from rodents to humans.

Table 2. Mouse models of LASV infection.

Mouse
Virus
Strain

Max. Dose Route Lethality Signs of Disease
Affected
Organs

Reference

Natal
mastomys Unknown Not

provided IP d No
asymptomatic, persistent

infection, virus shed in saliva
and urine

lung, spleen,
liver, kidney,

brain, bladder,
lymph nodes

[25]

IFNAR-/-
Josiah, AV,

BA366,
Nig04-10

105 PFU IV e No
persistent viremia,

bodyweight loss, no fever
and neurological signs

lung, liver,
spleen brain,
kidney, heart

[27–30]

Chimeric
IFNAR-/-B6

Ba366, AV,
Ba289,

Nig04-10,
Nig-CSF

103 FFU IP 100%

liver damage, vascular
leakage, systemic viral

dissemination, weight loss,
hypothermia, elevated

AST/ALT ratio

liver, lung,
spleen, kidney,

heart, brain
[29,31]

IFNαβ/γR-/-
Josiah,

LF2384 a

LF2450 b
105 PFU IP No

minor and transient weight
loss, clearance of virus by 25

dpi, no hearing loss

spleen, lung,
liver, brain,

kidney
[8,30]

STAT1-/- Josiah 104 PFU IP 100% weight loss,
systematic infection

spleen, lung,
liver, brain,

kidney
[28]

LF2384 a

(fatal) 105 PFU IP 80%

fever, high level viremia,
weight loss, increased ALT
level, decreased albumin,

WBC, and monocyte counts,
hearing loss associated with

infiltration of
CD3+ lymphocytes

brain, liver,
spleen, lung,
kidney, heart

[8,28]

LF2450 b

(non-fatal) 105 PFU IP 0–50% hearing loss
brain, liver,

spleen, lung,
kidney, heart

[8]

CBA Josiah 103 PFU IC f 70–100%
scruffy fur, seizures, weight
loss, immobility, and severe

decubitus paralysis
not stated [32]

HHD Ba366 C 106 PFU IV 22%
ruffled fur, lethargy, elevated
AST level, high level viremia,

severe pneumonitis

liver, lung,
spleen, kidney [33]

Note: a LF2384: clinical isolate from a lethally infected patient; b LF2450: clinical isolate from a survivor; C isolate
from Natal mastomys; PFU, plaque forming unit; d IP: intraperitoneal; e IV: intravenous; f IC: intracranial.

3.2. IFNAR-/- Mice

Immune-competent laboratory mice are generally resistant to LASV infection [27–30]. Interferons
play important roles in regulating host innate and adaptive immune responses against infections.
LASV infection of the 129Sv mice lacking the receptor for interferon α and β (IFNAR-/-) results in
a non-lethal acute infection accompanied with persistent viremia [27–30] (Table 2). Infected mice
lose approximately 15% body weight but did not develop febrile or neurological signs [26,29]. Other
disease signs included ruffled fur and hypoactivity occurring by 11 dpi [28,30]. Peak viremia occurred
approximately 8 dpi. The lung, liver, and spleen had the highest viral loads, and virus was also present
in the brain, kidney, and heart at much lower titers [27]. Similar pathological changes and disease
signs were found in the animals upon infection with a variety of LASV strains, including the Josiah,
AV, BA366, and Nig04-10 strains isolated from endemic countries, Sierra Leone, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea,
and Nigeria, respectively [27,28].

A chimeric IFNAR-/-B6 lethal mouse model had been established, in which the IFNAR-/- mice
were irradiated and transplanted with bone marrow progenitor cells from wild type C57BL/6 mice.
These IFNAR-/-B6 chimeric mice uniformly succumbed to infections with a variety of LASV strains
within 10 days [29,31]. LASV strains tested include Ba366, AV, Ba289, Nig04-10, and Nig-CSF, all of
which were 100% lethal using 1000 focus-forming units (FFU) [29]. These mice presented with liver
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damage, vascular leakage, and systemic viral dissemination [29]. Virus titers were detected in the
liver, lung, spleen, kidney, heart, brain, and blood [29,31]. Animals also presented with weight loss
and hypothermia [31]. Moreover, this model featured an elevated AST/ALT ratio, as well as FAS
and FAS-L [29,31] similarly observed in LF patients. Pathological findings included an infiltration of
inflammatory leukocytes in the kidney, infiltration of granulocytes and T cell lymphocytes in the liver,
and an increased presence of CD8+ T cells in both the spleen and lungs [29]. Lung and liver samples
both presented with indications of significant vascular leakage as well as edema [29]. Interestingly,
IFNAR-/-B6 mice with a depletion of CD8+ T cells exhibited significantly increased survival rate (87.5%)
despite persistent viremia [29]. This depletion also reduced the FAS and FAS-L concentrations, as well
as the vascular leakage in the liver and lung [29]. This model implicates the role of T cells in the
pathogenesis of LF. IFNAR-/- mice are less susceptible to disease probably as a result of lacking IFN
receptors that are critical to stimulate a T cell response.

3.3. IFNαβ/γR-/- Mice

The 129Sv mice lacking interferon α, β and γ receptors (IFNαβ/γR-/-) did not develop clinical
signs of disease upon LASV infection apart from a minor and transient weight loss [30] (Table 2).
Neither did this model develop sudden onset sensorineural hearing loss when infected with either the
LF2384 or LF2350 clinical isolates from a fatal and a non-fatal case respectively, from the 2012 Sierra
Leone outbreak [8]. These two clinical isolates have been passaged only once in Vero cells. The animals
presented with less severe disease upon infection with the Josiah strain as IFNAR-/- mice [30]. Virus was
present in the serum, spleen, lung, liver, brain, and kidney, but was cleared by 25 dpi [30]. Tissue
samples featured similar findings to the LASV-infected IFNAR-/- model in the brain and lung, but to
significantly lesser extents [30]. Liver samples presented with mononuclear cell infiltration, although
inflammation was rarely observed [30]. In the spleen, only the red pulp was affected; the kidneys
showed mild, regional nephritis [30].

3.4. STAT1-/- Mice

Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT1) is a transcription factor that is activated
in response to IFN α, β, γ and IL-6. The 129Sv mice lacking STAT1 (STAT1-/-) were not only highly
susceptible to LASV infection, including clinical isolates, but also presented with a lethal disease with
clinically relevant manifestations, such as SNHL [8,28]. Thus, the STAT1-/- mouse model is promising
for vaccine and therapeutic testing. Mice intraperitoneally infected with 104 plaque forming units
(PFUs) of the Josiah strain of LASV lost ~18% of their body weight between 4 and 6 dpi, and either died
or met humane endpoint criteria by 7 dpi [28]. This model also matched the differential clinical outcome
of the patients from whom the viruses were isolated, with LF2384 infections being lethal and LF2350
infections non-lethal in these mice. Intraperitoneal (IP) injection with 105 PFU of the LF2384 or the
LF2350 isolates led to 80% and 10–50% lethality, respectively [8]. Infection with 104 PFU of these viruses
resulted in 80% lethality for the fatal isolate and 0% lethality for the non-fatal isolate [8]. LF2384 also
caused fever and other signs of disease by 4–5 dpi, and death approximately 7 dpi [28]. Other signs
of disease included weight loss, hypothermia, hunched posture, reduced activity, and ruffled fur [8].
In one study, fever was not noted, although the possibility that fever transiently occurred before turning
into hypothermia was raised [8,28]. Virus was disseminated to the brain, liver, spleen, lung, kidney,
and heart by 3 dpi with titers steadily increasing to their peak at 7 dpi [8,28]. Viremia appeared by 3
dpi and remained at high titers until death [28]. Increased ALT concentrations and decreased albumin,
WBC, and monocyte counts were noted as early as 3 dpi; a moderate decrease in platelet counts was
also observed [28]. Histologic analysis of the spleen indicated lesions with eosinophil accumulation in
the red pulp, primarily focused around the periarteriolar lymphocytic sheaths as well as apoptotic
and necrotic cells [28]. Samples also demonstrated significant fibrin deposits and an infiltration of
macrophages filled with apoptotic nuclei [28]. Analysis of the liver indicated lesions with microvesicular
steatosis and apoptosis in the hepatic sinusoids [28]. Of note, IFN signaling is not completely disrupted
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in this STAT1-/- mouse model as that in IFNαβ/γR-/- mice. A partial knockout of STAT1 gene leads to
expression of a truncated form of STAT1, which may still be able to mediate a minimal T cell response.
As T cells may contribute to LF pathogenesis, the difference in IFN signaling may explain why the STAT1-/-

mice are more susceptible to disease than IFNαβ/γR-/- mice [29].
Additionally, the STAT1-/- model is the only available small animal model for SNHL [8]. Both

LF2384 and LF2350 clinical isolates from the 2012 Sierra Leone outbreak caused deafness in survivors [8].
Infection with 105 PFU of virus caused permanent hearing loss in all survivors. With a lower dose of
virus (104 PFU), hearing loss was present in only 20% of survivors. Histologic examination identified
severe damage to the inner ear with significantly fewer outer hair cells; inner hair cells remained
intact [8]. Auditory nerves in mice with hearing loss were also damaged, while the nearby facial
nerves remained intact. There was significant vacuolization of the spiral ganglion, thinning of the stria
vascularis, distention of Reissner’s membrane, and an infiltration of blood cells in the scala tympani.
Viral antigen was present in vascular-rich regions, where there was also a remarkable infiltration of
CD3+ lymphocytes, indicating an immunopathologic mechanism underlying to the hearing loss [8].

3.5. CBA Mice

Intracranial infection of inbred CBA mice with the pathogenic Josiah strain of LASV resulted in
disease manifestation, although it was unclear whether the animals were immunocompromised [32].
Infected CBA mice presented with scruffy fur, seizures, weight loss, immobility, severe decubitus
paralysis, and death [32]. This route of inoculation allowed for onset of signs of disease between 5 and
7 dpi with 70–100% lethality within 7–12 days [32].

3.6. HHD Mice

C57BL/6 mice expressing a human/mouse chimeric HLA-A2.1 instead of the normal MHC class I
gene products (humanized HHD mouse model) has recently been established as a novel model for
LASV infection [33]. The HHD mouse was most susceptible to infection with the Ba366 strain and
featured ~22% lethality and rapid deteriorating post-onset of signs of disease [33]. When infected with
106 PFU of the Ba366 strain, HHD mice began to show ruffled fur and lethargy, as well as elevated
concentrations of serum AST, approximately 7–12 dpi [33]. High viral titers were observed in liver,
lung, and spleen, whereas lower titers were seen in the kidney [33]. Histology examination indicated
severe pneumonitis with signs of pleural effusion, thickening of the interlobular septum, and collapsed
alveolar lumen with infiltration of monocytes and macrophages [33]. The liver contained altered
cellular distribution, orientation, and shape of its monocytes and macrophages. The spleens also
featured disruption of the white and red pulp regions, while monocytes and macrophages were found
throughout with scarce T cells.

Depletion of CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, or both resulted in substantial differences in disease
manifestations in this model [33]. After infection, the serum AST concentrations remained normal in
HHD mice lacking both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, while the AST concentrations elevated in HHD mice.
Additionally, depletion of either CD4+ T cells or CD8+ T cells resulted in partial elevation in AST
concentrations [33]. In all groups, similarly high titers of viremia were developed, suggesting T cells
had no substantial influence on viremia. C57BL6 mice lacking only CD4+ T cells were able to clear the
viral infection, while those lacking only the CD8+ cells featured persistent viremia [33]. MHC-I-/- mice
lacking CD8+ T cells confirmed these findings, presenting with no clinical manifestations of disease
after infection, despite the high viremia [33]. CD4+ and CD8+ T cell-depleted mice did not demonstrate
any significant histological changes in the lung and spleen after infection and also featured limited
signs of disease, emphasizing the role of T cells in LASV pathogenesis [33].

In summary, immune-competent laboratory mice are generally resistant to LASV infection,
and therefore are not suitable for modeling the severe and fatal LF diseases in humans.
Immune-incompetent mice are susceptible to LASV infection but generally develop mild diseases
and survive the infection (see Table 2). The chimeric IFNAR-/-B6 mice are susceptible to lethal LASV
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infection but require irradiation of the mice and transplantation with bone marrow progenitor cells
from wild type C57BL/6 mice. Recently, progress has been made using the STAT1-/- mice, which
recapitulate the pathogenic potency of different LASV isolates and some LF disease signs including
hearing loss. This STAT1-/- mouse model may be useful as a small rodent model for vaccine and
therapeutic testing.

4. Guinea Pig Models

4.1. Strain 13 Guinea Pigs

Inbred Strain 13 domesticated guinea pigs have been used as a lethal LF rodent model for studying
pathogenesis as well as antiviral, vaccine, and immunotherapy candidates. Unlike their Hartley
outbred counterpart, this model does not require virus adaptation [34,35] (Table 3). However, Inbred
Strain 13 guinea pigs are not readily available, limiting their use as a LF animal model. In this model
at least 90% animals died when infected with at least 2 PFU of LASV (Josiah) [34,36,37]. The clinical
isolate NJ2015, from a non-fatal infection, was also non-lethal in Strain 13 guinea pigs [36]. Guinea
pigs infected with the Pinneo strain had a 100% survival rate, developing only a mild to moderate
disease featuring 5–10% weight loss and lethargy approximately 10 dpi; all animals recovered by 22
dpi [38]. The Z-132 strain was 100% lethal and mimicked a Josiah infection, while the Soromba-R strain
was 0–57% lethal with a very mild disease [38,39]. Survivors did not exhibit seroconversion and were
susceptible to back challenge [34]. Neutralizing antibodies were not produced [37]. Signs of disease
included weight loss, fever, ruffled fur, hunched posture, altered mentation, and conjunctivitis [34–36].
Guinea pigs typically became moribund between 10 and 15 dpi [37]. A persistent and high level viremia
developed rapidly, typically approximately 5–6 dpi, and peaked at approximately 10 dpi. The highest
viral load was identified in the lung, followed by the spleen, pancreas, lymph nodes, adrenal glands,
kidneys, salivary glands, liver, and heart [34,35,39]. Histological findings included the presence of
viral antigen typically associated with hepatitis, hepatic cell death, hair follicle epithelium cell death,
and adrenal cortical necrosis [35]. Laryngitis and heterophilic tracheitis were noted in guinea pigs
exposed via aerosol [35]. Interstitial pneumonia was found in all moribund animals with an increase in
mononuclear cells, especially macrophages, surrounding the blood vessels and airways [34,35,37,39].
Edema and hemorrhage were also noted in the lungs with an expansion of the alveolar septae [35,39].
Liver samples exhibited a mild to moderate inflammation in portal and sinusoidal regions, vacuolar
degeneration, and necrosis [35,37,39]. Half of the guinea pigs developed acute necrotizing nephritis
and mild myocarditis or mild to moderate endocarditis and pancarditis [34,35,37]. It is important to
note that this damage to the heart is not seen in clinical cases [25]. Adrenal glands featured minimal
damage, although they were infected [34,35]. Further analysis of the spleen identified mild heterophilic
splenitis [35,39]. The red pulp featured perifollicular to diffuse mononuclear cell proliferation [35].
Most infected guinea pigs developed petechial rashes approximately 12 dpi [35]. Lymphocytolysis
and lymphoid depletion was noted in the white pulp of the spleen, thymus, and lymph nodes [35,37].
The pancreas featured acinar cell atrophy as well as other architectural changes [35]. Viral antigen
was present in the reproductive tissues of both male and female infected guinea pigs, with males also
featuring mild epididymitis [35]. Serum analysis indicated elevated ALT and heterophil concentrations
with a transient decrease in platelets and a decrease in blood lymphocytes [35].
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Strain 13 guinea pigs presented with conjunctivitis upon LASV infection [36]. Clinically, LASV
infections cause conjunctival edema and conjunctivitis in acute infections and transient blindness in
survivors. No other animal models have been extensively studied for this aspect of disease, although
viral titers have been identified in the aqueous humor of the eye of infected rhesus monkeys [36,44].
The lethal Josiah strain and the non-lethal NJ2015 clinical isolate both induced red and swollen
conjunctiva with associated ocular discharge in the animals [36]. Viral antigen was detected in the eyes
of all infected guinea pigs achieving humane euthanasia criteria, while none was detected in those of
survivors [36]. Survivors presented with minimal to mild lymphocytic inflammation; lethal infections
all presented with mild to moderate inflammation [36].

4.2. Hartley Guinea Pigs

Outbred Hartley domesticated guinea pigs are commercially available and susceptible to infection
with the widely used Josiah strain of LASV (Table 3). However, the Josiah strain caused lethal infection
in only 30–67% of animals regardless of the infection dose. Survivors seroconverted and were not
susceptible to back challenge [34]. To achieve uniform lethality, the Josiah strain must be adapted in
guinea pigs through serial passage [25,34,35,40,41]. Guinea pigs infected with the guinea pig-adapted
LASV (GPA-LASV) developed a fever approximately 6–9 dpi as well as respiratory distress and
hypothermia [41,42]. Weight loss was rapid and variable, ranging from 8% to over 20%, which is typical
humane euthanasia criteria [40–42]. Other clinical manifestations included an unstable gait, a noticeable
lack of grooming with associated rough/ruffled fur, delayed responsiveness/lethargy, recumbency, and a
reddening of the footpads and ears [40,41]. Death occurred by an average of 15 dpi [41]. Viral titers
were observed in the serum, spleen, liver, and lung [41,42]. Histologic analysis of the liver indicated
lymphohistiocytic hepatitis and hepatocellular degeneration [41]. Spleen samples contained sinus
histiocytosis and lung samples featured interstitial pneumonia [41]. The GPA-LASV/Hartley guinea
pig model has been often used in development of antivirals and vaccine against LF [40–42].

Recently, new advances have been made in the development of the outbred LASV-infected Hartley
guinea pig model by using the LF2384 clinical isolate. Uniform lethality could be achieved in outbred
Hartley guinea pigs infected by the LF2384 clinical isolate without species-specific adaptation, at a
dose as low as 100 PFU [45]. LF2384-infected guinea pigs presented with signs of disease such as
fever, hypothermia before death, as well as weight loss by 10 dpi, scruffy coats by 12 dpi, and loss
of appetite as well as lethargy by 13 dpi [45]. Neurological disease signs were not observed in this
model [45]. Viral loads were detected in the liver, kidney, spleen, lung, and brain, but were not
detectable in survivors of a low dose infection [45]. Guinea pigs succumbing to disease presented with
thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, and lymphopenia [45]. Gross pathology indicated small spleens [45].
While this model requires further characterization, the advantages of this new LF model include the
use of clinical isolates directly from patients without adaptation and the commercial availability of the
animals. Additionally, the outbred background may allow for mimicking infections in humans with
diverse genetic backgrounds. The newly developed LF2384 LASV/Hartley guinea pig model will be
useful for vaccine and therapeutic development, which is demonstrated in a recent study showing that
immunization with an adenovector-based LASV vaccine candidate efficaciously protected animals
from lethal LASV infection [43].

5. Non-Human Primate Models

5.1. Squirrel Monkey Model

Squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) infected with the Bah strain of LASV developed variable disease.
One out of four animals became moribund [46] (Table 4). These primates develop depression, tremors,
drooling, anorexia, lassitude, and polydipsia as signs of disease. Serologic analysis indicated persistent
viremia with no antibody development at 28 dpi [46]. High viral titers were detected primarily in the
liver, kidney, and lymph nodes, while lower virus loads were found in the spleen, brain, liver, kidneys,
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adrenal gland, urine and heart [25,46]. The presence of the virus was associated with significant
tissue necrosis [25]. Spleen and lymph node samples featured necrosis in the germinal centers; spleen
samples and adrenal glands also contain regions of focal hemorrhage [46]. While the liver suffered
from hepatitis with fatty metamorphosis and an infiltration of leukocytes and mononuclear cells,
hepatocytic regeneration was noted [46]. Renal tubular necrosis and regeneration was present in the
kidney, while heart samples featured severe myocarditis with vacuolar degeneration and necrosis [46].
Some animals developed neuropathology with chronic inflammation of the meninges, a significant
infiltration of mononuclear cells and lymphocytes into the pancreas with acute arteritis, or minor
pathologic changes in the adrenal gland, prostate, and bone marrow [46].
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5.2. Marmoset Model

The common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) has been identified as a good model for Lassa fever
(Table 4). Primates infected with the Josiah strain of LASV develop a systemic disease featuring
low fever and rapid weight loss [47]. These monkeys also exhibited behavioral changes, such as
depression and anorexia, as well as reduced stool production [47]. Severe morbidity occurred between
15 and 20 dpi [47]. Serum analysis indicated an elevation in AST, ALT, and alkaline phosphatase
concentrations as well as a decrease in albumin and platelet concentrations [47]. High viral titers
were observed in the liver, spleen, and lymph nodes [47]. Livers were enlarged with pale patches.
Histologic analysis indicated multifocal hepatic necrosis with mild inflammation [47]. Spleens were also
enlarged with mild to moderate lymphoid depletion [47]. Likewise, lymph nodes were enlarged with
lymphocyte necrosis and an infiltration of inflammatory cells [47]. Kidneys were pale with interstitial
nephritis [47]. Lung samples featured hemorrhage present in most lobes with mild to moderate
multifocal interstitial pneumonitis, septal thickening, and multifocal edema [47]. These samples also
had increased infiltration of lymphocytes and macrophages [47]. The adrenal cortex also featured mild
to moderate inflammation and multifocal necrosis [47].

5.3. Rhesus Monkey (Rhesus Macaque) Model

Rhesus monkeys (Rhesus macaques) infected with the Josiah strain of LASV develop severe disease
with prolonged viremia [44]. Succumbed animals developed disease signs by 7 dpi, including severe
petechial rash, hiccups, lethargy, aphagia, huddled posture, constipation, conjunctivitis, anorexia,
weight loss, decreased water intake/dehydration, facial and periorbital edema, bleeding from the
gums and nares, cough, and a slight fever [44,48,49,54,55]. Fever persisted until death or a sudden
hypothermia happened just before death approximately 10–14 dpi [44,49,54,55]. Subcutaneous
inoculation with 106.1 PFU of Josiah strain of LASV proved to be lethal in 60% of the animals [47].
Serologic analysis indicated antibody production by 10–12 dpi, although this was not correlated with
viral clearance and animal recovery [44,49]. Elevated AST, ALT, and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) with a
transient and moderate leukopenia was also noted [49,54,55]. Hematocrit, hemoglobin, fibronectin, and
red blood cell counts decreased; platelet counts trended toward a decrease, although remained within
the normal range [54,55]. Viremia appeared typically by 4–5 dpi with titers over 104 PFU/mL in lethally
infected monkeys, significantly higher than those in survivors [49,54,55]. Viral loads were found in
every organ tested including the adrenal glands, liver, lung, pancreas, brain, bone marrow, kidney,
lymph nodes, spleen, muscle, heart, thymus, testis, salivary gland, urine, CSF, and intestines [44,49,55].
The highest titers were in the liver, spleen, and adrenal glands [55].

Gross pathological analysis indicated scattered petechial and visceral hemorrhage along with
the presence of mild to moderate pleural effusions [44,48]. Liver and adrenal gland tissues presented
with necrosis, with markers of regeneration of hepatocytes and a slight infiltration of inflammatory
cells [44,48,49,55]. Interstitial pneumonia with edema, thickened alveolar septae, and pulmonary
arteritis were present in the lung [44,48,49,55]. Spleen samples indicated lymphocytopenia and
presence of viral antigens only in the red pulp [48,49]. Infected primates also developed mild to
moderate interstitial and perivascular myocarditis and pericardial edema. Severe meningoencephalitis
with significant perivascular cuffing was noted, albeit rarely [44,48]. Infiltration of erythrocytes and
macrophages was noted in the small intestine. Lesions and a multifocal cortical interstitial mononuclear
infiltrate were noted in the kidney [48,55]. Seventy-eight percent of infected primates developed lesions
in the CNS with mild lymphocytic cuffing of the vessels of the brain, spinal cord, and meninges [48].
Twenty percent of primates suffered lymphocytic infiltration of the spiral ganglia; mild choriodoretinitis
was also noted [48]. The arterial lesions, vasculitis, meningoencephalomyelitis and skeletal myositis
observed in this monkey model were rarely, if at all, noted in human LF cases [44].
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5.4. Cynomolgus Macaque Model

Josiah- or Z-132-infected “crab-eating” (cynomolgus) macaques developed a severe hemorrhagic
disease with up to 100% of primates becoming moribund or dying between 11 and 18 dpi [38,39,50–53,56].
A study with the Soromba-R strain found two of three animals died (66% lethality) after infection and
a prolonged time to euthanasia [39]. Infection with the Liberian LASV Z-132 strain was 100% lethal
by 18 dpi [35]. Infection with 103 FFU AV strain featured only 67% lethality. All animals survived
infection with 107 FFU of the AV strain, probably due to a high concentration of defective interfering
(DI) viral particles in the higher dose [57]. Clinical signs, such as fever, weight loss, lethargy, dull
appearance, reluctance to move/hypoactivity, anorexia, rashes, facial edema, hunched posture, ruffled
fur, piloerection, bleeding from puncture sites, dehydration, epistaxis, acute respiratory syndrome,
and mild to moderate depression appeared approximately 5-7 dpi, but might begin as early as 3
dpi [38,39,50–52,56–58]. Fever spiked between 7 and 10 dpi [39]. Viremia might start as early as 3–4 dpi,
but was usually detectable 6–10 dpi, peaked 12–14 dpi, and continued to maintain high titers (up to 107

PFU/mL) until death or euthanasia [39,50,51,53,56,58]. Onset of fever was associated with detectable
viremia. Survivors typically had a lower virus titer and cleared the virus by 28 dpi [50,57]. Survivors
suffered neurological disorders such as tremors, reduced appetite, ataxia, convulsions/seizures, and
unilateral or bilateral deafness [50,52,56,58]. Sixty-seven percent of the survivors developed hearing
loss, which was thought to be driven by an immune-associated systemic vasculitis [50,56]. This hearing
loss was present in all survivors of one study, presenting as unilateral or bilateral hearing loss [56].

Serologic analysis indicated elevated concentrations of AST, ALT, alkaline phosphatase (ALP),
gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT), total bilirubin (TBIL), and BUN as well as decreased concentrations
of albumin, total protein, and amylase [38,39,50,51,58]. Transient lymphopenia, monocytopenia,
neutropenia, and eosinopenia were also noticed at 4–10 dpi [38,39,50,51,58]. Platelet concentrations
typically tended to decrease but remained within normal ranges, along with reduced hemoglobin,
hematocrit, and creatinine concentrations [39,50,51,58]. The autoimmune markers C-reactive protein,
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies, and circulating immune complexes were also elevated in
survivors with hearing loss [56]. Neutralizing antibodies were not detected in primates that succumbed
to the infection but developed slowly in survivors approximately 14 dpi [50,56,57]. An early and strong
T cell response was noticed in survivors [57]. Viral titers were detected at high levels in the spleen,
lung, and liver, and at lower levels in the lymph nodes, kidney, and brain by 7 dpi [38,39,51,56–58].

Gross pathologic analysis revealed enlarged livers, spleens, adrenal glands, pancreas and lymph
nodes, along with slight lung discoloration and pericardial effusion [38,39,57,58]. Lung samples
featured mild to severe interstitial pneumonia with thickening of the alveolar septae [38,57,58].
Interestingly, although Soromba-R infections presented with a significantly less severe disease,
the pathology of the lung was remarkable; 50–100% of lobes were reddened with lesions and
extensive pulmonary infiltrations [38]. Liver samples were pale yellow and friable, featuring mild and
multifocal portal hepatitis with random regions of necrosis [38,50,58]. Brain samples presented with
meningoencephalitis in the frontal lobe, brainstem, and cerebellum with lesions. Neuritis was noted in
the optic nerve [38,58]. Both lymph nodes and the white pulp of the spleen suffered follicular hyperplasia
and mild lymphocytolysis. Spleens were also friable with fibrinous deposits in the red pulp [38,57,58].
Kidney samples appeared congested with mononuclear cell infiltrates [57,58]. Petechial hemorrhage and
necrosis were noted on the bladder, while the ovaries and uterus were inflamed [57,58]. The thymus
featured marked atrophy; myocarditis and necrotizing coronary arteritis were noted in the heart [58].

6. Surrogate Models of Lassa Fever

6.1. Pichindé Virus in Guinea Pigs

Pichindé virus (PICV) is a non-pathogenic, New World mammarenavirus isolated from cricetine
rodents (Oryzomys albigularis) in Colombia, South America [59,60]. PICV infection of Strain 13 guinea
pigs can cause Lassa-like disease and therefore has been used as a surrogate LASV model in BSL2
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labs (Table 5) [61–63]. A minimum of four sequential passages of PICV in guinea pigs was required
to result in 100% lethality [63,64]. Infected guinea pigs were hypoactive and lethargic, with ruffled
fur, decreased food/water intake, rapid and shallow breathing, slobbering, and significant weight loss
before becoming moribund [62,64]. Viremia appeared by 2 dpi and steadily increased until death at
16 dpi [62–64]. Infected guinea pigs featured extreme leukopenia beginning approximately 13 dpi
and a transient neutrophilia [63]. Serologic findings included impaired platelet function, decreased
activity of coagulation factors, and thrombocytopenia, decreased white blood cell concentrations and
increased hematocrit [64]. AST concentrations were also elevated, starting from approximately 9
dpi [63]. Histologic analysis indicated pathological lesions in the liver, spleen, pancreas, lungs and
gastrointestinal tract [61–64]. Scattered necrotic regions were found in lymphoid tissue and the bone
marrow [64].

Table 5. Surrogate models of LASV infection.

Animal Virus/Strain Max. Dose Route Lethality Signs of Disease Affected Organs Reference

Strain 13
(inbred)

guinea pig

Pichindé
virus >3 PFU SC 100%

hypoactivity, lethargy, ruffled
fur, decreased appetite,

rapid/shallow breathing,
slobbering, weight loss,

leukopenia, and transient
neutrophilia

liver, spleen,
pancreas, lung,
gastrointestinal
tract, lymphoid

tissue, bone marrow

[61–64]

Hartley
(outbred)

guinea pig

Pichindé
virus/P18 100 PFU IP 100% weight loss and fever

adrenal glands,
lung, stomach, liver,
brain, heart, spleen,
pancreas, intestine,

kidney, lymph node

[65,67]

Pichindé
virus/P2 104 PFU IP <100% avirulent none [66]

Pichindé
virus/CoAn

4783
3000 PFU IP 43% weight loss and fever cleared in survivors [65]

LVG/Lak
outbred
golden

hamsters

Pichindé
virus 500 PFU SC 0–100%

lethal infection up to 8 days
post-birth; uncommon

afterwards
spleen, liver, kidney [68]

MHA/Lak
inbred
golden

hamsters

Pichindé
virus

3.5 × 106

PFU
IP 100% lethal infection

regardless of age spleen, liver, kidney [68]

Golden
hamsters

Pirital
virus 105 TCID50 IP >50%

hemorrhage, interstitial
pneumonia, multifocal

hepatic necrosis, splenic
lymphoid depletion

and necrosis

lung, liver, spleen [69]

Rhesus
monkeys LCMV-WE 103 PFU IV 100% not listed not listed [70,71]

108 PFU IG a 20%
weight loss, elevated AST

and ALT, thrombocytopenia,
transient neutrophilia

liver [72]

a IG: intragastic

Unlike Strain 13 guinea pigs, Hartley outbred guinea pigs did not uniformly succumb to infection
by PICV CoAn 4763 strain [63,65]. The lethality was approximately 43% when animals were infected
with 3000 PFU PICV CoAn 4763 [63]. Virus was cleared by 16 dpi in survivors [63]. When the CoAn
4763 strain passaged in Strain 13 guinea pigs for 18 passages, the resulting P18 strain was more
virulent than the P2 strain, which was passaged only twice [65–67]. Infection with 100 PFU of the PICV
P18 strain caused weight loss, fever and uniformly lethal infection in outbred guinea pigs [65–67].
Virus was present in almost all organs, with the highest titers in the adrenal glands, lungs, stomachs
and livers [66]. Lower yet still notable titers were found in the brain [66]. P2-infected guinea pigs did
not present with any detectable viral titer in any tested organs [66]. Additionally, P18 PICV-infected
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guinea pigs presented with a longer and more severe disease than their P2-infected counterparts [66].
The level of viremia was correlated with disease severity [66].

6.2. Pichindé Virus in Golden Hamsters

Pichindé virus infection also caused Lassa-like disease in Golden hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus)
with various lethality depending on the virus strains (Table 5) [68]. The lethality could be 100% in
new-born LVG/Lak outbred hamsters, and mortality was uncommon after 8 days post-birth. Peak viral
titers in adults reached as high as 103 PFU/mL. MHA/Lak inbred hamsters demonstrated 100% lethality
with as low as 35 PFU of virus regardless of ages [68]. Adults at 8 dpi developed viral titers over 108

PFU/mL. Both hamster models produced antibodies against the virus. Spleen, liver, and kidneys were
the primary affected organs [68].

6.3. Pirital Virus in Golden Hamsters

Pirital virus, a non-human pathogenic New World mammarenavirus isolated from western
Venezuela, causes a Lassa-like disease in Golden Hamsters [69]. These hamsters developed a severe
disease and died approximately 7 dpi [69]. Interstitial pneumonia, multifocal hepatic necrosis, as well as
splenic lymphoid depletion and necrosis were noted upon histologic analysis [69]. The brain, kidneys,
and intestine were not significantly affected and there was no significant infiltration of inflammatory
cells in the affected tissues [69]. Some of the infected hamsters presented with hemorrhagic signs from
the mouth or puncture wounds. The clotting deficiency was noted in the collected blood samples,
in which clotting rates were either non-existent or extremely slow [69].

6.4. Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis Virus (LCMV) in Rhesus Monkeys

The virulent WE strain of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), a pathogenic Old World
mammarenavirus, causes a uniformly lethal Lassa-like disease in rhesus monkeys infected intravenously
(Table 5) [70]. Viremia was detected beginning at 4 dpi [70]. The liver especially was affected in this
model, with significant gene expression changes noted [70,71]. However, of five primates infected
intragastrically (IG), lethality only reached 20%, with only two of the monkeys becoming viremic [72].
Signs of disease included weight loss and serological analysis indicated elevated ALT and AST as well
as thrombocytopenia, transient neutrophilia [72].

7. Summary

Animal models are essential for pathogenesis studies and LASV vaccine and antiviral
developments. An ideal LF animal model should match the disease manifestation and progression,
pathological changes, and the various pathogenicity of different strains in humans. Additionally,
outbred animals with diverse genetic background have an advantage of mimicking infection in human
populations. Other important factors include the immune-competency, the availability and the cost of
the animals. The prototypic Josiah strain has been the most commonly used LASV strain in laboratory
studies. However, the genetic diversity of LASV should also be considered when developing LF
animal models.

The NHP models (Table 4), particularly “crab-eating” (cynomolgus) macaques, develop a disease
very similar to clinical cases of LF and thus are excellent models for vaccine and antiviral evaluations
as well as pathogenesis studies. However, the use of NHPs is extremely limited due to their relatively
high cost, the difficulty of handling the animals, as well as the requirements for experienced staff and
adequate space in high containment BSL4 facilities. Additionally, it is not easily feasible to perform
NHP studies using large group sizes, making statistical significance difficult to ascertain.

Inbred Strain 13 guinea pigs are useful model animals, but the animals are not readily available and
lack genetic diversity. Outbred Hartley guinea pigs are commercially available. However, the widely
used Josiah strain must be adapted in guinea pigs in order to cause LF-like disease. PICV infection
of Hartley guinea pigs can be used as a surrogate animal model of LF. Using the clinical LASV
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LF2384 isolate, which was isolated from a fatal case and has experienced minimal passaging in
the laboratory, uniformly lethality can be achieved in Hartley guinea pigs without species-specific
adaptation. Although further characterization is required, this new model shows much potential as
a relevant and relatively inexpensive rodent model that combines the advantages of diverse genetic
background, immunocompetency as well as the convenience of the animal’s small size and large
numbers that can be used in an experiment, which can ensure the rigor and reproducibility of the
studies. However, one limitation of using guinea pigs is the lack of available laboratory reagents and a
collection of genetically modified animals for immunological and related studies. Nevertheless, guinea
pig models could be ideal for vaccine and antiviral screening and potentially pathogenesis studies.
A summary of guinea pig LF disease manifestations and pathologies can be found in Table 3.

Immune-competent laboratory mice are generally resistant to LASV infection (Table 2). The STAT1-/-

mouse model is the only known animal model for studying LASV-associated hearing loss. This new
mouse model has been used in studies on the pathogenesis and immunology of LF, which indicate an
immunopathological mechanism of LF. This mouse model may be useful in initial vaccine and antiviral
drug screening, as it is a lethal model of infection. However, its immune-incompetency should be
considered, as deficiency in interferon signaling may have negative effects on such studies [73,74].

With the increased fatality of LF in the most recent 2018–2019 outbreaks, there is an urgent need for
the rapid development of vaccines and antivirals. Development of small animal models that resemble
human disease is crucial to facilitate vaccine and therapeutic testing. The best option at the current
stage seems to be performing initial screening in lethal rodent models, such as the aforementioned
STAT1-/- mouse model and the newly developed LF2384/outbred Hartley guinea pig model, followed
by validation of promising candidates in NHPs. Additionally, the STAT1-/- model is useful as a new
platform for investigating the mechanism of LF-associated hearing loss, which affects approximately
one third of survivors.
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Abstract: Lassa virus (LASV) is the causative agent of Lassa fever, a human hemorrhagic disease
associated with high mortality and morbidity rates, particularly prevalent in West Africa. Over
the past few years, a significant amount of novel information has been provided on cellular factors
that are determinant elements playing a role in arenavirus multiplication. In this review, we focus
on host proteins that intersect with the initial steps of the LASV replication cycle: virus entry and
genome replication. A better understanding of relevant virus–host interactions essential for sustaining
these critical steps may help to identify possible targets for the rational design of novel therapeutic
approaches against LASV and other arenaviruses that cause severe human disease.
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1. Introduction

The Arenaviridae family includes viruses carried by mammalian hosts, classified in the
Mammarenavirus genus, and members that infect reptilian hosts, which belong to the Reptarenavirus
and Hartmanivirus genera [1]. Mammarenaviruses comprise 35 currently recognized species that are
classified into two main groups, Old World (OW) and New World (NW) viruses. Within the NW group,
viruses are divided into Clade A, Clade A-recombinant (Clade D), Clade B, and Clade C, according to
their phylogenetic relationships. Clade B includes the apathogenic Tacaribe virus (TCRV), along with
the known South American pathogens that produce severe hemorrhagic disease in humans: Junín
virus (JUNV), the causative agent of Argentine hemorrhagic fever; and Machupo, Chapare, Guanarito,
and Sabia viruses. OW mammarenaviruses include the prototypic lymphocytic choriomeningitis
virus (LCMV), of worldwide distribution, and other viruses endemic to the African continent such as
Mopeia (MOPV), Lujo (LUJV), and Lassa virus (LASV). LASV is the causative agent of Lassa fever
(LF), a human hemorrhagic disease transmitted through contact with infected rodents (Mastomys spp.)
that is particularly prevalent in Nigeria, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea. After infection, an average
incubation time of 10 days is usually followed by general flu-like symptoms, including fever, malaise,
and headache. Hemorrhagic and/or neurologic involvement can be associated with severe cases of
LF [2]. Up to 500,000 infections and >5000 deaths occur every year, with mortality rates which can
rise up to 50% in hospitalized patients, 90% in women in the last month of pregnancy, and nearly
100% mortality in fetuses [3]. Neurological sequelae including deafness are common features in LF
survivors [4,5].

Arenaviruses are enveloped viruses with a negative-sense RNA genome, consisting of two
single-stranded segments named S (ca. 3.4 kb) and L (ca. 7.2 kb), each encoding two proteins with an
ambisense strategy for expression. The S segment encodes the nucleoprotein (NP) and the precursor of
the envelope glycoprotein complex (GPC), while the L segment encodes the viral RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (L) and a matrix protein (Z) that is involved in virus assembly and budding [6].
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The open reading frames, in opposite orientations, are separated by a noncoding intergenic region
predicted to fold into strong stem-loop structures [7].

GPC is expressed as a single precursor polypeptide that is cleaved twice by cellular proteases
to generate a stable signal peptide (SSP), a receptor-binding subunit (GP1), and a trans-membrane
fusion subunit (GP2). Both the peripheral GP1 and the SSP remain noncovalently associated with
GP2, and assemble into the trimeric glycoprotein (GP) complex that mediates receptor recognition and
fusion of the viral and host cell membranes [8–10].

NP is the most abundant viral protein both in virions and infected cells, and plays critical
roles during arenavirus life cycle. NP associates tightly with the viral genomic and antigenomic
RNAs forming ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes called nucleocapsids. Nucleocapsids bind the L
polymerase, constituting the biologically active units for transcription of subgenomic viral mRNAs and
for viral genome replication [11–13]. In addition, NP interacts with the Z matrix protein and contributes
to the packaging of RNPs into viral particles during virion morphogenesis [14–16]. Crystallographic
studies revealed that LASV NP is organized in two distinct domains [17]. The N-terminal domain
contains a basic crevice, initially proposed to be an m7GTP cap binding site and later reported
to function in binding RNA [17,18]. The C-terminal domain of NP harbors a functional 3′-5′

exoribonuclease activity of the DExD/H-box protein family that has been shown to oppose the
host type I interferon (IFN-I)-mediated immune response during viral infection. In this regard,
NP is capable of degrading small viral doubled-stranded RNA fragments that could function as
pathogen-associated molecular patterns, to prevent their recognition by cellular pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) [17,19–21]. In addition, the role of NP in the negative regulation of IFN-I production
has been linked to its ability to prevent the nuclear translocation and transcriptional activity of the
nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB), and its direct association with the retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I)
and I-kappa-B kinase epsilon (IKKε), thereby inhibiting the activation and nuclear translocation of the
interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3) [22–24].

Following arenavirus entry, nucleocapsids are delivered into the cytoplasm of the host cell where
transcription and replication of viral RNA segments occur. The arenavirus Z protein directs the
assembly and budding of infectious particles from the plasma membrane, co-opting proteins from the
endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT) that facilitate virus egress [25].

Over the past few years, a significant amount of novel information has accrued regarding cellular
proteins that play a role in the arenavirus life cycle, including in pathogenesis, immune evasion
and virus entry and egress [25–28]. Here, we summarize current knowledge on host factors that
are involved in LASV entry and discuss factors crucial for LASV RNA replication. Deepening the
knowledge about relevant virus-host interactions essential for sustaining these early critical steps may
help identify possible targets for the rational design of novel therapeutic approaches against LASV
and other arenaviruses that cause severe human disease.

2. Virus–Host Interactions Involved in LASV Entry

2.1. α-Dystroglycan (α-DG) Is the Principal Receptor for LASV Entry

Arenaviruses primarily attach to cells by binding of their surface GP to specific receptor/entry
factors at the plasma membrane of host cells. α-DG was the first entry receptor discovered for LASV,
as well as for other OW and for Clade C NW arenaviruses [29,30], and its interaction with GP has been
widely characterized [31]. DG is expressed as a precursor and proteolytically cleaved to generate the
mature α and β subunits that together serve as a molecular bridge between the extracellular matrix and
the cytoplasm [32–35]. α-DG is found in the extracellular compartment, where it binds components
such as laminin, and requires O-glycosylation to perform its biological functions [36,37], whereas the
transmembrane β subunit (β-DG) docks to the cytoskeleton by associating to the cytoplasmic adaptor
proteins dystrophin and utrophin [35,38,39]. DG is expressed in most cell types, but its expression
patterns and glycosylation levels differ depending on the tissue [34,35].
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Further reports on arenavirus biology provide evidence that the α-DG receptor requires a
specific type of glycosylation for efficient virus attachment; in particular, O-mannosylation, rarely
found in mammals [40,41]. LASV tightly binds to the “matriglycan” platform displayed on α-DG,
a polymer composed of 3-xylose-α1, 3-glucuronic acid-β1 (Xylα1-3GlcAβ1-3) disaccharide repeats,
which is linked to α-DG through phosphorylated O-mannose. Like-acetylglucosaminyltransferase
(LARGE) is required for the attachment of ligand-binding moieties to phosphorylated O-mannose
on α-DG [42]. Moreover, the recent determination of the crystal structure of the mature LASV and
LCMV GPs in prefusion conformation demonstrates that the GP ectodomain engages matriglycan via
multiple contacts, with a close similarity to the molecular mechanisms driving α-DG recognition
of host extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins [43,44]. Therefore, it is reasonable to conceive that
LASV would mimic the behavior of different host ECMs that normally interact with glycosylated
membrane receptors to gain access to the cell. Indeed, post-translational modification of α-DG by the
glycosyltransferase LARGE is required for both efficient LASV infection and laminin binding [45–47].
Mutagenesis and functional studies further identified two threonine (Thr) residues (Thr317 and Thr319)
within a highly conserved amino acid motif in α-DG that play a key role in LARGE-mediated α-DG
modification, and are required for recognition by LASV GP and laminin [48]. These findings further
support the idea that arenaviruses displaying high affinity for α-DG may be able to compete with host
ligands and displace them from the receptor to infiltrate the cell [45,48]. Thereafter, upon receptor
recognition, the encounter of cellular α-DG with LASV GP induces tyrosine phosphorylation of β-DG’s
cytosolic domain as well as it triggers β-DG’s dissociation from the cytoskeletal adaptor utrophin [49].
Then, it is envisioned that this later step of detachment of virus-bound DG from the actin-based
cytoskeleton may ease subsequent endocytosis of the virus–receptor complex.

2.2. LASV Can Use Phosphatidylserine Receptors to Enter the Cell

The existence of alternative viral receptors was initially suggested by the observations that
certain cell-types deficient in functional α-DG, i.e., hepatocytes, could be highly susceptible to
LASV infection and that mice lacking the LARGE gene sustain LASV replication at a level
comparable to that in wild-type mice [35,50]. cDNA library screening studies from Kawaoka’s group
singled out the Tyro3/Axl/Mer (TAM) receptor tyrosine kinases Axl and Tyro3/Dtk as potential
LASV receptor candidates [51]. TAM family members are tyrosine-kinases which expose tandem
immunoglobulin-related domains to the extracellular matrix. These domains interact with host protein
S (ProS) and growth arrest-specific gene 6 (Gas6), which are serum proteins that bind the negatively
charged phospholipid phosphatidylserine (PtdSer). PtdSer is translocated from the inner leaflet to the
external leaflet of the plasma membrane in apoptotic cells, where it acts as a signal for professional
phagocytes (macrophages and dendritic cells) as well as non-professional phagocytes (e.g., epithelial
cells) [52,53]. TAM receptors have been shown to play a role in virus entry of several RNA viruses such
as Ebola (EBOV), dengue (DENV) and Zika, through a mechanism termed “apoptotic mimicry” [54–56].
This mechanism involves recognition of PtdSer exposed on the viral surface, incorporated from the
cellular lipid bilayer during the budding process, as a signal for virus uptake [57–59]. Of note, there
is evidence that cells infected with the NW arenavirus Pichinde display PtdSer on their plasma
membranes; therefore, it is reasonable to conceive that both NW and OW arenaviruses could benefit
from PtdSer receptors for viral entry [60]. In the case of LASV, initial studies using a HIV-based
lentiviral vector pseudotyped with LASV GP empirically confirmed the capability of Axl to facilitate
viral entry to cells lacking optimal carbohydrate modification of α-DG or to DG knockout cells [51].
Experiments from the Choe’s group applying alternative lentiviral pseudotyped platforms showed
no enhancement of LASV (or LCMV) entry upon overexpression of Axl in human embryonic kidney
(HEK-293T) cells [61] and hypothesized that LASV internalization via α-DG may be preferred over
PtdSer receptors. Later, experiments from the Kunz’s group using a recombinant LCMV system
expressing LASV GP (rLCMV-LASVGP) ultimately confirmed that the endogenous expression of Axl
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does not actually enhance viral entry in the presence of fully functional α-DG receptor but it strongly
augments viral infection in the absence of α-DG [62].

In line with these findings, T-cell immunoglobulin mucin I (TIM-1) has also been recently identified
as a PtdSer receptor for LASV entry [63]. TIM receptors are cell surface glycoproteins that display
an extracellular immunoglobulin variable-like domain (IgV), bearing a structural pocket with high
affinity for PtdSer [64]. Unlike TAM receptors, TIM directly binds PtdSer, without the need for the
Gas6 or ProS adaptors. It was demonstrated that TIM-I also mediates entry of vesicular stomatitis
virus pseudovirions bearing LASV GP, either in the absence of α-DG or under conditions where it is
inadequately glycosylated [63]. This behavior resembles that of Axl, suggesting a similarity between
the entry route promoted by TAM and TIM receptors. In this sense, although functional α-DG would
be the first LASV receptor of choice, the use of PtdSer receptors could function as a non-canonical
GP-independent mechanism exploited by the virus to expand the spectrum of cellular tropism.

2.3. DC-SIGN and LSECtin Lectin Receptors Can Mediate LASV Cell Entry

Two additional receptor candidates were identified in the cDNA screening studies [51]: dendritic
cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule -3 grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN) and liver and
lymph node sinusoidal endothelial calcium-dependent lectin (LSECtin), both of which belong to
the calcium-dependent (C-type) family of lectins. Of note, there is previous evidence indicating
that DC-SIGN can facilitate infection of the NW JUNV and other enveloped viruses, including
EBOV and Rift Valley fever virus [65–67]. Likewise, LSECtin has been implicated in entry of EBOV,
SARs coronavirus and Japanese encephalitis virus [68–70]. As observed for TAM receptors, both
DC-SIGN and LSECtin enhanced the susceptibility of cells to infection by LASV GP-pseudotyped
lentivirus and participate in LASV entry independently of α-DG [51]. These lectin receptors were
more effective at enhancing virus infection than TAM receptors, but importantly, none of these
alternative receptors showed higher efficiency than properly modified α-DG, the principal portal
of entry for LASV [51] (Figure 1). It was also shown that DC-SIGN or LSECtin binding to LASV
GP is carbohydrate-specific, a fact that is characteristic of this C-type lectins family [51]. Strikingly,
experiments using monocyte-derived immature human dendritic cells (MDDCs), which lack expression
of Axl and Tyro3, demonstrated that upregulated expression of DC-SIGN correlates with enhanced
virus attachment and productive infection, and that highly mannosylated glycans exposed on LASV
GP1 surface interact with DC-SIGN during attachment [71]. Thus, DC-SIGN and LSECtin may
facilitate LASV entry into dendritic cells, which represent the preferred early targets for arenavirus
infection [72,73].

2.4. LASV Entry Involves Macropinocytosis and Intracellular LAMP1 Receptor for Virus Fusion

Upon receptor binding, OW arenaviruses including LASV, enter the host cell by a
clathrin-independent endocytic process followed by transport to late endosomal compartments, where
pH-dependent fusion of viral and cell membrane takes place [74,75]. Strikingly, sodium hydrogen
exchangers (NHEs) have been identified through a genome-wide small interfering RNA screen, as host
factors involved in the multiplication of LCMV in human cells [76]. Based on pharmacological and
genetic analysis, Iwasaki et al. further validated NHE as entry factors for LCMV and LASV, implicating
macropinocytosis in arenavirus entry [77]. Moreover, using the pseudotyped rLCMV-LASVGP and a
panel of specific inhibitors for cellular factors involved in the regulation of macropinocytosis, Oppliger
et al. showed that DG-mediated LASV entry depends on regulatory factors, including NHE, associated
with this pathway [78].
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Figure 1. Model of cell receptor/s recognition by Lassa virus (LASV). Left panel. The α-dystroglycan
(α-DG) receptor needs to be O-mannosylated for efficient virus attachment. In the presence of a fully
functional α-DG receptor, LASV enters host cells after binding to the matriglycan platform displayed
on α-DG. Right panel. In the absence of α-DG or in conditions where it is inadequately glycosylated,
phosphatidylserine (PtdSer)-binding receptors (TAM; TIM) and C-type lectin receptors (DC-SIGN;
LSECtin) can mediate α-DG-independent entry. TAM kinases bind Gas6 or ProS serum proteins, which
bind to PtdSer molecules exposed on the viral envelope membrane. TIM directly binds PtdSer, without
a need for the Gas6 or ProS adaptors. C-type lectins interact with glycans on the LASV glycoprotein
(GP). PM: plasma membrane; TAM: Tyro3/Axl/Mer; TIM: T-cell immunoglobulin mucin; DC-SIGN:
dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3 nonintegrin; LSECtin: liver and lymph node
sinusoidal endothelial calcium-dependent lectin. Cartoon diagram not to scale.

An unbiased haploid genetic screening in α-DG-deficient cells pinpointed the lysosome-associated
membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) as a late endosomal co-receptor specifically required for efficient LASV
entry [79]. LAMP1 is mostly found in lysosomes, but it also locates in other endosomal structures.
It is hypothesized that the acidic pH of the late endosome destabilizes the high affinity interaction
between LASV GP and α-DG, resulting in a “receptor switch” to LAMP1. In this sense, LAMP1 would
work as a secondary intracellular receptor that helps induce the GP conformational changes needed
for virus fusion. This interpretation is supported by a series of biochemical studies that demonstrated
that LAMP1 directly interacts with LASV GP in a pre-fusion configuration, and which described that
the strength of this interaction is modulated by pH conditions, where a drop in pH can destabilize
LASV GP affinity for α-DG, thereby inducing potent binding to LAMP1 [79]. Furthermore, structural
and functional studies showed that LASV GP1 conformation is stable at low pH conditions, at which
it displays a triad of histidine residues that are involved in LAMP1 binding [80,81]. In this regard,
LAMP1 facilitates LASV exit from earlier endosomal compartments, avoiding prolonged exposure to
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a harsh proteolytic environment, increasing the overall efficiency of LASV entry and infection [82].
Besides LAMP1, the haploid genetics screening also pointed out α-2,3-sialyltransferase ST3GAL4, as
well as additional factors involved in N-glycosylation and sialylation, as being important for LASV
entry. Mutations in ST3GAL4, yielding a specific deficiency in sialylation of LAMP1, totally abrogate
its ability to interact with LASV GP [79]. This highlights the strict requirement of a specific glycosylated
version of LAMP1 for the biochemical interaction with GP to take place. In sum, it is envisioned
that LASV would initially attach to the cell surface via α-DG, a step which would lead to delivery
of virions to endosomes. Later, as virus-containing vesicles acidify, LASV would dissociate from the
α-DG receptor, gaining affinity for LAMP1, and therefore completing the internalization process in a
LASV-unique manner that is distinguishable from a standard endocytic process [83,84].

Altogether, these findings describing virus–host interactions involved in LASV entry disclose
the diverse spectrum of mechanisms implemented by the virus to efficiently fulfill its internalization
and fusion. On the one hand, the ability to utilize entry strategies alternative to α-DG receptor
(such as PtdSer or lectin receptors), provides the virion with versatility to enlarge its cell tropism
and promotes access to selected cell-targets such as dendritic cells, which are high privileged sites
for early LASV productive infection. On the other side, LASV engagement of the late endosomal
receptor LAMP1 likely guarantees the optimal spatial conditions required for virus fusion in close
proximity to the endosome membrane. Given that not only α-DG- but also Axl-mediated entry involve
LAMP1 co-factor [62], it is conceivable that multiple pathways converge at similar late endosomal
compartments to efficiently accomplish LASV entry.

3. Role of Virus–Host Interactions Involving the LASV Replication Complex

3.1. Role of DEAD-Box RNA Helicase 3 (DDX3) in Viral Replication

A series of large-scale proteomic studies applying mass-spectrometry have been undertaken to
comprehensively identify novel human protein candidates that could interact with the arenavirus
proteins [85–89]. Special attention has been paid to NP-binding partners due to the multifunctional role
of NP in the viral cycle, which involves crucial interactions with L and Z viral proteins [12,13,15–17,90],
and its ability to hijack host factors to inhibit the antiviral innate immune response [19,22,24,91]. It is
believed that identifying essential NP–host cell protein interactions can pave the way in the rational
design of novel strategies to tackle arenavirus infections. One of the LASV NP interactors recently
identified in human cells is DDX3, a protein belonging to the DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box RNA
helicase family, which harbors ATPase and RNA helicase activities [89]. Of note, DDX3 has also
emerged in proteomic studies of virus-infected cells, as a novel interacting partner of the OW LCMV
and the NW JUNV NPs [85]. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion of DDX3 gene has been shown to
lead to a significant reduction in virus yields of LASV, LCMV or JUNV in cell culture. Subsequently,
lentiviral-mediated reconstitution of DDX3 expression resulted in a notable recovery in the infection
rate of the three viruses, indicating a relevant role of DDX3 in virus growth as a proviral cellular
factor [89].

DDX3 is known to be involved in multiple steps of RNA metabolism, including RNA transcription
and the initiation of translation in host cells [92–94]. As other DEAD-box RNA helicases, such as
DDX1 and DDX5, DDX3 appears to facilitate replication of different RNA viruses, as the alphavirus
Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus and the hepatitis C virus (HCV), among others [95–100]. DDX3
is also required for translation of mRNAs containing a long or structured 5′ untranslated region
(UTR), such as human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) genomic RNA (gRNA). Indeed, it was
reported that DDX3 interacts with the 5′ region of the target mRNA, binds the eukaryotic translation
initiation factor 4G (eIF4G) and poly A-binding protein cytoplasmic 1 (PABP), and interacts with
HIV-1 Tat protein to facilitate translation of HIV-1 mRNAs [96,101]. In reference to arenaviruses,
it was demonstrated that translation of a synthetic arenavirus mRNA analog was unaffected
in DDX3-deficient cells, indicating no critical engagement of DDX3 in viral mRNA translation
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initiation [89]. In contrast, minireplicon assay-based experiments demonstrated that the pro-arenaviral
activity of DDX3 strongly depends on DDX3’s ability to promote viral RNA synthesis, involving both
previously described DDX3 ATPase and helicase RNA-unwinding activities in this function [89,102].

Strikingly, alternative roles have been ascribed to DDX3 in the context of different viral
infections [103,104]. On the one hand, DDX3 is considered an antiviral factor given that it is involved
in the innate immune response against some viruses such as HIV-1, DENV and HCV [105–107]. DDX3
has been shown to collaborate in the production of IFN-I, through interaction with components of
the RIG-I-mediated IFN-I induction pathway [108–110]. However, in contrast to this IFN-I promoting
capacity of DDX3, mechanistic analysis has provided evidence that, in the case of LCMV, DDX3
suppresses the IFN-I response at late times of infection, still it remains to be confirmed whether
this IFN-I-suppressive role of DDX3 is sustained in the context of an infection with the pathogenic
LASV [89]. Secondly, DDX3 is known to be an essential component for stress granule (SG) assembly,
and to interact with other SG proteins, such as eIF4E [111]. Different proteomic approaches based on
mass-spectrometry have singled out new arenavirus NP-binding candidates related to the SG biology;
including but not limited to the Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein 1 (G3BP1), eIF2α,
apoptosis-inducing factor mitochondrion-associated 1 (AIFM1) and PABP, yet none of them have been
confirmed as LASV interactors by alternative biochemical methods [85,89]. Of note, colocalization
experiments have revealed the association of the NW arenavirus TCRV replication–transcription
complexes (RTCs), where NP accumulates, with G3BP1 and a non-canonical collection of ribosomal
proteins, including the ribosomal proteins RPS6 and RPL10a, as well as translation initiation factors
eIF4G and eIF4A [112]. In this regard, the finding that JUNV infection inhibits SG formation [113]
might be related to the NP-mediated sequestration of DDX3 and other SG-related proteins, resulting in
the lack of availability of essential factors needed for SG nucleation. Similarly, in the case of influenza
virus infections, it has been hypothesized that the interaction of DDX3 with the viral NS1 protein
prevents DDX3 binding to eIF4E and PABP1 as well as DDX3–NP interaction, thus suppressing SG
formation, NP recruitment into SGs, and DDX3 antiviral activity [114]. Therefore, it is possible that in
a similar way, LASV NP may counteract DDX3 antiviral function and in turn use DDX3 to enhance its
own replication.

3.2. Other RNA Helicases Potentially Involved in LASV Replication

In addition to DDX3, a number of cellular proteins functionally related to RNA biosynthesis and
ribonucleoprotein complex assembly, including the DEAD-box helicase 5 (DDX5, also referred to as
RNA helicase p68) and RNA helicase A (namely DHX9), members of the DExD/Hbox protein family,
have been identified as potential overlapping targets of the LCMV L protein and the NP of LASV,
LCMV, and/or JUNV (Figure 2) [85,87,89]. Moreover, they have already been confirmed as interactors
of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of other RNA viruses. For example, DDX5 has been
shown to interact with the C-terminal region of HCV NS5B, and has been suggested to be part of the
HCV replicase complex [115]. Similarly, DDX5 associates with the influenza A virus PB1 and PB2
proteins [116] and it is needed for an efficient activity of the viral polymerase [117]. Evidence has been
provided that DHX9 interacts with the viral genomic RNA and non-structural protein 3 (nsP3) within
active replication complexes in Chikungunya virus (CHIKV)-infected cells, displaying an inhibitory
effect on viral RNA synthesis and an enhancing effect on viral genome translation, which may imply
a regulatory role in CHIKV life cycle [118]. Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus
(family Arteriviridae) nucleocapsid protein interacts with DHX9 polymerase to overcome premature
termination of viral RNA synthesis [119]. Overall, DExD/H-box helicases emerge as host factors
selectively hijacked by polymerases and nucleocapsid or nonstructural proteins from several viruses
to facilitate their multiplication. Further work must be carried out to validate the binding of DDX5
and DHX9 helicases to LASV and/or other arenavirus proteins and provide a mechanistic model that
could explain the relevance of these interactions.
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Figure 2. Cellular DExD/H-box helicases and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs)
identified among binding partners of the nucleoproteins (NPs) of LASV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis
virus (LCMV), and/or Junín virus (JUNV) in different proteomics approaches [85,88,89]. Targets
common to the LCMV L polymerase [87] are depicted. LASV NP binding partners are highlighted in
green. References are indicated for each target.

Given the observation that many host factors converge as common binding-partners of RNA
viruses, it is intriguing whether this is a consequence of the conserved conformational structure
shared among proteins from different families of viruses. In particular, segmented negative strand
viruses (sNSV) polymerases share key conserved motifs, specifically those corresponding to the fingers,
palm and thumb subdomains within the RdRp domain located in the central part of the polypeptide
chain. The central ring-like RdRp domain is linked to appendages that would be dedicated to 5′

mRNA capping activities [120–123]. Based on the amino acid sequence motif conservation displayed
by sNSV polymerases and the structural similarity between the polymerases of the bunyavirus La
Crosse encephalitis virus and influenza virus revealed by crystallographic studies, an overall structural
configuration has been proposed for arenavirus L protein. It consists of a canonical RdRp core with N-
and C- extensions that form a cavity connected to the exterior by four tunnels (NTP entry, template
entry, template exit, and product exit) [124,125]. Structural information has led to a model for sNSV
vRNA synthesis in which the L protein would operate in either transcription mode or replication
mode, not only during initiation, but also along the whole RNA synthesis process [125,126]. A key
question that needs to be addressed is how the polymerase switches from one mode to the other. For
arenaviruses, there is genetic and biochemical evidence that L–L interaction is essential for polymerase
activity, suggesting that the L polymerase may function in an oligomeric conformation [127]. Thus,
as proposed for influenza virus [128,129], a conformational transition of the polymerase from a
monomeric state during transcription to an oligomeric state during replication might be hypothesized.
In this sense, it is probable that the association with cellular partners may additionally modulate the
switch from the transcriptase to the replicase mode of the arenavirus polymerase. To date, DDX3 is
the sole NP and L protein interactor for LASV or any other arenavirus that has been demonstrated to
contribute in viral RNA synthesis, although the precise underlying mechanism remains to be fully
understood. However, it is tempting to speculate that the binding of DDX3 (and eventually other
cellular RNA helicases) with NP and L in a replicase complex, may contribute to the unwinding of
viral RNA secondary structures such as RNA hairpins within the non-coding intergenic regions, which
must be read-through during replication to accomplish full length genome and antigenome RNA
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synthesis. Likewise, DDX3 and/or other host helicases may facilitate encapsidation of the nascent
chain by NP during replication.

3.3. Host Heterogeneous Nuclear Ribonucleoproteins as Candidate Factors Required for the LASV Life Cycle

Other host factors that have recently emerged as potential candidate partners of LASV as well
as LCMV and JUNV NP and/or L polymerase are the components of the heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) family, including hnRNPA2/B1, one of the most abundant hnRNPs
belonging to the A/B type [85,88,89]. HnRNPs are RNA-binding proteins involved in processing
pre-mRNAs as well as in mRNA translation, trafficking and stability. Notably, previous reports
have already demonstrated the interaction between JUNV NP and hnRNP A1 and that depletion
of hnRNP A1 and A2 caused a strong inhibition of virus yield, suggesting a key role of hnRNPs
A/B in JUNV multiplication [130]. Additionally, hnRNP K, an LCMV and JUNV NP binding partner
detected in the proteomic screening by King et al. [85], has also been reported as a necessary host factor
required for JUNV multiplication [131]. Likewise, studies from different groups have similarly ascribed
relevant functions to hnRNPs in other viral infections. For example, hnRNP A2/B1 has been proposed
to work as a positive regulator in viral RNA synthesis of influenza A virus, hnRNP A2 has been
shown to regulate the trafficking of HIV-1 genomic RNA, and hnRNP K has been shown to support
vesicular stomatitis virus replication by regulating cell survival and cellular gene expression [132–134].
Altogether, although further research needs to be completed to unveil the importance of hnRNPs in the
Arenaviridae family, it is intriguing whether any of these proteins would specifically associate with the
LASV RNP complex, playing a critical function either in viral genome transcription and/or replication.

3.4. Z Protein Interactors

Arenavirus Z matrix protein has been proposed to drive a mechanism to ensure accurate
packaging of all necessary virion components. Apart from its pivotal role in virus assembly and
budding [135,136], Z also inhibits viral RNA synthesis by directly binding the L polymerase to trigger
its catalytic inactivation, and this can still occur in the absence of host cellular factors [137,138]. Of note,
it has been hypothesized that the Z–L complex not only guarantees downregulation of viral gene
expression, but also serves as a platform for the functional polymerase to remain locked on the
template and be properly packaged into the mature virion [138]. Interestingly, a recent proteomics
approach based on JUNV Z has pinpointed a number of targets that were incorporated to Z virus-like
particles (VLPs) and purified JUNV particles and which include common interactors of the L and
NP proteins, such as DDX3, DDX5, DHX9, hnRNPA2/B1, and PABP [86]. Actually, this is not a
totally unexpected observation. For instance, it has been demonstrated for HIV-1 that DHX9 protein
stimulates transcription of HIV-1 RNA as well as it associates with the Gag protein to ensure it is
adequately recruited into virus particles during the assembly process [139]. In line with this, it is
predictable that the association of Z protein with key cellular factors required for viral RNA synthesis
may concomitantly facilitate virus packaging and/or make these factors available to complement the
activity of viral RNP upon cell entry.

4. Concluding Remarks

LASV is currently considered a top priority emerging pathogen causing severe hemorrhagic
fever outbreaks [140]. At this moment, treatment is limited to the nonspecific antiviral ribavirin,
shown to be partially effective in LASV infections [141], and the use of favipiravir is still under
investigation [142,143]. Moreover, there is no FDA-approved vaccine against LASV or any other
arenavirus to date. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop novel approaches to combat and
prevent the infection with these viruses.

In the last years, several reports have provided robust evidence that LASV can utilize alternative
entry factors apart from the well-characterized α-DG [144]. Novel lectin and PtdSer receptors have
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emerged as non-canonical LASV ports of entry, proposed to enhance the viral cell tropism and/or
redirect infection to selected cell types.

Studies on virus–host interactions have also improved our understanding of the mechanisms
driving LASV replication. A recent series of proteomic approaches oriented to the analysis of the
interactome of arenavirus NP, L, and Z proteins in human cells singled out several host factors, such
as DExD/H-box helicases and heterogeneous nuclear RNPs, which might be potentially involved in
arenavirus RNA synthesis. Particularly, it was demonstrated that the DDX3 ATP-dependent RNA
helicase is a LASV target and may be dually exploited to both suppress the host immunity and
promote viral replication and/or transcription, since DDX3 ATPase and helicase activities are involved
in promoting optimal levels of viral RNA synthesis. Notably, it has recently been reported that a
chemical compound directed to an RNA binding site of DDX3 protein displayed broad-spectrum
antiviral activity against HIV drug-resistant strains, HCV, DENV, and West Nile virus infection [145].
In this regard, it is intriguing whether the use of DDX3-blocking compounds could be tentatively
applied as a novel weapon to battle LASV infections.
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Abstract: Lassa virus (LASV) is an Old World arenavirus, endemic to West Africa, capable of
causing hemorrhagic fever. Currently, there are no approved vaccines or effective antivirals for
LASV. However, thorough understanding of the LASV glycoprotein and entry into host cells could
accelerate therapeutic design. LASV entry is a two-step process involving the viral glycoprotein (GP).
First, the GP subunit 1 (GP1) binds to the cell surface receptor and the viral particle is engulfed into an
endosome. Next, the drop in pH triggers GP rearrangements, which ultimately leads to the GP subunit
2 (GP2) forming a six-helix-bundle (6HB). The process of GP2 forming 6HB fuses the lysosomal
membrane with the LASV envelope, allowing the LASV genome to enter the host cell. The aim of this
study was to identify residues in GP2 that are crucial for LASV entry. To achieve this, we performed
alanine scanning mutagenesis on GP2 residues. We tested these mutant GPs for efficient GP1-GP2
cleavage, cell-to-cell membrane fusion, and transduction into cells expressing α-dystroglycan and
secondary LASV receptors. In total, we identified seven GP2 mutants that were cleaved efficiently
but were unable to effectively transduce cells: GP-L280A, GP-L285A/I286A, GP-I323A, GP-L394A,
GP-I403A, GP-L415A, and GP-R422A. Therefore, the data suggest these residues are critical for GP2
function in LASV entry.

Keywords: Lassa virus; arenavirus; viral glycoprotein; viral entry; viral fusion; fusion protein

1. Introduction

Mammalian arenaviruses are divided into two subgroups based on geographic distribution:
Old World and New World [1]. Both subgroups contain human pathogens capable of causing severe
hemorrhagic fever with high morbidity and mortality. Lassa virus (LASV), the pathogen that causes
Lassa fever, is an Old World arenavirus endemic to West Africa. Each year, LASV infects several
hundred-thousand people resulting in nearly 5000 deaths [2,3]. The 2018 outbreak in Nigeria was more
extensive and had a higher case fatality rate (CFR) than normally recorded (CFR of confirmed cases
was approximately 25% as of July 2018) [4], which exemplifies the need to develop LASV antivirals
and vaccines. Human infections predominantly occur through zoonotic spread from the rodent host
Mastomys natalensis, and potentially Hylomyscus pamfi and Mastomys erythroleucus [5,6]. Transmission
can occur through direct contact with infected rodent hosts or exposure to rodent excreta/blood.
In addition, person-to-person spread can occur through contact with infectious bodily fluids, putting
healthcare workers at higher risk [7,8]. Due to the lack of vaccines and effective therapeutics, LASV is
categorized as a class A pathogen [9].

The arenavirus particle consists of a host cell-derived lipid envelope encasing a bi-segmented
RNA genome in an ambisense orientation. The envelope contains mature trimeric viral glycoprotein
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(GP) spikes that are responsible for attachment and entry into the host cell. The glycoprotein precursor
(GPC) is produced as a type I membrane protein and is processed twice by host cell peptidases. First,
a cellular peptidase in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) cleaves the stable signal peptide (SSP) subunit
from the precursor. Second, subtilisin kexin isozyme-1/site-1 protease (SKI-1/S1P) in the cis-Golgi
cleaves GP1 from GP2 [10–12]. The arenavirus signal peptide is not degraded; instead, it becomes
part of the trimeric glycoprotein complex serving as a chaperone assisting with protein processing,
trafficking, and pH sensing [13–16]. The GP1 and GP2 subunits mediate receptor interactions and
membrane fusion, respectively [17–21].

To enter the host cell, enveloped viruses must mediate fusion between the viral envelope
and cellular membrane. The arenavirus glycoprotein contains two heptad repeat (HR) domains
and an amino-terminal fusion peptide (N-FP) [22], characteristic of class I fusion proteins [19,20],
and similar to those of retroviruses, filoviruses, paramyxoviruses, and influenza [17]. Unlike typical
class I fusion proteins, the arenavirus GP2 also contains an internal fusion loop (I-FP), which helps
mediate fusion [23,24]. Under low-pH, the arenavirus glycoprotein undergoes major conformational
changes prior to initiating viral fusion [25]. Interaction between GP1 and lysosomal associated
membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) dissociates GP1 from the trimer, activating the GP2 fusion protein [26,27].
During GP2 rearrangement, the fusion peptide/loop inserts into the host membrane. Once multiple
GP2 subunits are triggered, the glycoproteins collapse into an energetically favorable conformation
known as a six-helix bundle (6HB) [19]. Full collapse of the glycoprotein complex forms a fusion pore,
which enables genome release into the cytoplasm [28].

The pre-fusion LASV GP and post-fusion GP2 of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV),
a closely related Old World arenavirus, have been crystalized [19,29]. These two structures illustrate
the major GP2 conformational changes that occur during fusion. Previous studies on arenavirus
GP2 subunits have characterized both the C-terminal domain, required for interactions with SSP,
and hydrophobic amino acids within the fusion peptide and fusion loop [23,30]. However, there has not
been an extensive characterization of the GP2 subunit as a whole. Therefore, we produced a panel of GP
mutants using either insertional or alanine-scanning mutagenesis and functionally characterized them
to identify conserved residues that are critical for the fusion process. We identified several residues,
that when changed to alanine, did not affect protein processing but inhibited GP2-mediated-fusion,
suggesting these residues may be important for GP2 structural rearrangement or lipid interactions.

2. Results

To identify critical residues in LASV GP2, we produced a panel of mutants. This panel included four
hemagglutinin (HA) constructs in which the HA epitope tag was inserted at specific locations within GP2.
It also included twenty-nine constructs in which conserved charged amino acids were changed to alanine;
in two of these constructs, tandem charged residues were mutated together. Finally, we made twenty-six
constructs in which hydrophobic amino acids were changed to alanine, which again included two constructs
with tandem hydrophobic residues mutated in a single construct.

2.1. Insertional Mutagenesis

The prefusion structure of LASV GP1-GP2 is compact, with the GP2 alpha helices stacked under
the GP1 subunit [29]. Although the likelihood of inserting a peptide tag without disturbing the structure
and function was low, we added HA peptides at two locations in the ectodomain. The first was inserted
after position 303, which we predicted would fill the center core of the structure. The second was
inserted after position 375, which added an HA peptide at the tip of the T-loop, close to the membrane
in a surface exposed region (Figure 1A). We also added HA peptides to the cytoplasmic tail. One HA
peptide was added at the C-terminus (residue 491), a position that is known to tolerate FLAG tag
additions. An HA tag was also engineered after residue 487, to maintain the charged residues at
the C-terminus. To characterize these HA mutants, we first assessed whether they were efficiently
expressed on the cell surface and cleaved by SKI-1/S1P, releasing GP2. Only GPFLAG-491-HA was
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processed at levels comparable to parental GPFLAG (Figure 1B,D). All of the remaining HA mutants had
low (<50%) GP2 production levels compared to parental GPFLAG (Table 1). Incubating cells expressing
LASV GP with a low-pH buffer mimics the lysosomal low-pH environment and triggers GP fusion,
resulting in robust syncytia formation [31]. Fusion efficiency is determined by comparing the extent of
syncytia formation caused by the mutant GP to parental GP. Production of parental GPFLAG protein
induced extensive fusion that resulted in large syncytia after low-pH treatment. GPFLAG-491-HA was
the only HA construct that induced fusion similarly to parental GPFLAG (Figure 1C,D) as expected
based on the surface levels. Taken together, these results suggest that the addition of the HA tag at
these locations prevents efficient GP production and processing.

Figure 1. Functional analysis of LASV GP2 HA mutants. (a) Schematic of LASV GPC and amino acid
sequence of GP2. The signal peptidase cleaves the SSP (red arrow) whereas SKI/S1P cleaves GP1-GP2
(yellow arrow). The known GP2 domains have been color coded, N-terminal fusion peptide (red); internal
fusion loop (orange); heptad repeat 1 (blue); the T-loop (magenta); heptad repeat 2 (green); and the
transmembrane domain is in italics (grey). The HA tags were inserted before the amino acids labeled with a ˆ,
* denote charged, and # hydrophobic amino acids examined with alanine scanning. (b) Representative image
of surface biotinylation to assess LASV glycoprotein processing to form GP2. GP1GP2 is the uncleaved
glycoprotein precursor. LASV GPFLAG was detected with an anti-FLAG antibody, M2, against the C-terminal
GP2 3x FLAG tag. (c) Representative images of HA mutants in the cell-to-cell fusion assay. GPFLAG is
the parental LASV glycoprotein and mock represents cells transfected with only GFP (no glycoprotein).
(d) LASV GP2 HA mutant cleavage and fusion efficiencies compared to parental GPFLAG. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean (SEM) from at least three independent trials.
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Table 1. Summary of Fusion and GP cleavage of HA mutants.

Mutant GP2 Protein Expression 1 Cleavage Efficiency 1 Fusion Activity 1

303-HA 14.3 ± 3.5 62.8 ± 6.1 6 ± 2.6
375-HA 1.1 ± 0.1 25.4 ± 5.6 0 ± 3.6
487-HA 1.6 ± 0.4 50.2 ± 9.1 0 ± 3.2
491-HA 55.0 ± 16.1 98.5 ± 3.5 76.3 ± 7.1

1 All values are displayed as percentage of GPFLAG control ± SEM.

2.2. Characterization of Charged Constructs

In order to define individual residues important for GP2 refolding, we made more subtle
mutations with alanine scanning mutagenesis. Since charged amino acids are important for protein
organization and function [32], we began by mutating 29 highly conserved charged amino acid
residues throughout the fusion-active subunit of LASV. We expressed the 29 constructs in Vero
cells and monitored the levels of GP present on the cell surface to determine the production and
cleavage efficiencies of the constructs (Figure 2A). All mutant glycoproteins except for GP-E308A
and GP-H467A/R468A were cleaved producing GP2. GP-H467A/R468A did not produce detectable
GP1GP2 or GP2, suggesting this mutation prevents proper protein folding and induced degradation.
In contrast, GP-E308A produced a bright GP1GP2 band, which was not cleaved into GP2, indicating
that GP1GP2 was produced and trafficked to the surface, but was not cleaved by SKI/S1P
(Figure 2A, Table 2).

Figure 2. Functional analysis of charged residues in GP2. (a) Cell surface proteins were cross-linked
to biotin and purified with streptavidin beads. Purified proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE and
probed with an anti-FLAG antibody to detect GP, representative immunoblots are shown. (b) LASV
GP2 mutant cleavage and fusion efficiencies compared to parental GPFLAG. Error bars represent the
SEM from at least three independent trials.
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Table 2. Summary of GP2 Expression, GP Cleavage, Cell-to-cell Fusion, and Transduction Data.

Mutant 1 Mutant
Type 2

GP2 Protein
Expression 3

Cleavage
Efficiency 3

Fusion
Activity 3

Transduction Efficiency 3

HAP1 HAP1-ΔDAG

F262A H 198.3 ± 62.5 108.8 ± 3.1 88.9 ± 6.4 87.2 ± 5.2 94.7 ± 9.3
L266A H 56.2 ± 6.7 96.3 ± 3.2 81.1 ± 8.4 71.5 ± 8.5 67.7 ± 11.4
D268A C 118.6 ± 46.2 103.4 ± 4.2 10.8 ± 5.0 94.1 ± 1.8 86.0 ± 5.5
E270A C 187.4 ± 41 104.1 ± 4.2 113.3 ±14.8 80.7 ± 6.7 71.1 ± 8.9
K272A C 136.2 ± 17.3 97.7 ± 1.5 88.5 ± 11.8 88.5 ± 6.5 87.6 ± 13.2
D273A C 101.4 ± 12.8 97.7 ± 2 77.1 ± 2.7 91.5 ± 4.2 76.2 ± 15.6
L280A H 45 ± 12.2 90.7 ± 4.7 12.1 ± 7.9 6.1 ± 3.3 7.6 ± 7.1
R282A C 80.7 ± 11.2 98.6 ± 0.7 10.1 ± 3.6 74.2 ± 5 53.5 ± 9.6

L285A/I286A H 63.7 ± 13.5 98.9 ± 4.7 18.4 ± 5.4 4.2 ± 2.6 0.5 ± 0.5
K291A C 43.4 ± 15.3 90.2 ± 1.8 58.5 ± 16.2 88.5 ± 6 92.8 ± 6.8
K300A C 49 ± 16.5 88.1 ± 0.6 77.6 ± 6.5 100.8 ± 4.9 86.4 ± 10.6
H305A C 95.8 ± 34.7 89.6 ± 0.7 82.2 ± 1.2 53.8 ± 8.8 43.2 ± 3.9
D306A C 98.5 ± 31.1 85.8 ± 8.3 96 ± 8.1 67.8 ± 9.6 73.2 ± 8.9
E308A C 0 ± 0 3.0 ± 1.0 18.2 ± 8.3
F309A H 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 6.2 ± 2.1
L313A H 63.9 ± 10 97.6 ± 1.4 50.8 ± 9.3 49.5 ± 12.8 41.5 ± 8.8
R314A C 35.7 ± 11.8 78.1 ± 5.4 56.8 ± 11.2
K320A C 118.6 ± 27.3 104.4 ± 3.5 96 ± 9.1 90.4 ± 3.4 75.3 ± 21
I323A H 116.4 ± 26.2 95.6 ± 3.5 20 ± 7.3 0.5 ± 0.3 0 ± 0
L326A H 57.3 ± 13.3 68.6 ± 8.1 84.1 ± 4.6 82.6 ± 6 73.6 ± 9.4
K327A C 69.8 ± 12.8 93.4 ± 5.6 78.3 ± 9 95.0 ± 5.5 83.1 ± 8.7
I334A H 18.8 ± 6.6 65 ± 8.8 84.7 ± 10
I337A H 12.2 ± 4.9 34.2 ± 11.5 46.5 ± 9.6

L344A/I345A H 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 14.7 ± 4.8
L349A H 54.7 ± 15.1 89.3 ± 5.8 99.1 ± 2.2 64.4 ± 12.2 76.9 ± 4.6
K352A C 32.1 ± 8.2 87.3 ± 5.3 90.3 ± 10.7 56.5 ± 9.5 68.5 ± 9.5
H354A C 79.9 ± 26 90.8 ± 4.3 96.9 ± 3.5 89.7 ± 4.9 92.2 ± 8.7
L355A H 14.8 ± 4.1 53.9 ± 8.7 25.2 ± 4.9
K356A C 85.7 ± 37.1 93.6 ± 3.6 83.5 ± 13.3 36.8 ± 4.0 29.4 ± 5.5
D357A C 39.4 ± 13.3 97.6 ± 2.2 40.6 ± 9.1
I358A H 68.2 ± 11.7 99 ± 2.3 96.3 ± 3.7 75.1 ± 8.5 66.7 ± 9.9
I361A H 117.5 ± 28.8 106 ± 2.1 98.1 ± 3.1 21.3 ± 11 24.1 ± 7.2
K368A C 13.6 ± 2.8 54.3 ± 10.7 32.5 ± 9.6
L372A H 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 17.3 ± 7.8
L382A H 25.6 ± 8.9 66.8 ± 6.5 72.9 ± 10.5
K384A C 24.2 ± 3.3 82.3 ± 9.2 64.6 ± 1.4 70.1 ± 3.3 55.1 ± 9.4
L387A H 71.4 ± 16.4 97.4 ± 3.9 94.8 ± 10.8 43.3 ± 11.7 37.6 ± 5.9
L394A H 45.7 ± 4.9 93.8 ± 5.3 12.8 ± 6.7 2 ± 1 0 ± 0
H398A C 165 ± 93.7 98.7 ± 1.8 88.3 ± 14.8 90.5 ± 2.0 79.3 ± 5.6
I403A H 57.8 ± 13.7 94.9 ± 6.7 12.3 ± 8.2 12.4 ± 1.4 13.8 ± 5.4
E404A C 43.5 ± 19.8 97 ± 3 63.1 ± 4.3 96.3 ± 3.3 93.9 ± 2.9
I411A H 63.7 ± 20.1 92.7 ± 6.4 38.1 ± 11.9
L415A H 34.1 ± 10.7 81.3 ± 7.5 14.6 ± 7.8 0.3 ± 0.2 0 ± 0
K417A C 22.1 ± 12.4 87.3 ± 11 29.5 ± 18

R422A C 286.2 ±
138.8 97 ± 5.5 14.6 ± 10.1 23.4 ± 4.1 19.2 ± 6.2

H448A C 560.5 ± 235.9 113 ± 3.7 64.9 ± 3.1 8.9 ± 5.6 9.8 ± 5.5
L449A H 41.6 ± 16.9 82.2 ± 5 86.2 ± 8 89.3 ± 4.3 88.2 ± 7.4
K451A C 225.4 ± 48.5 110.9 ± 1.6 84.1 ± 11.2 94.4 ± 4.9 81.3 ± 8.8
I452A H 40.1 ± 13.5 90.8 ± 5.9 79.5 ± 10.1
I458A H 95.7 ± 26.7 103 ± 3.1 88.9 ± 5.2 90.9 ± 4.2 97.9 ± 5.0
K465A C 91.6 ± 28.9 101.4 ± 6 52.7 ± 14.8 3.8 ± 1.3 11.3 ± 2.1

H467A/R468A C 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 2.4 ± 2.4
L469A H 19.2 ± 3.1 81.7 ± 7.2 40.6 ± 5.9
K481A C 393.2 ± 200.5 112.3 ± 3.3 74.9 ± 5.2 94.9 ± 6.7 83.8 ± 11.5

K490A/R491A C 223.7 ± 64.1 103.6 ± 1.2 91.8 ± 7.1 102.8 ± 5.1 86.8 ± 9.3
1 Mutations that impaired GP2 function (>80% cleavage efficiency and <20% fusion activity) are bold and italicized.
2 Table 1 abbreviations. H: Hydrophobic; C: Charged. 3 All values are displayed as a percentage of GP control
± SEM.

To determine if the charged constructs produced functional GP, we assessed the fusion activity
using the cell-to-cell based fusion assay. The majority of the mutant GPs produced syncytia at
levels similar to parental GP (Figure 2B), suggesting the alanine substitutions at those positions
did not impede interaction with the target membrane or low-pH induced protein conformational
changes. Of the constructs that were efficiently processed into GP2, only three (GP-D268A, GP-R282A,
and GP-R422A) reduced fusion (<20%) compared to parental LASV GP. D268 was adjacent to the
N-terminal fusion peptide and R282 was within the internal fusion-loop, suggesting these charged
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residues were important for GP2 to effectively anchor into the target membrane. R422 was located
between HR2 and the transmembrane domain, but was not resolved in either the pre-fusion or
post-fusion structures. Alanine substitution at R422 retained GP1-GP2 processing and surface
expression, but the decrease in cell-to-cell fusion suggests the arginine was important for the
fusion process.

2.3. Characterization of Hydrophobic Residues

Hydrophobic residues within viral class I fusion proteins are involved in protein folding and are
critical for the viral fusion peptides/loops to effectively insert into the target membrane [33]. Previous
studies identified hydrophobic residues within the fusion domains and C-terminus of the LASV GP2
subunit that are required for fusion [23]. We built upon this work and characterized 26 mutations
throughout the GP2 subunit to identify conserved, hydrophobic residues involved in GP structure and
function. Once again, we analyzed cell surface expression and cleavage of the glycoprotein constructs by
purifying proteins found on the surface of transfected cells. The majority of the mutated GP proteins were
cleaved, but three constructs (GP-F309A, GP-L344A/I345A, and GP-L372A) did not produce detectible
GP2 (Figure 3A, Table 2). GP-L344A/I345A and GP-L372A produced the GP1GP2 protein precursor
indicating the mutation prevents recognition by SKI/S1P. GP-F309A was not detected in the surface
material, indicating that the mutation is deleterious to GP precursor production or trafficking (Figure 3A).

Figure 3. Functional analysis of conserved hydrophobic GP2 mutations. (a) Cell surface proteins
were cross-linked to biotin and purified with streptavidin beads. Purified proteins were separated
on SDS-PAGE and probed with anti-GP2 antibody (22.5D) representative immunoblots are shown.
(b) LASV GP2 mutant cleavage and fusion efficiencies compared to parental GP. Error bars represent
the SEM from at least three independent trials.
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The cell-to-cell fusion assay results suggested many of the hydrophobic mutations reduced
or eliminated syncytia formation. In total, there were six hydrophobic constructs, GP-L280A,
GP-L285A/I286A, GP-I323A, GP-L394A, GP-I403A, and GP-L415A, that were efficiently cleaved
(>80%) but fused <20% compared to parental LASV GP (Figure 3B). Constructs GP-L280A and
GP-L285A/I286A reduced the hydrophobicity of the internal fusion loop, potentially preventing
adequate insertion in the target membrane. I323 in HR1 and I403 and L415 in HR2 may have decreased
efficient 6HB formation. L394 is a hydrophobic residue just outside of HR2 and may also inhibit
6HB formation.

2.4. Transduction Efficiencies of Charged and Hydrophobic Mutants

Our cell-to-cell fusion assay examines GP2’s ability to undergo the low-pH induced
conformational changes needed for fusion, but in an artificial system [34]. Lassa virus-to-cell fusion
occurs in the lysosome, which contains different cellular proteins and lipids [35,36]. Therefore, to
test whether the GP2 mutations affect viral entry, we pseudotyped our GP constructs onto vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV) particles lacking their native glycoprotein. VSV-LASV GP particles require LASV
receptors for entry and trafficking to an endo-lysosomal compartment for efficient GP triggering. We
used HAP1 and HAP1-ΔDAG haploid cell lines in our transduction assays to examine different entry
mechanisms. Both cell lines have been extensively characterized for LASV entry [18,37]. HAP1 cells
express the primary LASV receptor, α-dystroglycan (α-DG), and LASV entry occurs most efficiently
when this receptor is present. HAP1-ΔDAG cells lack α-DG but contain secondary receptors that
enable LASV entry through less efficient routes [18,31].

The LASV glycoprotein precursor must be cleaved into GP1 and GP2 to induce fusion. Therefore,
we examined transduction efficiency for two sets of constructs: parental-like (constructs that produced
over 80% cleaved GP2 and over 50% fusion efficiency compared to parental GP) and fusion-defective
(constructs that produced over 80% cleaved GP2 but had less than 20% fusion efficiency compared
to parental GP). We hypothesized that the parental-like mutants should be able to effectively
transduce these cells whereas the fusion-defective mutants would have comparatively low transduction
efficiencies. Because GP2 is not directly involved in receptor interactions, we expected few differences
in the transduction efficiencies between HAP1 and HAP1-ΔDAG cell lines.

We examined the transduction efficiencies of 20 charged (Figure 4A, Table 2) and 10 hydrophobic
parental-like constructs (Figure 4B, Table 2). The majority of the charged mutant constructs transduced
cells relative to the level of GP produced in the cells. However, three constructs, GP-H305A, GP-K356A,
and GP-K465A produced near wild-type levels of cleaved GP, but transduced poorly, suggesting these
residues may be important in particle incorporation or fusion activity in the lysosome. Surprisingly the
GP-H448A construct was unable to transduce either HAP cell line despite high cell surface production.
The majority of hydrophobic constructs also transduced cells at rates similar to the levels of cleaved GP
(Figure 4B). Only GP-I361A, a residue adjacent to HR-N, was cleaved and fused at parental GP levels
but inefficiently transduced cells. As expected, construct transduction efficiencies did not significantly
differ between cell lines, confirming that the GP2 mutations are not altering receptor interactions.

While we expected poorly-fusing mutant GPs to demonstrate equally reduced transduction,
two mutant GPs, GP-D268A and GP-R282A, transduced cells efficiently (>80% and >50% respectively)
(Figure 4C, Table 2). Both of these charged residues are part of the fusion peptide region; D268 is
adjacent to the N-FP and R282 is within the fusion loop. The lipid and protein content of the plasma
membrane and lysosomal membrane are distinct [36]. Thus, the removal of the charged residue may
have altered the low-pH induced conformation of the fusion peptide, preventing proper insertion at
the plasma membrane, but retaining activity in the lysosomal membrane.
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Figure 4. Transduction efficiencies of parental-like charged (a), parental-like hydrophobic (b),
and fusion-defective (c) GP2 mutants. HAP1 and HAP1-ΔDAG1 cells were transduced with
VSVΔG-LASV GP constructs encoding GFP. Transduction was quantified using flow cytometry by
gating for GFP-positive cells. Transduction efficiency for each construct was normalized to parental
LASV GP particle transduction for each cell line. All data are based on the average and standard error
of the mean of at least three replicate experiments.

3. Discussion

In this study, we produced and characterized a library of 59 LASV GP2 mutants to identify
residues involved in GP2 function. We identified 14 residues (E308, F309, I334, I337, L344/I345, L355,
K368, L372, L382, K417, H467/R468, and L469) that are critical for GP folding, trafficking, or SKI/S1P
recognition, evidenced by the lack of GP2 present in cell surface material. Twenty-one charged or
hydrophobic residues could be changed to alanine without significantly altering protein production,
localization or function, suggesting that GP2 can tolerate mutations at those locations. In total, nine
constructs were efficiently cleaved (at least 80% of parental GP), yet failed to produce syncytia at
levels similar to parental GP. Many of these residues, including D268, L280, R282, and L285/I286, are
part of the fusion peptide domain. Both L280 and L285-I286 within I-FP impaired both cell-to-cell
and virus-to-cell fusion, suggesting these hydrophobic residues may be critical for I-FP insertion,
as expected (Figure 5). Surprisingly, GP-D268A and GP-R282A mutant proteins failed to induce
cell-to-cell fusion, but were efficient in virus-to-cell fusion when incorporated onto VSV particles.
These data suggest the charged residues are required for mediating fusion at the plasma membrane
that is predominantly saturated lipids and sterols, but are less important when fusing in the lysosomal
membrane, which contains low levels of cholesterol [36,38]. Similar lipid-dependent fusion occurs
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with other viruses; efficient insertion of the Dengue fusion peptide requires specific lipids within the
late endosomes and fails to mediate low-pH fusion at the plasma membrane [39].

Figure 5. Mapping the fusion-defective charged and hydrophobic mutations on pre-fusion LASV
GP2 and post-fusion LCMV homology model. (a) The LASV GP1-GP2 monomeric pre-fusion crystal
structure (PDB 5vk2) [29] The GP1 subunit is shown in purple and the GP2 subunit is shown in green.
The residues targeted in this study are highlighted, charged residues (red) and hydrophobic (blue).
Residues found to be critical for GP2 fusion activity are shown in spheres (L280, L285/I286, I323, L394,
I403, and L415) (b) The LCMV (an Old World arenavirus closely-related to LASV) GP2 post-fusion
crystal structure (PDB 3mko) [19]. Homologous residues are highlighted as in part (a). (c) Amino
acid alignment of LCMV GP2 region crystallized with corresponding region of LASV GP2. Identical
residues are indicated with a (*), whereas conservative replacements are indicated by (:). Residues
labeled in the structure are in bold-italics and contain a dash above the residues. All structures were
rendered with PyMol.

While many of the residues that impacted fusion localized to the fusion peptide, five residues
were part of other GP2 domains (Figure 5). I323 is part of the HR1 domain, I403 and L415 are in the HR2
domain, and L394 is the amino acid preceding HR2 (Figure 5). These residues may be critical for 6HB
formation [19]. Residue R422 falls right next to the membrane but was not resolved in either crystal
structure. Removal of the charged residue may impact the final 6HB structure and inhibit fusion.

Of the seven constructs that produced cleaved GP2 but failed to transduce cells (GP-L280A,
GP-L285A/I286A, GP-I323A, GP-L394A, GP-I403A, GP-L415A, and GP-R422A), six were hydrophobic
residues. While all of the constructs retained high cleavage efficiencies, several (GP-L280A,
GP-L285A/I286A, GP-L394A, GP-I403A, and GP-L415A) produced decreased levels of GP on the
surface, which may contribute to the decreased transduction.

Three of our hydrophobic constructs, GP-F262A, GP-L266A, and GP-L280A were previously
characterized [23]. Klewitz et al. found GP-F262A and GP-L266A produced very little protein on the
surface and had no fusion activity [23]. However, our cleavage data suggests that both GP-F262A
and GP-L266A are surface-expressed near or above parental GP levels and induced both cell-to-cell
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and virus-to-cell fusion (Figure 3A). These phenotypic differences may be due to a difference in our
transfection protocols, harvesting cells at 36 h versus 24 h, which allows more time for GP to traffic to
the cell surface. We both found GP-L280A produced cleaved GP2, albeit at a decreased level, but was
unable to induce fusion. Therefore, while the hydrophobic nature of the N-FP and I-FP is important,
some individual residues can be made less hydrophobic while preserving functionality. Both data sets
agree that the internal fusion peptide region is important for protein function.

Taken together, these data demonstrate that both conserved hydrophobic and charged residues
throughout GP2 are required for optimal protein function. Specifically, the data highlighted specific
residues near or within the I-FP, HR1, and HR2 domains that play critical roles in fusion.

4. Materials and Methods

Cell Lines and Transfections

Vero cells stably expressing human SLAM were maintained in Dulbecco−s modified Eagle−s
medium (DMEM) with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and incubated at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 [40].
HAP1 and HAP1-ΔDAG1 cells (Horizon Discovery, Cambridge, UK) were maintained in Iscove’s
media supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and incubated at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. All transfections were
performed with GeneJuice (Millipore, Burlington, MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Expression Vectors and Mutagenesis

The LASV GPC protein coding sequence was codon optimized for mammalian expression and
cloned into a pcDNA3.1 intron vector. A CMV promoter initiated gene expression, and we included a
β-globin intron in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) to increase protein production [31]. We added a
carboxy-terminal 3xFLAG tag to the GP2 cytoplasmic tail to biochemically detect HA and charged
constructs. HA insertions and point mutations were created with QuikChange mutagenesis and
PfuTurbo-HS polymerase (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). We verified the presence of each mutation with
DNA sequence analysis, and a complete sequence information is available upon request.

Surface Biotinylation

Vero cells were transfected (as described above) with plasmid DNA encoding the indicated
LASV GPC construct. Thirty-six hours following transfection, cells were washed with cold
PBS and incubated with 0.5 mg/mL sulfosuccinimidyl-2-(biotinamido) ethyl-1,3-dithiopropionate
(ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) for 30 min on ice to tag cell surface proteins with biotin [41]. The reaction
was quenched with Tris-HCl, and cells were lysed in M2 lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl,
1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100) at 4◦C, then centrifuged (20,000× g, 15 min, 4◦C). The clarified lysate
was rotated with streptavidin sepharose beads (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL) for 60 min. Following
incubation, the streptavidin sepharose beads were washed in buffer 1 (100 mM Tris, 500 mM lithium
chloride, 0.1% Triton X-100) and then in buffer 2 (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 2 mM EGTA, 10 mM
magnesium chloride, 0.1% Triton X-100). The samples were then incubated in urea buffer (200 mM
Tris, pH 6.8, 8 M urea, 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.03% bromophenol blue, 1.5%
dithiothreitol) for 30 min at 55◦C and analyzed using an immunoblot.

Antibodies and Immunoblots

After surface biotinylation, samples were separated by gel electrophoresis on 4-20% Nu-PAGE
gels (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes
(GE Healthcare). HA and charged GP constructs were detected with an antibody against the Flag
epitope tag (M2; Sigma, Burlington, MA) and a mouse IgG horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West, Grove, PA). Hydrophobic constructs were
detected with an antibody against LASV GP2 (22.5D), kindly provided by Dr. James Robinson (Tulane
University), and a human IgG HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson). Immunoblots were
visualized with SuperSignal West Dura Extended Duration Substrate (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA)
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and a ChemiDoc digital imaging system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Immunoblots were quantified using
ImageLab software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Cell-to-Cell Fusion Assay

Vero cells were co-transfected with LASV GP mutants and pmaxGFP (4:1 ratio). Forty hours
following transfection, media was removed and replaced with PBS (pH 4) and incubated (37 ◦C and 5%
CO2) for 30 min to allow glycoprotein triggering. The PBS was replaced with warm DMEM and cells
were incubated for an additional 3 h to enable membrane rearrangement and syncytia formation. Four
representative pictures of the fusion were taken using Zoe microscope (Bio-Rad) (20× magnification)
and unfused cells were counted. Fusion efficiency was quantified using the following equation:

Fusion =
(un f used cells in GFP trans f ected − un f used cells in mutant trans f ected)

(un f used cells in GFP trans f ected − un f used cells in parental GPC trans f ected)
× 100

Each mutant was assessed for fusion in at least three independent experiments.

VSV Pseudoparticle Production and Transductions

GP constructs lacking the C-terminal 3xFlag tag were used to make vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)
pseudotyped particles. Vero cells were transfected with LASV GP DNA. Thirty-six hours following
transfection the cells were transduced with VSVΔG-GFP particles pseudotyped with VSV-G (MOI 1)
for one hour (courtesy of Dr. Michael Whitt; KeraFAST, Boston, MA) [42]. The particle-containing
media was then replaced with fresh DMEM. VSVΔG-GFP particles displaying the LASV GP were
collected 8 h following the transduction. These particles were applied onto HAP1 and HAP1-ΔDAG1
cells. A larger volume of particles (4 times as much) was used to transduce HAP1-ΔDAG1 cells to
overcome the decreased transduction efficiency when cells are missing the primary α-DG receptor [18].
The number of GFP positive cells was enumerated in a flow cytometer. Results are displayed as the
percent of GFP positive cells present in a population of 10,000 live cell events compared to parental
GP transduction.
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Abstract: Lassa mammarenavirus (LASV) is an enveloped RNA virus that can cause Lassa fever, an
acute hemorrhagic fever syndrome associated with significant morbidity and high rates of fatality in
endemic regions of western Africa. The arenavirus matrix protein Z has several functions during
the virus life cycle, including coordinating viral assembly, driving the release of new virus particles,
regulating viral polymerase activity, and antagonizing the host antiviral response. There is limited
knowledge regarding how the various functions of Z are regulated. To investigate possible means of
regulation, mass spectrometry was used to identify potential sites of phosphorylation in the LASV Z
protein. This analysis revealed that two serines (S18, S98) and one tyrosine (Y97) are phosphorylated
in the flexible N- and C-terminal regions of the protein. Notably, two of these sites, Y97 and S98,
are located in (Y97) or directly adjacent to (S98) the PPXY late domain, an important motif for
virus release. Studies with non-phosphorylatable and phosphomimetic Z proteins revealed that
these sites are important regulators of the release of LASV particles and that host-driven, reversible
phosphorylation may play an important role in the regulation of LASV Z protein function.

Keywords: Lassa virus; Z protein; late domain; PPXY; budding; release; matrix protein;
phosphorylation; arenavirus; mass spectrometry

1. Introduction

The Mammarenavirus genus is comprised primarily of rodent-borne viruses, several of which
are capable of causing severe hemorrhagic fever syndromes in humans [1]. Lassa virus (LASV), the
causative agent of Lassa fever, is carried primarily by the multimammate rat, Mastomys natalensis, but
other carrier rodents have been identified recently [2–4]. LASV infects up to an estimated 300,000
people each year in western Africa following exposure to rodent excreta or through hunting and
consumption of infected rats [2,5–8]. Lassa virus can also spread person-to-person through direct
contact with infected bodily fluids, and this pattern of transmission has occurred repeatedly in hospital
workers caring for Lassa fever patients since its discovery in 1969 [9–11]. Overall, the case fatality rate
is estimated at 1–2%, but significantly higher rates of fatality occur in hospitalized patients [5]. Since
2008, outbreaks in Sierra Leone have resulted in an overall case fatality rate of 69% in hospitalized
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patients [12]. LASV infection results in fetal loss in most cases [13]. Further, pregnancy greatly increases
the risk of fatality from Lassa fever for the mother [13]. Of Lassa fever survivors who were hospitalized,
approximately one-third developed hearing loss, and in two-thirds of those patients, the hearing deficit
was permanent [14]. Intravenous ribavirin treatment has been shown to reduce mortality from Lassa
fever, particularly if administered during the first six days of fever onset, but there is a clear need
for more effective therapies [5]. No United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
vaccines exist for the prevention of LASV infection.

Arenaviruses have a simple, negative-strand RNA genome that encodes a total of four proteins
on two segments. The small (S) segment encodes both the nucleoprotein (NP), which encapsidates the
viral genome and is required for its replication, and the envelope glycoprotein (GP), which interacts
with cell surface receptors to mediate cell entry and membrane fusion [15–20]. The large (L) genome
segment encodes the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (L), which replicates and transcribes
the genome, and the viral matrix protein (Z) [19–22]. The Z protein is a structural component of
the virion, forming a matrix layer on the inner leaflet of the viral envelope, and carries out an array
of important functions during viral propagation [23,24]. The Z protein of pathogenic arenaviruses
antagonizes interferon production by binding to retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) and melanoma
differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5) to disrupt interactions between RIG-I-like receptors and
mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) [25]. Z can inhibit the translation of capped cellular mRNAs
and also regulate the activity of the viral polymerase [26–28]. Z is also an important coordinator of
virus particle assembly by interacting with each of the other three viral proteins [29,30].

In addition to these functions, the Z protein is both necessary and sufficient for driving the
efficient release of nascent virus particles [23,31,32]. However, minimal levels of virus can be recovered
without Z [33]. Two major motifs in the Z protein mediate the efficient release of virus particles. First,
a myristoylation modification of the second residue in Z, a glycine, mediates Z’s interaction with
cellular membranes, a requirement for efficient release [34,35]. Second, all arenavirus Z proteins, with
the exception of the Tacaribe virus Z protein, contain one or two proline-rich, late domains near the
C-terminus [23,32]. These viral late domains are presumably responsible for recruiting the cellular
endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) pathway to mediate membrane scission,
which is the final step in the virus budding process [36]. New World arenavirus Z proteins contain
a P(S/T)AP-type late domain, which can bind the ESCRT-I protein Tsg101, while the Old World Z
proteins of the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) and Dandenong virus contain only a
PPXY late domain, which can bind Nedd4-family E3 ubiquitin ligases [23,24,32,37]. Additionally, the
Z proteins of several Old World arenaviruses, including Lassa, Mobala, Mopeia, and Ippy viruses,
encode both the PPXY and the P(S/T)AP late domains [23,24,32]. In the case of LASV, decreased
virus-like particle (VLP) release occurs following mutation of either of LASV Z’s PTAP and PPXY
late domains, disruption of Z’s recruitment of Nedd4-family proteins, and/or loss of specific ESCRT
components [23,24,32,37–39]. The release of VLPs for the related Old World arenavirus LCMV is
similarly impacted by PPXY late domain or ESCRT component disruption [32]. However, recent work
from our lab demonstrated that in a whole virus system, the sole late domain in the LCMV Z protein
and the ESCRT pathway it recruits were specifically required for the production of defective interfering
particles but not of infectious virus [40]. This illustrates the complexity and diversity in arenavirus
release and highlights the need for a greater understanding of the factors involved in this process.

Protein phosphorylation is a reversible post-translational modification that can regulate
the activity of enzymes, mediate protein–protein interactions, alter the subcellular localization,
conformation, and/or oligomeric state of proteins, as well as regulate the addition or removal of
other types of post-translation modifications [41]. This important type of modification is not limited to
cellular proteins; a growing body of literature has demonstrated that phosphorylation of viral proteins
has important consequences for different viral processes [42–45]. Phosphorylation sites of functional
significance have been identified on the matrix proteins in an array of RNA viruses, including the
Z protein of the Old World arenavirus LCMV [40,46–51]. Accordingly, we hypothesized that the
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functionality of the LASV Z protein may be regulated by phosphorylation. To address this hypothesis,
mass spectrometry was used to identify phosphorylated residues in LASV Z. This approach revealed
three sites of phosphorylation, including two phosphorylated serines and one tyrosine. A VLP release
assay demonstrated that serine phosphorylation may negatively impact virus release. These findings
are an important first step toward understanding how various functions of the LASV Z protein can be
regulated by post-translational modifications.

2. Results and Discussion

To identify sites of phosphorylation, LASV Z protein was affinity purified from VLPs produced
from plasmid-transfected cells and subjected to protein gel electrophoresis (Figure 1A). The gel band
corresponding to LASV Z was excised and proteolytically digested. The resulting peptides were
analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry. Three phosphorylated residues in
the LASV Z protein were identified: two serine residues (S18 and S98) and one tyrosine residue (Y97)
(Figure 1B, Figures S1 and S2). Representative mass spectra and the accompanying fragment ion tables
for peptides harboring phosphorylated Y97 (Figure S1A), phosphorylated S98 (Figure S1C), as well as
corresponding unphosphorylated peptides are shown (Figure S1B). Representative mass spectra and
corresponding fragment ion tables of the peptides harboring phosphorylated S18 (Figure S2A) and
unphosphorylated S18 (Figure S2B) are shown.

Each phosphorylation site was mapped onto the NMR structure of LASV Z (Figure 1B) [52]. The
arenavirus Z protein is comprised of a central zinc-binding, really interesting new gene (RING) domain
flanked by N- and C-terminal domains that appear to be flexible and relatively unstructured [52–57].
All three phosphorylation sites identified are located in these flexible N-terminal (S18) or C-terminal
(Y97 and S98) domains of the Z protein (Figure 1B,C) [52]. The N-terminal domain of Z is known to
mediate several important functions. It contains a myristoylation site at the second glycine residue
which is required for virus budding as well as Z’s interaction with the plasma membrane and with the
envelope glycoprotein [30,34,35]. Other conserved residues in the N-terminal domain contribute to the
production of infectious virus-like particles [58]. Additionally, the N-terminal domain of pathogenic
arenaviruses, including LASV, but not of non-pathogenic arenaviruses, can directly bind to and
inhibit the function of retinoic acid-inducible gene 1-like receptors (RLRs), which results in decreased
macrophage activation [25,59]. The Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment tool was used to
align select mammarenavirus Z proteins (Figure 1C) [60]. This revealed that the S18 phosphorylation
site is conserved across LASV strains representing lineages III–VI, as well as in Mobala virus and the
New World Oliveros virus (Figure 1C) [61–63]. Notably, a histidine residue is found at this position
in multiple lineage II LASV isolates that have recently been sequenced [64]. Interestingly, aspartic
acid and glutamic acid, which are negatively charged at a physiological pH similar to phosphate, are
substituted for S18 in a number of other New and Old World arenavirus Z proteins, suggesting that a
negative charge at this position may be important for Z functionality (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1. Identification of phosphorylation sites in the Lassa mammarenavirus (LASV) Z matrix protein.
(A) Coomassie-stained polyacrylamide gel of affinity-purified LASV Z. Streptavidin-coated magnetic
beads were used to affinity purify Z from virus-like particles (VLPs) released from cells co-transfected
with plasmids encoding a biotin ligase and LASV Z C-terminally tagged with a biotin acceptor peptide
(BAP). The band corresponding to the LASV Z protein (indicated by the red box) was excised from the
gel and subjected to proteolytic digestion with trypsin or a combination of trypsin and chymotrypsin.
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The resultant peptides were extracted and subjected to liquid chromatography–tandem mass
spectrometry analysis. The asterisk denotes the band of monomeric streptavidin that is eluted from
streptavidin beads following boiling. (B) The protein nuclear magnetic resonance structure of the
Josiah strain of the LASV Z matrix (PDB 2M1S) is shown. The side chains of the phosphorylated
residues (S18, Y97, and S98) are highlighted in green on the protein structure. The two late domains
found in LASV Z, PTAP and PPPY, are colored orange. Zinc ions, which are coordinated by the
central really interesting new gene (RING) domain of Z, are shown as yellow spheres in the protein
structure. The myristoylated glycine residue (at position 2) is also indicated. (C) Protein sequence
alignment of select mammarenavirus Z proteins. The Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment
tool was used to align the sequences of selected mammarenavirus Z proteins. The portion of the
C-terminal region of each Z protein (the amino acids to the right of the dashed vertical line) containing
the late domains (designated as orange, underlined amino acids) was aligned with LASV Z strain
Josiah, starting with the most C-terminal amino acid. The following accession numbers were used:
GU481069.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus, strain Nig08-04), AAO59514.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus, strain
CSF), NP_694871.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus, strain Josiah), AAO59510.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus,
strain NL), AAO59508.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus, strain AV), MF990887.1 (Lassa mammarenavirus,
strain TGO) AAD03395.1 (Lymphocytic choriomeningitis mammarenavirus, strain WE), ABC96003.1
(Lymphocytic choriomeningitis mammarenavirus, strain Armstrong 53b), ABY20731.1 (Dandenong
virus), ABC71138.1 (Mobala mammarenavirus), ABC71136.1 (Mopeia mammarenavirus, strain
Mozambique), ABC71142.1 (Ippy mammarenavirus), YP_002929492.1 (Lujo mammarenavirus),
NP_899216.1 (Junín mammarenavirus, strain XJ13), NP_899220.1 (Guanarito mammarenavirus),
NP_899214.1 (Machupo mammarenavirus), ABY59837.1 (Brazilian mammarenavirus), YP_138535.1
(Pichindé mammarenavirus), YP_001649224.1 (Bear Canyon mammarenavirus), YP_001649215.1
(Oliveros mammarenavirus). For each LASV isolate, the corresponding lineage is listed after the strain.

The Y97 and S98 phosphorylation sites lie within the C-terminal tail of the LASV Z protein, a region
which contains two proline-rich late domains, PTAP and PPPY (Figure 1B,C). The C-terminal amino
acids containing the late domains of selected mammarenavirus Z proteins were aligned (Figure 1C).
This analysis showed that Y97 is conserved across the majority of Old World mammarenaviruses
(except for Lujo virus) and aligns with Pichindé and Bear Canyon New World mammarenaviruses
(Figure 1C). Conservation of a serine or threonine at residues that align with LASV Z S98 is fairly
common among Old World mammarenaviruses (Figure 1C). Notably, LCMV possesses a glutamic acid
at this position which could substitute for the negative charge of a phosphorylated serine (Figure 1C).
However, LASV Z S98 is directly followed by a proline residue. Interestingly, phosphorylated
serine or threonine residues directly preceding a proline (pS/T–P) constitute a type of motif that
can be recognized by class IV WW domains, including the peptidylprolyl cis/trans isomerase,
NIMA-interacting 1 protein (Pin1) [65,66]. Pin1 can mediate conformational changes in substrate
proteins that result in altered protein stability or phosphorylation state [67]. Because Pin1 has been
implicated in different viral infections and has been shown to bind pS/T–P motifs within viral proteins
from hepatitis B virus [68], human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 [69,70], human immunodeficiency virus
1 [71–73], Epstein–Barr virus [74], and Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus [75], it may represent
an interesting host target for further study in the context of the arenavirus Z protein.

The Y97 phosphorylation site lies within the PPXY late domain, which is conserved across
the majority of Old World arenavirus Z proteins (Figure 1C). Our lab recently showed that the
homologous tyrosine residue (Y88) in LCMV Z is also phosphorylated [40]. Treating cells with
H2O2 to block tyrosine phosphatases and permit the accumulation of tyrosines phosphorylated by
endogenous kinases demonstrated that both LCMV and LASV Z are phosphorylated on a tyrosine
residue (Figure 2A) [76]. This strategy further showed that the phosphotyrosine levels of LASV Z
were significantly reduced in the Y97F mutant of LASV Z, indicating that this late domain-embedded
tyrosine is likely the major tyrosine phosphorylation site (Figure 2B), similar to what we observed for
the PPXY-embedded Y88 in the case of LCMV [40].
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Figure 2. Confirmation of Y97 phosphorylation site in LASV Z. (A,B) HEK293T cells were transfected
with plasmids encoding the indicated streptavidin-binding peptide (SBP)-tagged lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) Z or LASV Z, and two days later streptavidin-coated magnetic beads
were used to affinity purify (AP) intracellular Z from cells that had been treated with water or hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2). Levels of phosphotyrosine and Z-SBP in affinity-purified samples (and unpurified
cellular input for Z-SBP) were determined by western blotting with anti-phosphotyrosine or anti-SBP
antibodies, respectively. Levels of phosphotyrosine are shown for wild-type (WT) LCMV Z and
LASV Z (A) as well as for WT and phosphosite-mutant (Y97F) LASV Z proteins (B). Western blots are
representative of five (A) or four (B) independent experiments.

A prominent function of the arenavirus Z protein is to drive the release of virus particles. We next
sought to determine whether any of the three phosphorylation sites might contribute to the ability of
Z to drive virus budding using a VLP release assay (Figure 3A–C). For the phosphoserine residues
at S18 or S98, LASV Z protein mutants encoding either an alanine or an aspartic acid substitution
at these positions were made in order to prevent or to possibly mimic phosphorylation at the site
in question, respectively. Phosphomimetic substitution did not result in a significant change in VLP
release for either S18 or S98 (Figure 3A,C). However, substitution with alanine to either phosphoserine
site resulted in levels of VLP release that were 1.5- or 2-fold greater than in the WT, suggesting
that serine phosphorylation may negatively regulate the release of virus particles (Figure 3A). It is
important to note that, in many cases, aspartic acid and glutamic acid do not functionally mimic
phosphorylation, particularly when a phosphorylated residue is recognized by an adaptor protein [77].
Our results here could be explained if cellular kinases impinged on viral budding by promoting a
phosphoserine-dependent protein–protein interaction, one which cannot be mimicked by the shape or
charge afforded by aspartic acid.

For the Y97 phosphosite, phenylalanine and glutamic acid mutants were generated, again to
prevent or mimic phosphorylation, respectively. Release of VLPs from cells transfected with LASV
Z containing either the non-phosphorylatable (F) or phosphomimetic (E) amino acid at residue 97
was decreased by roughly 50% compared to wild-type Z-containing cells (Figure 3B,C). Given that
Y97 lies within the PPXY late domain, which has been previously shown to be required for efficient
release of LCMV and LASV VLPs, the results were not surprising [23,32,40] and may indicate a cellular
mechanism at play to regulate viral budding. Mutation of the canonical PPXY motif in LASV results in
a loss of binding to Nedd4-family E3 ubiquitin ligases, which have been implicated in the release of
several other viruses that have a PPXY domain in their matrix protein [24,36]. However, in earlier work
with LCMV, despite a reduction in VLP release, disruption of the PPXY late domain did not block the
efficient release of infectious virus particles but rather that of defective interfering (DI) particles [40].
Furthermore, greater levels of DI particles were released with recombinant LCMV containing a glutamic
acid substitution at its Y88 phosphorylation site relative to the Y88F-mutant virus, suggesting that
phosphorylation may positively regulate the release of DI particles [40]. These data raise the intriguing
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question of whether a similar phenomenon (e.g., whereby phosphorylation of the PPXY late domain
regulates the release of a specific class of viral particles) may be occurring with the LASV Z protein.
There is currently little data confirming the presence of LASV DI particles. However, it is thought
that most animal viruses produce some level of DI particles, and some arenaviruses in particular are
known to produce significant levels of DI particles [78,79]. More specifically, a high multiplicity of
infection with LASV virus yields lower infectious titers and higher ratios of viral genomic RNA to
particles compared with low-multiplicity infections [80]. These findings are consistent with a virus
that produces appreciable levels of DI particles [81,82].

 
Figure 3. VLP release assay of WT and phosphomutant LASV Z proteins. (A–C) HEK293T cells were
transfected with plasmids encoding the WT LASV Z protein or the LASV Z containing mutations
that prevent (S to A; Y to F) or mimic (S to D; Y to E) phosphorylation at the serine phosphorylation
sites (A) or the tyrosine phosphorylation site (B). The glycine-to-alanine mutant (G2A) served as
a negative control as it prevents myristoylation of Z, resulting in drastic inhibition of Z’s budding
activity. Quantitative, fluorescent western blotting was used to quantify the amount of intracellular and
VLP-derived Z protein. A representative western blot of intracellular or VLP-derived SBP-tagged Z
protein is shown in (C). The VLP release activity was determined by dividing the quantity of Z in VLPs
by the quantity of intracellular Z, then normalized to the amount of wild-type Z. The values represent
the mean ± standard error of the mean from three (A) or four (B) independent experiments. Mean
values were compared using a one-way ANOVA with the Holm–Sidak’s test for multiple comparisons.
(A,B), n.s. (not significant), ** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.0001.

The discovery of these phosphorylation sites opens up several new avenues for inquiry, including
identifying the host kinases involved as well as any phosphosite-binding proteins that may regulate Z
protein function. Kinase prediction algorithms could be used to narrow the possible candidate kinases,
but empirical screens will be required to determine the kinase(s) that contribute most substantially to
Z phosphorylation. Kinase identification for the LASV Z Y97 phosphosite may be aided by evidence in
the literature implicating Src family or Abl tyrosine kinases in the phosphorylation of PPXY domains
in other proteins—specifically, the Ebola virus matrix protein and the cellular proteins dystroglycan
and IFITM3 [46,83,84]. It has also been shown for dystroglycan and IFITM3 that phosphorylation
of PPXY motifs can regulate the binding of proteins that contain SH2 domains as well as of the
Nedd4-family ubiquitin ligases that bind PPXY domains through their WW domain [83–85]. It is
plausible that Old World mammarenavirus Z proteins are regulated in a similar fashion. It will also
be important to identify phosphoserine-specific binding proteins (e.g., perhaps Pin1) or proteins
containing other phosphoserine-binding domains in order to understand the mechanism by which
serine phosphorylation regulates Z protein function [66]. Furthermore, it will be important to determine
whether the S18 phosphorylation site or other residues in the N-terminal domain, that are more highly
conserved among pathogenic arenaviruses, are involved in the inhibition of RLR signaling and
macrophage activation [25,59]. Finally, the clustering of two phosphorylation sites at the C-terminus
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of the LASV Z protein, spanning two distinct WW domain-binding motifs, contributes to the idea that
this region of Z and its corresponding functions may be intricately regulated by a network of distinct
host protein partners.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cells and Plasmids

Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T/17, CRL-11268), purchased from American Type
Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA), were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) (11965-092) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (16140-071) and 1% of
penicillin/streptomycin (15140-122), MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution (11140-050), HEPES
Buffer Solution (15630-130), and GlutaMAX (35050-061) purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Plasmid LASV Z HA-BAP expresses the LASV Z gene from strain Josiah (GenBank #HQ688675.1)
with a C-terminal hemagglutinin (HA) affinity tag followed by a tobacco etch virus cleavage site and a
biotinylation acceptor peptide in a modified pCAGGS expression vector, as previously described [86,
87]. Plasmid LASV Z WT SBP is comprised of the LASV Z gene C-terminally fused to a six-amino
acid linker (AAGGGG) followed by the streptavidin-binding peptide (SBP) affinity tag in a modified
pCAGGS vector, as previously described [88]. Genes encoding point mutants of LASV Z (S18A, S18D,
Y97F, Y97E, S98A, and S98D) were synthesized and subcloned into the LASV Z WT SBP vector by
BioBasic, Inc. (Markham, ON, Canada). Plasmids expressing the Armstrong 53b strain of LCMV Z
(GenBank #AY847351.1) with a C-terminal SBP tag have been described previously [40], as has the
plasmid encoding the biotin ligase (BirA) [87].

3.2. Identification of Phosphorylation Sites by Mass Spectrometry

To identify potential phosphorylation sites in LASV Z, 1 × 106 HEK293T cells/well were seeded
into two six-well plates. After 24 h, each well was transfected with 100 μL DMEM containing 1 μg
of LASV Z HA-BAP, 1 μg of plasmid BirA, and 10 μg of polyethyleneinimine (23966, Polysciences,
Inc., Warrington, PA, USA). After 48 h, the VLP-containing culture media was collected and clarified
by centrifugation, then a solution of 1x Triton lysis buffer (0.5% NP40, 1% Triton X-100 (BP151-100,
Fisher Scientific), 140 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris HCl) with protease (04693159001, Roche, Indianapolis,
IN, USA) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails (4906837001, Roche) was added to lyse the VLPs.
Biotin-modified LASV Z protein was affinity purified by incubating the VLP lysate with Dynabeads
MyOne Streptavidin T1 beads (65602, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 2 h at 4 ◦C while rotating. Following
incubation, the beads were washed with 1x Triton lysis buffer and then were eluted in 4x Laemmli
sample buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl, 40% glycerol, 8% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 0.04% bromophenol
blue) diluted to 1x in Triton lysis buffer with a final concentration of 5% 2-mercaptoethanol by heating
at 100 ◦C for 10 min. The protein eluate was subjected to electrophoresis on a 4–20% Tris-glycine
polyacrylamide gel (EC60285BOX, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). This gel was then stained overnight
with Coomassie (40% methanol, 20% acetic acid, and 0.1% Brilliant Blue R (B7920, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MI, USA) followed by de-staining with a solution of 30% methanol and 10% acetic acid
and was imaged on a Canon Canoscan 8800F scanner. The region of the gel lane containing the Z
protein was excised and either directly reduced and alkylated with iodoacetamide or not, prior to being
subjected to in-gel digestion with a solution of sequencing-grade modified trypsin (V5111, Promega,
Madison, WI, USA) or a mixture of trypsin and sequencing-grade chymotrypsin (V1061, Promega), as
described previously [40,51]. The resultant peptides were extracted from the gel slice using 2.5% formic
acid in 50% acetonitrile and centrifugation. This supernatant was collected, and the gel slice was further
dehydrated by incubating with 100% acetonitrile, centrifuging, and collecting the supernatant twice.
The solvent was evaporated using a vacuum centrifuge at 37 ◦C, and the peptides were resuspended in
2.5% acetonitrile and 2.5% formic acid. Liquid chromatography was conducted using a microcapillary
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column packed with 12 cm Magic C18, 200 Å, 5 μm material (PM5/66100/00, Michrom Bioresources,
Auburn, CA, USA) using a MicroAS autosampler (Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The
peptides were eluted with a gradient of 5−35% acetonitrile (0.15% formic acid) using a Surveyor
Pump Plus HPLC (Thermo Scientific) over 40 min after a 15 min isocratic loading at 2.5% acetonitrile
and 0.15% formic acid. Data were acquired in both a stand-alone linear ion trap mass spectrometer
(LTQ-XL) and a linear ion trap–orbitrap (LTQ–Orbitrap) hybrid mass spectrometer (both instruments
from Thermo Scientific). Ten MS/MS scans in the LTQ followed each linear ion trap or orbitrap
survey scan over the entire run. A concatenated database of the LASV Z protein sequence including
affinity tags in forward and reverse orientation was queried with SEQUEST software with no enzyme
requirement and a 20 PPM precursor mass tolerance (or 2 Da for data collected in the stand-alone LTQ).
The following differential modifications were allowed: +79.96633 Da for phosphorylation of serine,
threonine, and tyrosine; +15.99492 Da for methionine oxidation; and either 71.0371 Da for cysteine
acrylamidation or +57.02146 for cysteine carbamidomethylation.

3.3. Detection of Phosphoproteins by Western Blotting

In order to confirm the presence of phosphorylated LASV Z protein, 5 × 105 HEK293T cells per
well were seeded in six-well plates and then transfected 24 h later with 2 μg of the corresponding Z
protein plasmids using 8 μg of 1 mg/mL polyethyleneinimine. Two days after transfection, the
cells were treated with 8.8 mM hydrogen peroxide, or water as a control, for 20 min (min) for
phosphotyrosine detection. The cells were then lysed with 1x Triton lysis buffer containing both
protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails. SBP-tagged Z was affinity purified by incubating
with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads for 2 h, followed by elution in 2x Laemmli sample buffer
(125 mM Tris-HCl, 20% glycerol, 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 0.02% bromophenol blue) with
5% 2-mercaptoethanol by heating at 100 ◦C for 10 min. The purified samples or cell input prepared
in Laemmli sample buffer were separated by electrophoresis using NuPAGE 4–12% Bis-Tris gels
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) with MES buffer (B000202, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Western blotting was
carried out using nitrocellulose iBlot 2 gel transfer stacks (IB23001, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the
Invitrogen iBlot 2 transfer apparatus. Membranes for phosphotyrosine detection were blocked for 1 h in
protein-free blocking buffer (37572, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and then a mouse anti-phosphotyrosine
antibody (clone 4G10, Millipore) diluted (0.2 μg/mL) in protein-free blocking buffer was added to the
membrane and incubated overnight at room temperature. The membrane was washed five times with
Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20 (BP337, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) (TBST),
incubated for 1 h with goat anti-mouse 800 secondary antibody (926-32210, Licor, Lincoln, NE, USA)
diluted 1:20,000 in 5% milk, 0.2% Tween 20 (BP337, Fisher Scientific), and 0.02% sodium dodecyl sulfate
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and then imaged using a Licor Odyssey CLx imaging system.
Immunoblotting for the Z protein was conducted by incubating the membrane with an anti-SBP tag
antibody (MAB10764, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) diluted 1:10,000 and an anti-mouse 800 secondary
antibody (926-32210, Licor) diluted 1:3000 in iBind fluorescent detection solution (SLF2019, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) in an iBind Flex western device.

3.4. Virus-Like Particle Release Assay

To measure VLP release, 2 × 105 HEK293T cells per well were seeded in 12-well plates and
then transfected 24 h later with 0.8 μg of the designated SBP-tagged LASV Z protein-expressing
plasmids, using 3.2 μg of polyethyleneinimine. One day later, the VLP-containing cell culture media
was collected, clarified by centrifugation, and then mixed with 10x Triton lysis buffer with a protease
inhibitor cocktail to a final concentration of 1x. The cells were scraped into phosphate-buffered saline,
pelleted by centrifugation, and then lysed with 1x Triton lysis buffer containing a protease inhibitor
cocktail. The samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blotting as described above. The
SBP-tagged Z protein was detected using an anti-SBP tag antibody (MAB10764, Millipore), diluted
1:10,000 in 5% nonfat milk and 0.2% Tween 20 in PBS, and the anti-mouse 800 secondary antibody
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(926-32210, Licor), diluted 1:20,000 in 5% nonfat milk, 0.02% sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 0.2% Tween
20 in PBS. In order to determine the percent VLP release, the value of each Z protein band on a
particular blot was first divided by the sum of the values of all the Z protein bands on that particular
blot (normalization by summation as described in [89]). This normalized Z protein quantity in VLPs
was divided by the normalized Z quantity in cells for each mutant, and these values were then
normalized to the corresponding quotient of Z WT, as described previously [40]. A one-way ANOVA
with Holm–Sidak’s test for multiple comparisons in GraphPad Prism software was used to analyze
differences in VLP release.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-0817/7/4/97/s1.
Figure S1: Mass spectra for identification of the Y97 and S98 phosphorylation sites in LASV Z, Figure S2: Mass
spectra for identification of the S18 phosphorylation site in LASV Z.
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Abstract: In 2017, the global Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness (CEPI) declared Lassa virus disease
to be one of the world’s foremost biothreats. In January 2018, World Health Organization experts
met to address the Lassa biothreat. It was commonly recognized that the diversity of Lassa virus
(LASV) isolated from West African patient samples was far greater than that of the Ebola isolates
from the West African epidemic of 2013–2016. Thus, vaccines produced against Lassa virus disease
face the added challenge that they must be broadly-protective against a wide variety of LASV. In this
review, we discuss what is known about the immune response to Lassa infection. We also discuss
the approaches used to make broadly-protective influenza vaccines and how they could be applied
to developing broad vaccine coverage against LASV disease. Recent advances in AIDS research
are also potentially applicable to the design of broadly-protective medical countermeasures against
LASV disease.

Keywords: Lassa virus disease (LVD); vaccine breadth; mimicry; B cell anergy; conserved antigens;
Fc-gamma receptors; conformational antigens; broadly-neutralizing antibodies; focused immunity;
dominant and subdominant epitopes; cross-restriction

1. Introduction

Lassa virus (LASV) is a zoonotic pathogen endemic to West Africa. Annual outbreaks occur
primarily during the dry season amongst the rural population [1]. In December 2013, West Africa
experienced an outbreak of Ebola virus that quickly grew into an epidemic, revealing that much of this
part of the world was unprepared to handle such a disaster. The Ebola epidemic was a more terrifying
version of the annual Lassa disease outbreaks, and was characterized by high person-to-person
transmission, the deaths of medical personnel, popular hysteria and occasional transmission outside
West Africa [2]. It became clear that the unchecked spread of such infections could endanger the rest of
the world.

In 2017, the global Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness (CEPI) declared Lassa virus disease
to be one of the world’s foremost biothreats [3]. In January 2018, the World Health Organization
(WHO) convened a “Lassa Roadmap” panel lead by Mike Osterholm, an epidemiologist and expert in
biosecurity [4]. As the panel considered the technical obstacles to Lassa vaccine production, one of
the more important obstacles was “breadth of vaccine protection”. Breadth refers to the variety of
infections suppressed by one vaccine. If the vaccine is broadly protective, it might shield vaccinees
from all of the genetically diverse Lassa lineages identified in patient samples [5]. Sequencing studies
of blood from infected West African patients showed an almost 50-fold greater variation of LASV
isolates than of Ebola virus isolates [6,7]. This means that a Lassa vaccine needs to be more broadly
protective than an Ebola vaccine because it needs to cover a greater genetic variation. This variation
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is presumably due to the fact that most of the Lassa patients are infected directly through the rodent
reservoir, whereas most Ebola patients are infected by contact with other human patients. Hence, the
high variation of Lassa outbreaks is due to multiple introductions from the rodents and not to any
changes in viral mutation rate. Another contributing factor may be that LASV replication in culture
generates 10–1000-fold fewer virus particles per infectious particle than Ebola virus Zaire or Sudan
isolates [8]. This means Ebola virus produces an excess of viral products and only a few of them
assemble to become infectious particles.

Vaccine cross-protection reflects the genetic diversity covered by a vaccine. If a Lassa vaccine
is “narrowly protective”, it will only protect against one or two Lassa lineages: two closely-related
lineages differ in 5–7% of their nucleotide sequence. If the vaccine is more broadly protective, it could
protect against all Lassa lineages (the most divergent LASV lineages differ by as much as 27% of their
nucleotides) [9]. If the vaccine is even broader, it should protect against other arenavirus species.
The genetic diversity between LASV species and a closely related Old World arenavirus species such
as LCMV ranges 30–50% difference between their nucleotide sequences [9].

The last 50 years of LASV research shed some light on its pathogenesis and effects on the host
immune response. During the early innate response, LASV infection seems to affect dendritic cell
function, resulting in poor antigen-presentation, partial immunosuppression and unchecked virus
replication [10–12]. In monkeys and in Lassa-infected people, neutralizing antibodies are slow to
develop, partially due to glycans on the viral envelope (GP) that mimic self-glycans and anergize the B
cell response [13].

Several LASV vaccine candidates have demonstrated efficacy in animal models. A live attenuated
MOP/LAS reassortant vaccine (clone ML29), designed by Lukashevich and further developed to
pre-clinical studies in our laboratory, has shown sterilizing protection against Lassa disease in mice,
guinea pigs, and non-human primates [14–18]. Additionally, this vaccine elicits immune responses to
LASV glycoprotein (GP) and nucleoprotein (NP), even in primates chronically-infected with SIV [19].
In this review, we discuss the Lassa vaccine candidates that have demonstrated broad cross-protection
and the key properties contributing to their breadth.

The goal of this review is to discuss possible ways to improve the immune response to LASV.
In the first part, we discuss what is known about the development of immune responses to Lassa
virus and the current vaccine candidates used to confer antiviral immunity, then we describe the
approaches used to obtain “universal flu vaccines” and broadly protective AIDS vaccines, and how
these approaches could possibly be applied to medical countermeasures against Lassa fever.

2. Clinical Manifestations and Pathogenesis of Lassa Virus Disease

LASV pathogenesis and its failure to develop strong immune responses remain a mystery.
Although there is a strong correlation between the level of viremia and the disease outcome (Figure 1),
the damage is not caused directly by viral-cell lysis and seems to depend on the initial host immune
response [20–22]. The first symptoms are poorly differentiated from other diseases. In addition,
the incubation period can be as long as two weeks. Those two situations make the initial diagnosis
difficult and cause a delay in the initiation of the treatment. Twenty percent of the infected patients
develop symptoms of muscle fatigue, facial edema, and sore throat, and a few of these progress to
systemic disease with mucosal, conjunctival, gastrointestinal or genital bleeding. Platelet dysfunction
and endothelial damage seem to play a role in the characteristic vascular leakage.
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Figure 1. This is a representation of LASV viremia in relation to Lassa virus disease outcomes and
immune responses to Lassa virus based on published data about rodent, non-human primate and
human infections. When the immune system fails to control the virus, disease is more acute and
leads to death. Those individuals with moderate viral replication (~80%) are either asymptomatic or,
if they develop symptoms, they have higher possibilities to survive (low solid red line), while those
patients with high viral loads suffer severe disease that can lead to death (high solid red line) [21,23].
Dotted lines represent cellular and humoral immune responses. Solid blue line represents the rise of
neutralizing antibodies.

Fatal cases are associated with myocarditis, pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress, and
a hypovolemic shock; in addition, elevated plasma aminotransferases (AST and ALT), uncontrolled
viremia, and high levels of IL-6 are pathognomonic for LF [22]. Massive viral replication in the liver
and spleen leads to progressive hemorrhagic manifestations and increased mortality. It is common
to find hepatocellular necrosis and foci of hepatocyte proliferation [24–26]. A recent description
of arenavirus-induced liver pathology was characterized by hepatocytes with increased cell death,
upregulated cell cycling factor p21, IFN-γ, and LASV receptor Axl-1, but aborted cell cycling. Whereas
mature hepatocytes had low alpha-dystroglycan (α-DG; a LSV receptor) expression, oval cells had
high expression of α-DG [27]. Coagulation disorders are not common in LF; however, when they
happen, platelet counts could be normal with little disseminated intravascular coagulation, while
platelet aggregation is impaired and loss of liquids [28–32]. Neuropathological manifestations include
disorientation, motor and sensory abnormalities, convulsions, hiccups, and in advanced stages coma.
Brain dysfunctions are associated with poor prognosis and it is not clear if they are the result of
the direct effect of LASV, nonspecific metabolites, or immune-mediated effects. LASV infection is
responsible for the high prevalence of hearing loss in West Africa: around 30% of LF patients develop
hearing problems and 17% of LF survivors suffer permanent hearing loss [33–37].

3. Early Immune Response to Lassa Virus Infection

LF survivors are able to control viral loads early during the infection. In contrast, fatal cases
show poor inflammatory responses characterized by lymphopenia, that affects all lymphocyte
subpopulations, including CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, B cells, and NK cells, along with necrosis of
lymphoid organs [29,38–41]. This immuno-suppressive state appears to be induced early during
the infection. In vitro LASV infection of macrophages, dendritic cells (DC), and endothelial cells
down-regulated the production of inflammatory mediators [10,11,42]. In vivo, antigen presenting
cells (APC; macrophages (MP) and dendritic cells (DC)) are the primary targets of LASV. In monkeys,
by seven days after infection, infected DC were found in a variety of tissues. MP were also infected
to a lesser extent. Kupffer cells, hepatocytes, adreno-cortical cells and endothelial cells were more
frequently infected in the tissues of terminal animals. In lymph nodes, LASV antigen was detected in
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DC located in the marginal zone and to a lesser extent in monocytes and MP in the marginal zone and
red pulp [40].

Most RNA viruses activate DC and MP while replicating due to the production of dsRNA genomic
intermediates and other viral sub-products presenting pathogen molecular patterns (PAMPs), which
are recognized by specialized pattern recognition receptors (PRR). LASV PAMPs activate several
signaling cascades that lead to the secretion of chemokines and cytokines, including interferon (IFN)
responses that inhibit virus replication and induce cellular genes involved in innate and adaptive
immunity [43,44]. Although sensitive to the antiviral effects of IFN-α and IFN-γ, LASV has been
shown to regulate IFN production in vitro and in vivo [10,11,42,45]. In lethally-infected animals, IFN-γ
levels were moderately elevated [46] and, in human fatal cases, IFN-γ levels were increased in some
individuals [47]. In macaques, IFN type I was detected very early in survivors but only in the late
stages of fatal cases [38]. The inhibition of IFN by LASV affects plasmacytoid DC maturation and
reduces production of cytokines and chemokines by these cells [43,48]. Another function inhibited by
the block to DC maturation is their capacity to migrate to the secondary lymphoid organs, to express
CCR7, and thus to activate T cells [11].

A common feature of the viral nucleoprotein (NP) of mammalian arenaviruses is its ability to
prevent nuclear translocation of interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3), IFN type I activation, and
the downstream induction of the interferon stimulated genes (ISG) [48–51]. The anti-IFN activity
of NP is located in its C-terminus that is structurally homologous to the DEDDH family of 3′-5′

exoribonucleases [52]. The NP crystal structure and its interaction with RIG-I and MDA-5 suggest
that NP ribonuclease activity is able to remove viral PAMP RNA, thereby avoiding recognition by
PRRs and inhibiting IFN production [52,53]. The LASV Z matrix protein also binds RIG-I and MDA-5
to inhibit type I IFN induction [54]. In contrast to NP, Z proteins of some arenaviruses do not bind
RIG-I/MDA-5 and fail to inhibit IFN production [54]. The authors suggest that Z-mediated anti-IFN
activity is more frequently associated with pathogenic arenaviruses. Another group, showing that the
L polymerase is subject to more positive selection events (>dN/dS) during evolution than any other
arenaviral gene, argues that the polymerase might be central to viral pathogenesis [55].

LASV infection of monocyte and endothelial cell cultures suppressed TNF-α and IL-8, an effect
that in vivo would be predicted to inhibit inflammation and neutrophil migration [10]. In contrast,
infected monocyte-derived DC showed an increase in IL-8 secretion with a reduction in the expression
of co-stimulatory molecules such as CD86, CD80, and CD40. Additionally, LASV-infected DC failed
to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines and to stimulate T cells [42]. Although both MP and DC are
susceptible to LASV infection, immature DC supported virus replication without being destroyed
or activated. Neither the infection of human DC and MP nor their stimulation with inactivated
virus induced the production of TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p35, TGF- β, IFN-γ,
or CD25 [11,42].

In line with the cell culture results, LF fatal cases see a reduction in IL-8 and IP-10 in comparison
to survivors [11,42]. Similar results were seen in vivo in cynomolgus macaques [40]. IL-8 was the only
cytokine that peaked in infected people who did not develop LASV disease [56]. In addition, primates
and human PBMC exposed to LCMV-WE (a virus causing hemorrhagic fever) showed that virulent
infection was associated with undetectable levels of TNF-α, low levels of IL-8 in plasma and inhibition
of IL-8 mRNA expression [46,57].

In vitro, LASV and LCMV-WE down-regulated IL-6 and other pro-inflammatory
cyto/chemokines in human MP and epithelial cells. In contrast, MOPV and LCMV-ARM strongly
up-regulated pro-inflammatory responses in a TLR-2/Mal-dependent manner [58]. Meanwhile, a high
level of IL-6 in plasma is a biomarker of progressing LF in humans and in primates experimentally
infected with LASV or LCMV-WE. This high level of IL-6 during the last stages of severe LF
could result from hepatic regeneration and may be associated with neutrophilia [22,24,38,46,59].
We speculate that the in vitro studies model the earliest events in LASV infection, whereas the IL-6 in
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infected macaque plasma is a late event of LASV infection; hence, severe pathology would be marked
by early suppression of IL-6 and late abundance of IL-6.

Taken together, the above evidence suggests that LASV targets monocytes and DC, inhibits the
initial immune response and suppresses the migration of activated cells to the primary infection site
resulting in higher viral replication, greater virulence, and a delay in the induction of the acquired
immune response.

4. Acquired Immunity to Lassa Virus Infection

LASV-specific IgM and IgG are detected during peak viremia, and appear unrelated to recovery
from disease [20]. Primate immunization with gamma-irradiated LASV, an inactivation procedure
that preserves the natural structure of antigens, induced strong antibody responses to NP and GP
antigens, but failed to protect immunized animals from fatal LF [60]. Notably, NP is the earliest antigen
detected by antigen-capture assays in infected individuals, most likely because it is the most abundant
structural component of each virion [61]. In addition, ELISA to detect NP antibody was used in early
seroprevalence studies [62]. Due to the structural importance of NP, it is likely to contribute to the
breadth of the acquired immune response to LASV (see arguments in Section 6).

In cynomolgus macaques experimentally infected with LASV, the antibody titers against GP1, GP2,
and NP increased more rapidly in survivors than in fatal cases [38]. Neutralizing antibodies (nAbs)
in convalescing people can be detected only in low titers, several months after the initial infection
and have been LASV strain-specific [23,63]. These findings suggest that the antibody response may
not be responsible for the patient’s recovery. However, antibodies could be playing an important role
in attenuating acute infection, as suggested by its early appearance in surviving monkeys, the high
seroprevalence in endemic areas without clinically overt disease, the lack of disease in infected contacts
or the high mortality rate in individuals from LASV-free regions [38,56,64].

Treatment of human beings and animals with immune-antiserum showed a range of results [23,65–67].
A study testing a cocktail of human nAbs, generated in vitro from LASVJosiah-infected individuals,
was able to rescue late-stage infected macaques from death. In those experiments, viremic macaques
were treated with a single dose of the cocktail at Days 6 and 8 after LASV infection leading to virus
clearance and survival [68]. Although antibody cocktails of 15 mg nAb /kg macaque constitute an
expensive treatment, their success is an important proof-of-concept. Recent structural studies revealed
that artificially-generated nAbs recognized a metastable pre-fusion GP complex and blocked changes
required for engagement with the intracellular receptor LAMP-1 and fusion with host membrane in
late endosomes [69]. However, LASV infection induces predominantly non-nAbs against conserved
NP and GP2 antigens and with a few exceptions these antibodies become undetectable after several
months [62,70]. Seronegative survivors (approximately 18% of total within the LASV endemic areas)
were not resistant to LASV re-infection but were protected from clinical LF [71].

After acute LF recovery, patients overcome the initial lymphopenia and develop a strong CD4+
immune response against NP and GP2. The NP-CD4+ response is only partially strain-specific since
it cross-reacts with other LASV strains [72]. The LASV-GP2-CD4+-specific response recognizes a
conserved epitope that is common in the Old World (100% similarity with LCMV) and New World
arenaviruses (>90% similarity) [73]. In animal models, T cell responses are more important than B cells
responses, and the CTL-mediated protection seems to rely more on CD8+ cells than on CD4+ cells [19].
In LASV-infected monkeys T-cell activation was delayed in fatal cases and in vitro stimulation of
lymphocytes from those animals did not result in proliferation [38]. There were also decreases in
CD20+ cells, and down-regulation of class II MHC antigens [25]. In contrast to fatal cases, survivors
showed activation and proliferation after exposure to inactivated LASV, as well as an increase in
circulating monocytes [38]. Similarly, ML29 immunization of marmosets increased the number of
CD3+ and CD14+ cells [25].

The LASV-infection of one health care worker gave the USA Centers for Disease Control the rare
opportunity to monitor blood cells during disease progression in a human patient [74]. During the
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acute phase, CD4 and CD8 T cells peaked in conjunction with virus clearance. During convalescence,
the CD4 T cells waned while CD8 T cell activation and degranulation peaked for a second time.
The patient was ultimately able to generate long-term, polyfunctional, Lassa virus-specific T cells,
with approximately 66% of the CD4 T cells and 75% of the CD8 T cells expressing more than one
cytokine. Taken together, these results suggest strong participation of T cell responses in protection and
recovery during natural LASV infection. However, despite recent successful recoveries, the mechanism
of protection remains unknown and more studies of human cases are needed to characterize the
role of T cells in LF protection [15,41,70,75–77]. The evidence suggests that the inhibition of pattern
recognition receptors (PRR) by LASV at the beginning of the infection, and the failure to induce
early pro-inflammatory cytokines results in a temporary immunosuppression and uncontrolled virus
replication. An early and strong immune response that controls virus replication is more likely to
promote recovery from LASV disease.

5. A comparison of Promising Lassa Vaccine Candidates

Immunization of monkeys and guinea pigs with LCMV, MOBV, MOPV, and other non-pathogenic
Old-World viruses can all confer some protection against LF disease [15,19,41,70,75,76,78] (Figure 2).
Mopeia virus (MOPV), an arenavirus species found in rodents of eastern and southern Africa, serves
as a naturally attenuated vaccine, protecting non-human primates from a lethal challenge with
LASV [78,79]. The fact that MOPV and LASV can cross-protect, even though they belong to different
species shows that broadly-protective vaccines are feasible. Knowledge that MOPV is a widespread,
cross-protecting and non-pathogenic virus led to the production of at least two vaccines based on the
MOPV platform (ML29 and MOP-VAC).

Figure 2. Phylogenetic relationships of some Old-World arenavirus species. LASV is related to
several “Old World” arenaviruses. Mopeia virus AN20410 (NC_006574.1) is designated MOPV. Mobala
virus (NC_007904.1) is MOBV. Lassa virus (NC_004297.1) is LASV. Ippy virus (NC_007906 is IPPYV.
Merino Walk Virus (NC_023763.1) is MRWV. Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (NC_004291.1 is
LCMV. Lujo virus (NC_012777.1) is LUJV. The family Arenaviridae has three genera: Mammarenaviruses,
Reptarenaviruses and Hartmaniviruses [80]. Here, we only depict seven species of the Old-World group
of the Mammarenavirus genus, omitting the New World Mammarenaviruses and the other two genera.
This is a maximum clade credibility tree of the polymerase region. The tree was constructed from
amino acid alignment using Bayesian MCMC method with LG model of substitution.

In this section, we compare five Lassa vaccine candidates with respect to their estimated economy
of production, safety for pregnant women, breadth of protection, and capacity to confer sterilizing
immunity after a lethal challenge (Table 1). Published claims and extrapolated guesses have been
used for these estimates, since no pair of these vaccines has yet been put to a rigorous head-to-head
comparison. Such a comparison should eventually be done for the benefit of all stakeholders.

ML29, derived from lineage IV LassaJosiah, is considered a broadly cross-protective Lassa vaccine
because it showed sterilizing immunity in guinea pigs challenged with a distantly-related lineage
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II strain of Lassa virus [5,16]. Broad cross-protection by ML29 was also observed in SIV-infected
rhesus macaques given a lethal challenge with LCMV-WE. Whereas naive macaques given LCMV-WE
succumbed to a LF-like febrile illness, four macaques immunized with ML29 survived for a month
without increases in plasma AST or ALT (MSS unpublished, with remaining animals from [19]).
This finding was consistent with the previous observation that ML29-inoculated rhesus macaques
induced strong cross-reactive cell-mediated immunity to LCMV-WE [15].

The VSV-Las vaccine is a rhabdovirus vector expressing a single Lassa gene, the GPC. Guinea pigs
vaccinated with VSV-LasJosiah were challenged with two closely-related strains, Liberian LassaZ-132,
and a Malian LassaSorombaR. Currently, there is no challenge model for LASV from lineage I LASVPinneo,
so in these experiments all animals survived including the challenge controls, making it impossible
to justify claims about cross-protection from LASVPinneo. Three cynomolgus macaques vaccinated
with VSV-LasGP and challenged with the related lineage IV strain, LassaZ-132, also survived. Monkey
challenges with distantly-related strains such as LASVPinneo were not reported. Thus, in contrast to
ML29, the VSV-LasGP has demonstrated only narrow protection against LASV lineages closely-related
to the vaccine and has failed to demonstrate sterilizing immunity [81].

Lassa vaccine testing in guinea pigs has given misleading positive results in the past, for example
a LasNP vaccine was able to protect guinea pigs but not primates [82]. Cross-protection between LCMV
and LASV in guinea pigs was less effective in primates [83]. Vaccines constructed on the yellow fever
vaccine platform, YF17D, were found to work well in guinea pigs but were relatively disappointing
in primates. It was discovered that the YF-LasGP1 and YF-LASGP2 vaccines were more stable than
the YF-LasGPC vaccine and protected 80% of guinea pigs [84,85] but failed to protect marmosets (I.
Lukashevich, unpublished). We would speculate that the best cross-protection can be achieved only
with the most stable and conserved particle structures. Additional Lassa antigens, such as NP or
Z, which provide conserved epitopes as well as increase the formation of stable ribonucleoprotein
particles, are predicted to increase vaccine breadth. A rigorous test of vaccine cross-protection or
breadth must ultimately occur in primates.

Table 1. Comparison of select Lassa vaccine candidates.

Vaccine
Breadth of

Cross-Protection a
Safety for Pregnant
Women and Fetus b Sterilizing Immunity c Production Costs d References

ML29 e High Low Yes Low [16]

MOPVACLasGP
f ND g Low Yes Med [86]

VSV-LASGP
h Med Low No Med [81]

MVA-LASGP+Z
i ND High ND Med [87]

LASVGPC DNA j ND High Yes High [88]
a Refers to protection from distantly-related virus isolates. b This is a guess based on the propensity of similar
viruses to cause fetal malformations or miscarriage. c Sterilizing immunity means that, after immunizing with
an effective dose, there is no trace of the vaccine a week after immunization, neither in tissue nor in excreta.
d Production costs are extrapolated from reported doses and levels of virus (or RNA) production in cell culture.
e Mopeia/Lassa reassortant 29 (ML29) has the L RNA of Mopeia and the S RNA of LassaJosiah. It was selected from
a library of MOPV/LASV reassortants for small-plaque phenotype, attenuation in mice, genotype from MOPV
L RNA and LASV S RNA, genetic stability, and efficient replication in Vero cell cultures (~108 plaque forming
units (pfu)/mL) [14]. The Russian laboratories of Fort, LLC have produced a variety of Mopeia/Lassa reassortants
to improve upon the vaccine efficacy and patent protections of the initial isolates (Moshkoff D. and Nasidi A.
in preparation). f MOPVAC or Mopeia-ExoNb6 (MOPV-ExoNb6) is a recombinant virus expressing the Mopeia
genome, six mutations in the MOPV-NP exonuclease, and the LASV GP in place of the MOPV GP [86]. g ND means
not determined. h VSV-LASGP refers to vaccines using the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) platform and expressing
the Lassa GP. Both current versions have reduced neurovirulence: the Feldmann/Merck version has been attenuated
by replacing the VSV G with the Lassa GP [89], and the Rose/Profectus version has been attenuated by altering the
natural VSV gene order [90]. Both have reduced growth capacity compared to VSV, and, from our experience with
other VSV pseudotypes, it is likely that they fail to reach titers above 107 plaque-forming units (pfu)/mL. i The
GeoVax-made vaccine replicates well in avian cells but does not replicate in mammals. In mammals, it expresses
LASV GP and Z genes, forming virus-like-particles (VLP) in vivo. The Modified Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) vector was
developed by B. Moss at NIH and has been used in thousands of human beings in the form of an AIDS vaccine [91].
VLP can be powerful and broadly-protective immunogens. j LASVGPC DNA vaccine.
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The laboratory of Silvain Baize has recently described a new vaccine (MOPVACLasGP) that is a
Mopeia recombinant bearing a LassaJosiah glycoprotein (GP). It has been genetically engineered to
have six missense mutations in the exonuclease portion of its nucleocapsid protein (NP), a portion that
is known to suppress the antiviral IFN response by cleavage of PRR-detecting RNA. This MOPVAC
has not been tested for cross-protection, but it is seen as a platform for insertion of sequences for each
of the Lassa lineages. Whereas the wild-type virus can reach high titers in culture, this attenuated
version (MOPV-ExoN6b) reaches titers that are two logs lower [86], so it may not be vigorous enough
for scaled production. In addition, it is possible that the altered exonuclease would allow vaccine
persistence in vivo.

No live-attenuated RNA virus vaccines are recommended for administration to pregnant women
because all replicating RNA viruses tested have been teratogenic for live births from an infected
pregnant host. This is likely because viral replication requires host molecules that are also needed for
fetal development [92]. Amongst the Lassa vaccines listed above, the first three are live-attenuated
RNA viruses, whereas the last two, MVA and DNA vaccines, are not able to replicate in mammals,
so are likely to be safe for pregnant human subjects.

All five listed vaccines can be altered by reverse genetics. A recombinant ML29 (rML29) has
recently been rescued from cDNA clones. Using rML29 and tri-segmented technology, additional
genes of interest (eGFP, Ebola GP, and Plasmodium berghei antigens) have been expressed in rML29 [93].
Thus, rML29 can be used as a potent vaccine platform for expressing arenaviral genes (e.g., LASV
GPPinneo from distantly-related lineage I) and non-related antigens and immunomodulators.

At this time, only two Lassa vaccine candidates (ML29 and VSV-LasGP) have demonstrated
breadth of protection in guinea pigs; and only one, ML29, has shown the ability to protect against
challenges from virus outside the lineage IV of LassaJosiah. After a head-to-head comparison, the ML29
and VSV-LasGP candidates should move forward in clinical trials targeting health care workers and
other people on the front lines of an outbreak. The two vaccine candidates that do not replicate in
mammals, MVA-LAS and LASV-DNA, and would consequently be more expensive to produce, should
be reserved for clinical trials with children and pregnant women.

6. Improving the Humoral Immune Response to Lassa Vaccines

The humoral immune response appears late after infection and after experimental vaccination.
HIV, LCMV, and Lassa viruses evade antibodies by mimicking self-glycoproteins and cloaking their
foreign envelope glycoproteins with self-glycans [94–97]. The development of B cell responses to
glycan-cloaked epitopes is a slow process that ultimately depends upon antigen density and the avidity
of the antigens for the B cell receptors (BCR). Self-reactivity can be removed from antibodies by V(D)J
recombination or hypermutation. For example, binding studies showed that only three mutations in a
BCR could confer 50-fold lower binding to self-versus foreign antigens [98]. Helper T cells cooperate
with anergic B cells only when BCR cross-linking by foreign antigen is greater than that induced by
self-antigen [99]. The higher threshold to activate anergic B cells and recruit them to germinal centers
can only be overcome by high antigen density or high affinity for the BCR. This means that low density
GP on virions will fail to activate anergic B cells, especially if they have only moderate affinity for
self-glycans. Consequently, the B cell arm of the antiviral immune response will only develop after
exposure to high-density, high-affinity antigen.

Despite an initial cloaking of B cell antigens during viral infection, survivors acquire memory
responses that increase over time. A study of 45 people who survived avian influenza showed
that the sickest individuals, presumably those with highest viral titers, were the slowest to develop
cell-mediated and humoral responses, but then they also developed the most long-term protective
antibody responses [100].

The effort to make “universal flu vaccines” illustrates some approaches that could be used
in making broadly-protective antibodies for Lassa virus disease. Initially, influenza researchers
tried to increase the vaccine breadth by choosing immunogens such as the influenza hemagglutinin
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(HA) stem that are most evolutionarily conserved. By choosing conserved antigens, one could
vaccinate against the most stable portions of a pathogen and also achieve the greatest cross-protective
immune responses. In one particular effort, a broadly-reactive vaccine was created by engineering
a consensus of 2656 HAH1N1 protein sequences into one protein, CH1, that bore conserved B and T
cell epitopes. A PR8-CH1 influenza virus elicited broadly-protective immunity against heterologous
H1N1 viruses [101]. Researchers also considered using the neuraminidase (NA) since it is a less
rapidly-evolving protein and thus a good contributor for vaccine antigens. Similarly, for arenaviruses
such as LASV, the GP1 is highly variable, but a segment of GP2 and the NP are not very variable and
therefore good antigens to include as immunogens.

It was recognized in the 1990s that the three-dimensional structure of an antigen contributed to
the B cell response [102]. The contribution of large repetitive structures and conformational antigens
to broadening the antigen response is an important approach that has been pursued in the search for
universal influenza vaccines. Particulation of an antigen (e.g., putting it on a nanoparticle) leads to
significant enhancement of BCR cross-linking and B cell activation [103]. B cell activation also leads to
more activated CD4+ T cell responses, and promotion of antigen cross-presentation for CD8+ T cell
activation [104]. Particulate antigens tend to cause auto-immunity, they are more frequently taken
up by phagocytosis, they are DC-tropic, they are more immunogenic than soluble antigens, and they
activate the inflammasome [105]. In agreement with these observations about particulation, vaccines
comprised of virus particles or virus-like particles would be predicted to be more immunogenic than
DNA vaccines or unstructured assemblages of viral antigens.

The production of VLP also exploits the particulation approach. The MVA-VLP vaccine results in
highly structured antigens, in this case the Lassa Z (or matrix protein) in combination with the Lassa
GP form VLP in vivo [87]. Stable particle formation for retroviruses also depends on two types of
proteins: the envelope (Env) is thought to bear the most variable “type-specific antigens” while the
abundant capsid protein “Gag” bears the more evolutionarily-stable “group-specific antigens” [106].
By adding Gag to a vaccine some investigators have been able to introduce evolutionarily-conserved
regions that also contribute to a more stable ribonucleoprotein (RNP) structure [107].

The most conserved antigenic regions tend to include many non-linear (conformational)
antigens that remain functionally stable during virus evolution. This finding is strengthened by
the observation that roughly 60% of the neutralizing antibodies derived from convalescent Lassa
patients relied on conformational epitopes [108]. A remarkable effort to characterize nAbs from
convalescent human blood revealed that as antibodies matured over time, some antibodies were
capable of neutralizing Lassa isolates from all four lineages, and some could neutralize LCMV
as well as Lassa [108]. Unfortunately, it is well known that pseudotypes are more sensitive to
nAbs than wild-type viruses [109,110], so this conclusion needs corroboration with LASV isolates.
In these cases of broadly-neutralizing antibodies, breadth of neutralizing activity was dependent on
conformational epitopes. It is a common theme that broadly-neutralizing anti-microbial antibodies
bind to conformational epitopes, for example one of the broadest and most potent HIV neutralizing
antibodies binds to the gp41–gp120 interface [111].

Leon et al., [112] showed that binding of large structured antigen-antibody complexes to Fc gamma
receptor (FcγR) leads to stronger and more broadly cross-reactive B cell responses than antigens that
elicit FcγR-independent antibodies. Antibodies that were hemaglutination (HA)-inhibiting tended
to be FcγR-independent and antibodies that bound the conserved HA stalk structure tended to be
FcγR-dependent. There was a large discrepancy between in vitro and in vivo assays for nAb efficacy:
in vitro, HA stalk antibodies were 100–1000 fold weaker than HA-inhibiting antibodies, but in vivo
passive transfer studies showed only a five-fold discrepancy between antibody efficacies. By testing
a number of HA variants, this group found that the optimal nAb response requires, not only an
interaction with FcγR, but also a second molecular bridge between pathogen and innate effector
cells, serving perhaps to activate those cells. Antibodies against the influenza HA are more broadly
reactive if they simultaneously engage both the FcγR and other pathogen-specific receptors on innate
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immune cells [112]. To translate this finding to enhancing the breadth of Lassa vaccines, those
vaccines that engage both viral entry receptors and FcγR on innate immune cells should be the
most broadly cross-protective immunogens. For example, a recent publication illustrates how a
beta-propriolactone-inactivated Lassa-Rabies vector elicits lasting humoral responses against LASV
and Rabies in mice and guinea pigs [113].

7. Improving the Cell-Mediated Immune Response to Lassa Infection

Memory T cells play a critical role in long-term protection against Lassa fever [74]. Nevertheless,
the CD8+ T cell receptor (TCR) interaction with MHC-presented peptides is very constrained. 9mer
epitopes in the context of MHC-class I must have a very tight and specific fit to the TCR to activate
cytokine secretion or CTL activity. One strategy known as the “string of beads” approach was meant to
increase vaccine breadth by including many of the primary epitopes in one expression vector. This was
tried for AIDS and for arenavirus vaccines, but it resulted in a competition between similar epitopes so
that the immune response became quickly focused but not broader [114]. A slightly different approach,
stringing the non-dominant epitopes, succeeded in avoiding focus and developed a broader protective
vaccine response [115]. Using adenoviral vectors expressing invariant chain-linked non-dominant
LCMV GP antigen, the AR Thomsen and JP Christensen laboratories were able to show that efficient
virus control may be obtained by targeting the intrinsically non-dominant GP antigen, and that this
allows for a potent CD8 T cell response to be elicited by virus-encoded dominant NP antigen during
the chronic phase of a high-dose infection. In contrast, when mice were initially vaccinated using
the dominant NP antigen, the subsequent virus-elicited response remained focused on the major NP
epitope. During the early period after virus challenge, it was possible to confirm that T cells primed by
the Adeno-GP vaccine and boosted by the virus infection were able to protect against a broad array of
challenge viruses [115].

Whereas class I peptides present to CD8 T cells and are constrained in size to anchor within the
peptide groove of MHC class I molecules, class II peptides present to CD4 T cells and are much less
constrained, varying from 11 to 30 amino acids in length [116]. An approach suggested by Dr. M.
Patarroyo for synthetic-vaccine development is to determine immune protection-inducing protein
structures (IMPIPS) by stringing together class II peptides. This involves defining the three-dimensional
interactions which are essential in MHCClassII–peptide–Tcell receptor (TCR) complex formation, a much
more promiscuous coupling activity than the interactions of class I peptides and CD8 TCR. After
finding an orientation for perfectly fitting into the TCR that induces an appropriate immune response,
non-interfering, long-lasting, protective, multi-epitope peptides can be synthesized against many
infections [117,118]. Even non-immunogenic epitopes can be converted into immunogens using the
Patarroyo TCR-binding selections, thereby avoiding the over-reaction problems caused by pre-existing
immunity against microorganisms.

In AIDS vaccine research, there has also been an approach favoring class II epitopes. This is
promising because it is well known that CD4+ TCR can be more frequently cross-restrictive than
the CD8 TCR [116]. The ability to cross-restrict allowed AIDS Elite Controllers to have both avid
TCR interactions with Gag293 epitope in the context of HLA-DR (class II) and to have broad
cross-restriction between Gag and Env V2 epitopes. Thus, a broad cross-reactivity of CD4+ T cell
responses, similar to that commonly seen in Elite Controllers, could be established by vaccination in
ordinary individuals [119]. With respect to Lassa vaccines, it is likely that Lassa disease survivors bear
some similarities to AIDS Elite Controllers in their acquired immunity, showing broadly cross-restricted
CD4 responses. An understanding of the CD4 TCR alleles determining this response should make it
possible to engineer autologous T cells that confer protection.

With high HLA heterogeneity among the West African population, the feasibility of epitope-based
vaccines is limited. A safety issue was raised in murine experiments where epitope-based vaccines
given to individuals who had previously been exposed to the pathogen can strongly re-activate the
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pre-existing CD8+ T clones and induce TNF-dependent immunopathology [120], but then this may be
a murine problem and not a serious problem for human subjects.

8. Future Directions Combining Immunological and Drug-Therapy Approaches

When health care professionals are getting ready to risk their lives during an epidemic, a strong,
fast-acting and broadly-protective vaccine should be available. The poor conditions and shear volume
of needy patients makes a dangerous situation for first-responders and they deserve to be armed
with protection. In addition to vaccines, broadly-protective antiviral therapies should be available.
Both the ML29 and VSV-LAS vaccines have shown antiviral efficacy when used within two days of
Lassa infection [16,81], however their action within this brief window of time is lineage-specific rather
than broadly protective. It is telling that a repatriated health care worker who ultimately survived
was given intravenous fluids and two broadly acting antivirals (ribavirin pn days 6–15 of illness and
favipiravir days 8–12 of illness) [74]. Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether the optimum care requires
anything more than intravenous fluids and good hospital practices.

Several studies have yielded broadly cross-protective antivirals that could be used against Lassa
infection. High-throughput screens for small molecule inhibitors of LASV revealed an inhibitor of
arenavirus polymerases (favipiravir) that was recently used on a LASV-infected health care worker
along with intravenous fluids and ribavirin [74]. This treatment is so broadly cross-protective it has
even been used on Ebola cases [121]. Ribavirin also has broad reactivity against many RNA viruses and
at its lowest concentration works by blocking the capped-mRNA-promoting function of eIF4E [122].
Unfortunately, ribavirin resistance is problematic; thus, it is best used in combination with other
antivirals [123]. A recent study of the interactome of LCMV gene products with host cell molecules
revealed several host-cell molecules essential to the life cycle of viruses including Junin, LASV and
Ebola [124,125]. Mining such data will yield a steady pipeline of antiviral approaches that could protect
simultaneously against several viruses. The standard of care for patients may eventually include both
rapid-acting vaccines and broadly-acting antiviral drugs.

In summary, there is an urgent need for head-to-head comparisons of the current popular vaccine
candidates because their relative stabilities, production capacities, and protective breadth in primates
remain unknown. Having established such a comparison, two types of vaccines should be developed:
a cheaply-produced vaccine (e.g., ML29 or VSV-LAS) for emergency use in endemic areas, and a more
expensive vaccine (e.g. the MVA or DNA vaccines) for vulnerable populations such as pregnant women.
These two types of vaccines can be further improved by increasing immunity to conformational
antigens or by favoring epitopes known to bind tightly to HLA and cross-restrict with conformational
antigens. After following this path to improving the current popular Lassa vaccine candidates,
treatments combining vaccines and therapeutic drugs should be optimized as well.
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Abstract: Lassa virus (LASV), a highly prevalent mammalian arenavirus endemic in West Africa,
can cause Lassa fever (LF), which is responsible for thousands of deaths annually. LASV is transmitted
to humans from naturally infected rodents. At present, there is not an effective vaccine nor treatment.
The genetic diversity of LASV is the greatest challenge for vaccine development. The reassortant
ML29 carrying the L segment from the nonpathogenic Mopeia virus (MOPV) and the S segment from
LASV is a vaccine candidate under current development. ML29 demonstrated complete protection
in validated animal models against a Nigerian strain from clade II, which was responsible for the
worst outbreak on record in 2018. This study demonstrated that ML29 was more attenuated than
MOPV in STAT1-/- mice, a small animal model of human LF and its sequelae. ML29 infection of these
mice resulted in more than a thousand-fold reduction in viremia and viral load in tissues and strong
LASV-specific adaptive T cell responses compared to MOPV-infected mice. Persistent infection of
Vero cells with ML29 resulted in generation of interfering particles (IPs), which strongly interfered
with the replication of LASV, MOPV and LCMV, the prototype of the Arenaviridae. ML29 IPs induced
potent cell-mediated immunity and were fully attenuated in STAT1-/- mice. Formulation of ML29 with
IPs will improve the breadth of the host’s immune responses and further contribute to development
of a pan-LASV vaccine with full coverage meeting the WHO requirements.

Keywords: Lassa virus vaccine; ML29 vaccine; STAT-1-/- mice; Lassa virus; Mopeia virus;
interfering particles

1. Introduction

Lassa virus (LASV) is a highly prevalent arenavirus in West Africa, where it infects several hundred
thousand individuals annually. This results in a large number of Lassa fever (LF) cases associated with
high morbidity and mortality rates [1,2]. The natural LASV reservoir is the rodent Mastomys natalensis,
which is widely distributed throughout sub-Saharan Africa. The area where LASV is endemic covers
large regions of West Africa [3], putting a population of up to 200 million people at risk for infection [4].
Furthermore, there is evidence that LASV-endemic regions are expanding [5]. The high degree of LASV
genetic diversity [6,7] likely contributes to underestimates of its prevalence [8]. With the exception of
dengue fever, LF has the greatest estimated global burden among all viral hemorrhagic fevers (HFs) [9].
LF outbreaks are associated with mortality rates as high as 60%, as documented during the 2015–2016
outbreak in Nigeria [10]. The currently ongoing 2018 outbreak is the worst on record [11]. There is no
FDA-approved LASV vaccine or therapeutic. Treatment options are limited to off-label ribavirin with
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varying degrees of success. In 2017–2018, the WHO included LASV on the top priority pathogens list
and issued a Target Product Profile (TPP) for LASV vaccine development [12–14].

LASV belongs to the Old World (OW) group (former lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus,
LCMV-LASV sero-complex) of the genus Mammarenavirus of the Arenaviridae family [15]. The LASV
genome has two RNA segments that each encode two open reading frames in opposite polarities,
separated by a structured intergenic region. The L-RNA encodes for a large L protein, which functions
as a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), and a RING finger protein Z, which comprises the
matrix of virions. The S-RNA encodes for a nucleoprotein (NP) which tightly associates with viral
RNA and a glycoprotein precursor (GPC) that is processed into three subunits: a stable signal peptide,
SSP; a receptor-binding GP1; and a transmembrane GP2, which mediates fusion with cell membranes.
All three glycoprotein subunits associate to form club-shaped features on the surface of pleomorphic
viral particles, which vary in the diameter from 50 to 300 nm. In addition to LASV, the OW group
includes genetically related nonpathogenic viruses: Mopeia (MOPV), Morogoro (MORV), Gairo (GAIV)
and Luna (LUNV) hosted by the same rodents [16–19]. The New World (NW) mammalian arenaviruses
(former Tacaribe virus, TCRV, sero-complex) comprise viruses that circulate in the Americas, and include
the causative agents of South American HFs [20].

Reassortant studies using genetically related mammalian arenaviruses with different pathogenic
potential demonstrated that the L gene is responsible for high levels of virus replication in vivo, and is
associated with acute disease in experimental animals [21,22]. Coinfection of cells with LASV and
MOPV resulted in generation of MOPV/LASV reassortants [23,24]. One of the rationally selected clones,
ML29, carrying the L-RNA from MOPV and the S-RNA from the Josiah strain of LASV (LASV/JOS),
is a promising LASV vaccine candidate [24–26].

While MOPV L-RNA is the major driving force of ML29 attenuation, 18 mutations incorporated
in the ML29 genome during in vitro selection additionally seem to contribute to the attenuation of
ML29 [25,27]. Indeed, transcriptome profiling of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (hPBMC)
exposed to LASV or ML29 exhibited distinct molecular signatures that can be useful biomarkers of
pathogenicity and protection [28,29]. Similar studies comparing MOPV and ML29 infected hPBMC
revealed that gene expression patterns in mock and ML29 infected hPBMC clustered together and
differed from the expression pattern observed in MOPV infected hPBMC [28].

Recently, recombinant ML29 (rML29) was rescued from cDNA clones and demonstrated the same
features as a biological ML29 (bML29) [30]. Reverse genetics provides a powerful tool for elucidation
of the individual contributions of ML29-specific mutations to attenuation. However, the absence of
a reliable small animal model for LASV pathogenicity is a major obstacle for the field. LASV, as well as
other mammalian arenaviruses, stimulate antiviral immunity differently in natural rodent hosts and in
humans and non-human primates, NHPs [31–33]. While some pathogenic features of human LF can
be observed in strain 13 guinea pigs [34–36], there is a poor correlation between clinical outcome of LF
in humans and virulence of LASV in guinea pigs [37]. Results of LASV vaccination/challenge studies
in strain 13 guinea pigs are not reproducible in NHPs [32,38,39]. In addition, strain 13 guinea pigs are
no longer commercially available and difficult to breed.

Rodent models remain useful to study some mechanisms of LF pathogenesis and protective
immune responses, and to provide valuable information during preclinical development of vaccine
candidates [31,40]. Previous research has documented that mice lacking a functional STAT1 pathway
are highly susceptible to LASV infection, and develop fatal disease with some pathological features
that mimic human LF [41]. Notably, human LASV isolates from fatal LF cases in Sierra Leone induced
clinically similar fatal disease including high viral load in blood and visceral organs of STAT-1-/-

mice after intraperitoneal inoculation (i.p.). In contrast, LASV isolated from a non-lethal human case
induced disease with moderate mortality. Surviving mice developed hearing loss that mimicked the
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) commonly observed in LF patients during convalescence [42].

In this study, we provided additional evidence of deep ML29 attenuation by modeling the LASV
infection protocol for STAT-/- mice as a means to assess the safety profile of ML29 (bML29 or rML29)
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in comparison with MOPV. We also generated ML29 stocks enriched with interfering particles (IPs)
produced by ML29-persisitently infected cells. The growing body of evidence indicates that, during
natural infection, IPs are critically involved in the modulation of viral load, innate immune responses,
disease outcome, and contribute to the evolutionary persistence of viruses [43–45]. An accumulation of
IPs with genome deletions has been documented during the production of live-attenuated polio [46],
influenza [47,48] and measles [49–51] vaccines, and was associated with modulating vaccine potency
and immunostimulatory properties. Here, we demonstrated that STAT-/- mice are a susceptible
model capable of discriminating between viruses with different levels of attenuation, MOPV and
ML29. ML29 IPs were completely attenuated in these mice, enhancing immunogenic features of ML29.
The broad cross-protection activity of ML29 IPs and their intrinsic adjuvant features can be potentially
used for rational formulation of a pan-LASV ML29-based vaccine by developing vaccine-manufacturing
protocols to optimize the ratio between infectious ML29 and IPs.

2. Results

2.1. Generation of Interfering Particles (IPs) by ML29-Persisitently Infected Cells

Arenavirus IPs can be generated at high multiplicity of infection (MOI) by serial infection of
fresh tissue cultures with undiluted culture medium harvested from previous passages. Alternatively,
initially infected cells can be subjected to serial passages. Both methods resulted in the accumulation of
IPs. Earlier studies suggested a contribution of IPs in the establishment and/or maintenance of LCMV
persistent infection in vitro and in vivo, and in the inhibition of virus-induced immunopathology in
mice [52–58]. The protocol previously applied for the generation of LASV IPs in cell cultures was used
to establish ML29 persistent infection of Vero cells. In line with previous observations [59–61], passages
of ML29-infected cells, either infected with bML29 or with rML29, resulted in the gradual decline
of infectious particles released in culture medium. As seen in Figure 1, the infectious titers of ML29
released into the medium of persistently infected Vero cells (Vero/ML29) were reduced almost 100-fold
after 10 passages, and was under detectable levels after 15 passages. Vero/ML29 cells strongly interfered
with replication of homologous (ML29) or genetically related LASV/JOS, LCMV, and MOPV and did
not generate infectious plaques after super infection of Vero/ML29 with these viruses. Meanwhile,
neither the replication of TCRV, a NW arenavirus, nor the nonrelated Ebola virus, was affected in these
cells. ML29 IPs released from persistently infected Vero/ML29 cells were able to suppress replication of
homologous virus in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 1f).

While the replication of ML29 or LASV was not detectable in ML29/Vero cells after passage
10, viral proteins were detected in these cells by immunofocus (IF) assay (Figure 1c). In contrast to
infectious “plaques”, this assay detects cells expressing virus antigens stained by specific antibodies.
With an increasing number of passages, ML29-infected cells lost their ability to produce plaques after
homologous superinfection, but were strongly positive for ML29-specific antigens as demonstrated
by quantitated analyses (Figure 1c; Appendix A, Figure A1). Differences in the morphology of IF
foci between naïve and Vero/ML29 cells after infection and superinfection with ML29, respectively,
seems to be related to differences in the expression of NP and GP proteins in different passages of
Vero/ML29 (Appendix A, Figure A1F).

The viral RNA load in Vero/ML29 cells, as assessed by quantitative qRT-PCR targeting the NP
gene, declined about tenfold during the first five passages and persisted approximately at the same
levels during subsequent passages of Vero/ML29 (Figure 1b). The viral RNA load remained at a similar
level through 50 passages (data not shown). Our attempts failed to detect genomic RNA deletions using
RT-PCR, either in infected cells or in virions released from infected cells (not shown, see Discussion).
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Figure 1. Vero cells persistently infected with ML29 interfere with replication of homologous and
genetically related arenaviruses. (a) Supernatants from a Vero cell line persistently infected with ML29
(Vero/ML29) were titrated for infectious virus by plaque assay at the indicated passages. (b) Total RNA
was isolated from a Vero/ML29 cells at the indicated passages and was assayed using qRT-PCR with
a LASV/JOS nucleoprotein (NP) TaqMan probe. Copy number was determined by regression against
a standard curve. (c) Immunofocus assay using polyclonal moneky-anti-ML29 on uninfected Vero E6
cells (top left), Vero/ML29 passage 34 cells (top right), Vero E6 cells infected with a 0.1 MOI of ML29 for
3 days (bottom left), and Vero/ML29 passage 34 cells superinfected with a 0.1 MOI of ML29 for 3 days
(bottom right). (d) Naïve or persistently infected Vero/ML29 cells at different passages were used to
titer MOPV, LCMV/WE, TCRV, ML29 by plaque assay. (e) Plaque-forming activity of Vero/ML29 cells.
ML29 (top left and top center), LCMV/ARM (top right), LASV/JOS (bottom left and bottom left center),
and EBOV (bottom right center and bottom right) were used in a plaque assay on Vero E6 cell (top left,
bottom left, and bottom right center) or the 25th passage of a Vero cell line persistently infected with
ML29, Vero/ML29P25 (top center, top right, bottom center left, bottom right.) (f) Dose-dependent effects
of IPs on replication of ML29. Vero E6 cells were pre-incubated for 1 h with the indicated dilution of
ML29 IPs produced by Vero/ML29 cells at passage 5, 20 or 30. The pretreated cells were then infected
with standard ML29 and viral titer was determined by plaque assay. Percent inhibition is normalized
to infectious titer determined on Vero E6 cells that were not pretreated.

2.2. MOPV and Attenuated Reassortant ML29 Induce Experimental Disease with Different Clinical
Manifestations and Outcome in STAT-1-/- Mice

In STAT1-/- mice, LASV infection resulted in experimental disease with the outcome depending
on the pathogenic potential of the LASV isolate [42]. Based on these observations, we tested the
attenuation of MOPV and ML29 in these mice. Using the LASV infection protocol, three groups of mice
(n = 9) were IP inoculated with MOPV, ML29 and ML29P50 (IPs produced by Vero/ML29, passage 50).
MOPV infection resulted in poor grooming, lethargy and signs of dehydration starting around day
8-post-infection. These symptoms aggravated, and the mice gradually lost weight, and experienced
a drop in body temperature. All animals in this group met euthanasia criteria within 11–17 days
following infection (Figure 2). In ML29 infected STAT1-/- mice, the symptoms started to improve at the
late stage of the infection. Body temperature quickly recovered after day 10 and 33% of mice survived
at day 21. No clinical signs were observed in the ML29P50 group. These mice gained weight at the end
of the observation period and their temperature fluctuated within a normal range.
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As a control, wild-type mice with an identical genetic background were i.p. inoculated with
MOPV, ML29 and ML29P50. The mice were successfully infected with these viruses as was documented
by detection of viral RNA in tested tissues (Appendix A, Figure A2). However, in the wild-type mice,
the replication of the viruses was well-controlled and viral RNA was barely detectable at day 21.
As expected, infection did not induce clinical manifestations in any of the wild-type study groups, and
these mice gained weight at the end of the 21-day observation period.

Figure 2. Clinical manifestation and outcome of MOPV and ML29 infections in STAT-1-/- mice. (a) Mice
were infected (i.p.) with 1 × 103 PFU of MOPV An20410, ML29 (standard infectious virus) or with
ML29P50 (IPs collected from culture medium of Vero/ML29P50 cells). ML29P50 IPs were quantified
by MOPV L gene qRT-PCR and used in genome-equivalent dose, 1 × 103 PFU. (b) Weight and
(c) Temperature of infected mice. (d) Viremia, (e) Infectious viral load in liver, and (f) brain of STAT-1-/-

mice. (g–i) Viral RNA load assessed as relative expression of MOPV-L gene by qRT-PCR in the indicated
tissues at the time point indicated. DPI, days post-infection. EC, endpoint criteria.

2.3. Replication of MOPV and ML29 in Tissues of STAT--/- Mice: No Viremia and Infectious Virus in Tissues of
ML29P50-Infected Mice

High viremia, infectious titers, and viral RNA loads were associated with replication of MOPV in
tissues of STAT-1-/- mice as assessed by infectious plaque assay and qRT-PCR (Figure 2). At the peak of
clinical manifestation, days 7–10, viremia and viral load in the liver reached more than 1 × 107 PFU/mL
or PFU/g, respectively. RNAscope in situ hybridization confirmed extensive liver infection with strong
signals associated with hepatocytes and endothelial cells (Figure 3, arrowed). In contrast, replication
of ML29 was more attenuated in STAT-1-/- mice. Viremia and viral load in the liver was 3-logs lower in
these mice compared with MOPV infection, and only a few weakly positive hepatocytes were seen in
ML29-infected liver samples. In brain tissue, replication of infectious ML29 was transiently detected
at early and late stages of infection. Replication of infectious ML29P50 in STAT-1-/- mice was below
detectable levels in blood, liver and brain. However, replication of ML29P50 was detected in tissues
by viral RNA-based assays, qRT-PCR, and RNAscope in situ hybridization. As seen in Figure 2g–i,
at early stage of the infection, relative levels of ML29P50 viral RNA in tissues were lower than MOPV
and ML29 viral RNAs. ML29P50 was barely detectable in the tissues at late stage of the infection.
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This indicates that ML29P50 was well-controlled, an observation that is in line with the absence of
clinical manifestations.

Figure 3. RNAscope in situ hybridization. Representative images at two different magnifications
(100× and 400×) of RNAscope in situ hybridization (brown spots, arrowed) targeting the MOPV-L gene
in the liver and kidney of STAT1-/- mice.

2.4. Host Responses in Mice Infected with MOPV and ML29

Cell-mediated immune responses in infected mice were assessed by ELISPOT using stimulation of
spleen cells isolated on day 3, 7, and 21 after infection with peptide cocktails derived from LASV/JOS
GPC and MOPV GPC as previously described [62,63]. At day 3, virus-specific T cells secreting IFN-G,
IL-2 or both were barely detectable in all groups of mice (not shown). By day 7, in STAT-1-/- mice,
comparable levels of IFN-G-secreting cells (~0.4% of total spleen cells) were observed in spleens from
ML29- and ML29P50-infected mice (Figure 4a). In wild-type mice, ML29 and ML29P50 infection
induced slightly lower T-cell responses Notably, in wild-type and STAT-1-/- mice infected either with
ML29 or with ML29P50, similar levels of IFN-G-secreting cells were induced after stimulation with
GPC cocktails derived from LASV or MOPV. Infection with MOPV induced comparatively diminished
T cell responses in wild-type and in STAT-1-/- mice, predominantly after stimulation with homologous
MOPV GPC-derived peptides. After stimulation with GPC cocktails, spleen cells isolated from mice
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infected with ML29 and ML29P50, but not with MOPV, also secreted IL-2 cytokine, ~0.1% of total
spleen cells. Cells secreting both cytokines were easily detectable at day 7 in ML29 and ML29P50 mice
after stimulation with homologous antigens. In MOPV infected STAT-1-/- mice, this cells population
was barely detectable.

Survival of ML29P50-infected mice was clearly associated with strong cell-mediated responses.
As seen in Figure 4, in spleens isolated from STAT-1-/- mice on day 21, cells secreting IFN-G, IL2,
or both were strongly upregulated after stimulation with GPC cocktails, >0.3–0.6%. In wild-type mice
inoculated with ML29P50, these responses had declined by this time point. Interestingly enough,
in both groups of mice infected with ML29P50 humoral responses were similar (Figure 4g).

 

Figure 4. Adaptive immune responses of STAT-1-/- mice. ELISPOT counts per 4 × 105 splenocytes from
STAT-1-/- mice or wild-type (WT) controls collected (a–c) 7 days post-infection or (d–f) at endpoint
criteria or 21 days post-infection. Splenocytes were stimulated with LASV GPC or MOPV GPC-derived
peptide cocktails for 24 h. (a,d) IFN-γ-secreted cells, (b,e) IL-2-secreted cells, or (c,d) poly-functional
IFN-γ/IL-2-secreting cells. (g) Antibody responses measured by IgG ELISA in the serum of STAT-1-/-

mice or wild-type controls collected at 21 days post-infection or endpoint criteria. >, Too numerous
to count.
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Measurement of pro-inflammatory cytokine expression in spleen of STAT-1-/- mice infected with
MOPV revealed upregulation of IL-6 and IL-1β at early stages of the infection and rapidly declined at
later time points while TNF-α was downregulated for all viruses except the early stages of MOPV
and the late stage of ML29P50 (Figure 5, Appendix A, Figure A3). Levels of IL-1β and IL-6 mRNA in
spleens of the mice infected with ML29 and ML25P50 were upregulated at day 3 and day 7, respectively.
At the later time point, the infection had minimal if any effect on TNF-α and IL-1β expression in
STAT-1-/- and control mice. In MOPV-infected wild-type mice, IL-6 mRNA levels had similar kinetics
with those in STAT-1-/- mice, with downregulation in the liver and spleen tissues during the infection.

Figure 5. Cytokine responses of STAT-1-/- mice. (a) IL-6, (b) TNF-α, or (c) IL-1β expression in
splenocytes of STAT-1-/- mice relative to mock infected by qRT-PCR.

3. Discussion

The first aim of this study was to determine if STAT-1-/- mice provide a reliable small animal model
to assess level of attenuation of LASV-related arenaviruses. LASV and MOPV share a common reservoir,
M. natalensis, found in the western and southeastern regions of Africa [16,17,64]. In Mozambique and
Tanzania, areas where MOPV and MORV are prevalent, there is a marked absence of clinical cases of LF.
Additionally, MOPV does not cause clinical signs in guinea pigs and NHPs [35]. These observations,
combined with ability of MOPV to generate in vitro replication-competent reassortants with LASV [24],
and to protect experimentally infected NHPs against fatal LF [65], suggests that MOPV is a “naturally
attenuated” genetic relative of LASV.

Studies to assess virulence of human LASV isolates in NHPs are very limited [66]. LASV isolates
from LF patients with different clinical outcome showed a weak correlation between severity of human
disease and virulence in guinea pigs [35,37]. Meanwhile, in STAT-1-/- mice, outcome of the disease
correlated with virulence of human LASV isolates. Four out of 5 mice infected with a lethal isolate met
euthanasia criteria between days 7 and 8, while mice infected with nonlethal LASV isolates developed
chronic disease [41,42]. In our experiments, MOPV infection of STAT-1-/- mice induced manifested
disease that met euthanasia criteria 11–17 days post-infection (Figure 2a). The delayed euthanasia
time-point of 11–17 days versus 7–8 days indicates some level of attenuation of MOPV infection in
STAT-1-/- mice. However, high levels of viremia and viral load in target tissues, comparable with
those in animals infected with virulent LASV isolates [41,42], and poor adaptive immune responses
(Figure 4) resulted in aggravated disease. In contrast to MOPV, ML29 infection in STAT-1-/- mice was
more attenuated, and 33% of animals survived in this group (Figure 2a). Compared to MOPV-infected
mice, ML29 infection notably resulted in more than a thousand-fold reduction in viremia and viral
load in tissues by plaque assay (Figure 2d–f). Strong T cell responses contributed to viral control
in this experimental group (Figure 4). It is well documented that strong T cell-mediated immunity
correlates with protection and positive clinical outcomes in experimentally infected NHPs and LF
patients [33,67–69].

The second aim of this study was to assess the contribution of IPs generated by ML29-persistently
infected cells to the attenuation and modulation of immune responses. Similar to many other RNA
viruses, mammalian arenaviruses can generate IPs during acute infection of cells at high MOI, or during
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persistent infection. The defective IPs: (i) are antigenically identical to parental viruses and contain
the same structural proteins; (ii) preserve 5′ and 3′ terminal sequences of parental genome but have
extensive internal deletions; (iii) can only replicate with help of standard virus; and (iv) strongly compete
for replication machinery with the parental virus [70–74]. Historically, arenavirus IPs were observed
following in vitro infection at high MOI, and masked the cell-killing potential of standard viruses.
Earlier studies suggested the contribution of IPs in the establishment and/or maintenance of LCMV
persistent infection in vitro, and in inhibition of virus-induced immunopathology in mice [52–58].
Similarly, LASV IPs generated by persistently infected cells strongly interfered with replication of
standard LASV in vitro, were attenuated in C3H mice, and partially protected mice against wild-type
LASV challenge [59,60,75,76]. In contrast to IPs generated from VSV, Sendai, Sindbis, and other
RNA viruses, arenavirus IPs are difficult to separate from standard virions [55]. The unique ability
of mammalian arenaviruses to incorporate host ribosomes and RNAs during the late stage of virus
maturation [15] seems to be responsible for failure of density-based methods to purify arenavirus IPs.
Nevertheless, LCMV defective IPs partially purified from culture medium of persistently infected cells
lacked the S-RNA segment [77], compared to LASV defective IPs where the L RNA segment was not
detectable [61]. In line with these results, UV inactivation experiments confirmed “smaller” genomes
for LCMV [54] and LASV defective IPs [61]. The LCMV L-RNA segment was much less abundant and
not detectable during the early stage of persistent infection. However, RNA deletions were not found
among virus-specific RNA species in brain tissue of LCMV persistently infected mice. During the
progression of persistence, an accumulation of terminally truncated RNA species was documented [78].

In our experiments, we were able to demonstrate the basic features of ML29 IPs generated by
persistently infected cells (gradual infectivity loss during passages, antigenic identity and persistence,
GP/NP ratio fluctuation, interference with homologous and closely related viruses) (Appendix A,
Figure A1). However, we failed to detect genomic deletions among virus-specific RNA species extracted
from persistently infected cells or among viral RNA extracted from concentrated supernatants by
RT-PCR methods using different sets of primers to amplify the genomic L and S RNA segments.
By using qRT-PCR quantification of the LASV(ML29) NP gene, we demonstrated that S-RNA copies
rapidly declined during the first five cell culture passages of infected cells and the number of copies
persisted at roughly same levels during passages 10–25 (Figure 1b). These levels remain relatively
constant for all subsequent passages tested through passage 50 (not shown). In contrast to the
permanent level of the S-RNA replication and protein expression detected by IF assay (Figure 1d),
the infectivity of particles produced by persistently infected cells dropped dramatically during the first
10 passages, was below the threshold of detection by passage 15 (Figure 1a), and was not detectable at
the final passage 50.

The inability of ML29-persistently infected cells to generate infectious plaques after homologous
superinfection with ML29, or infection with LASV/JOS or MOPV, can be partially explained by
arenavirus Z-mediated “superinfection exclusion” [79]. However, the replication of the NW mammalian
arenavirus TCRV was not affected in ML29/Vero cells (Figure 1f). Recent study documented the
capability of LCMV, LASV and MACV mammalian arenaviruses to replicate and disseminate
without the Z protein providing evidence that NP can play role as potential surrogate of the Z
protein [80]. We assume that ML29 IPs-induced interference was unlikely to be related to Z protein.
Nevertheless, the contribution of the Z protein to innate immune responses cannot be fully excluded.
ML29 has Z protein derived from MOPV. Interestingly enough, Z protein of pathogenic arenaviruses
(including LASV,) but not that of nonpathogenic viruses, including the MOPV Z, inhibit RIG-I-like
receptor-dependent IFN type I production [81].

In this study, we failed to provide evidence that ML29 IPs produced by ML29/Vero cells are
“classical” defective IPs and the nature of ML29 IP-based interference has to be further elucidated.
Nevertheless, ML29 IPs seem to be very attractive for vaccine formulation and development. First,
as seen in Figure 2a, ML29P50 generated by ML29/Vero cells, passage 50, were completely attenuated
in STAT-1-/- mice. These particles were not detectable by plaque assay (test on infectivity) in blood and
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tissues of mice. However, the level of ML29P50 RNA replication was similar or only slightly reduced in
comparison with “wild-type” ML29 RNA replication (Figure 2g–i). Second, while ML29P50 and ML29
induced comparable T cell responses at day 7, at the late stage of the infection ML29P50 generated much
stronger T cell immunity as assessed by IFN-G/IL-2 ELISPOT in line with the strong immunomodulation
potency of defective IPs [82]. While the mechanism of LASV protection can be dependent on the
vaccine platform itself, as well as the animal challenge protocol—in the case of the ML29 vaccine,
T cell immunity, but not antibody production—was associated with protection of NHPs [83]. Third,
ML29 is the only vaccine with documented evidence of T-cell-mediated cross-protection against
Nigerian LASV strains from clade II, among currently available LASV vaccine candidates [84]. This is
critical considering the Nigerian LASV strains from clade II are responsible for causing the current
unprecedented LF outbreak. LASV genetic diversity is the greatest challenge for vaccine development.
The formulation of ML29 with IPs will improve the breadth of the host’s immune responses [85] and
further contribute to the development of a pan-LASV vaccine with full coverage meeting the WHO
requirements [13].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Viruses and Cells

Generation of MOPV An20410, LASV/Josiah, and MOP/LAS reassortant (ML29) LCMV (WE and
ARM) stocks in Vero cells and plaque titration technique was previously described [25]. Freeze-dried
Tacaribe virus (TCRV-11573, ATCC® VR-1272CAF™) was purchased from ATCC and the virus stock
was prepared by low MOI passage in Vero cells. Infectious plaques for all viruses, except MOPV,
were counted at 5 days after infection by treatment of infected cell monolayers under agarose overlay
with 4% paraformaldehyde and staining with 1% crystal violet. For MOPV, neutral red stain staining was
used for plaque development. Vero C1008 cells (Vero 76, clone E6, ATCC® CRL1586) were maintained
in DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 1X antibiotic-antimycotic (ThermoFisher),
and 1X Glutamax (ThermoFisher). ML29 persistent infection in Vero cells was established by using
a previously described protocol [59,61]. In brief, after the initial infection of Vero cell monolayers
with an MOI of 1.0, at weekly intervals, cells were detached from cell tissue flasks by treatment with
0.05% trypsin-EDTA (ThermoFisher) and subcultured at a 1:10 ratio. Culture medium was changed
at 3–4-day intervals. Samples of cells and/or culture medium were used for plaque titration, antigen
detection assays (IF, Western) and for RNA isolation. To titrate ML29 IPs produced by persistently
infected Vero/ML29 cells, monolayers of naïve Vero cells were pretreated with dilutions of Vero/ML29
passage 5, 20 and 30 supernatants for 1 h followed by infection with ML29 and detection of plaques
as described above. LASV/JOS or EBOV plaque titrations were performed in BSL-4 facilities using
maximum containment practices at the University of Texas Medical Branch with the assistance of
Dr. Slobodan Paessler’s lab.

4.2. Immunofocus Assay

Vero E6 cells or ML29 persistently infected cells (Vero/ML29) were plated at a density of
2 × 104 cells/well in 96-well tissue culture plates. Twenty-four hours later, cells were overlaid with
methylcellulose media. Naïve or Vero/ML29 cells were infected with 0.1 MOI of ML29 for 1 h prior
to being overlaid with methylcellulose. After 3 days, the methylcellulose was removed and cells
were then fixed with an acetone methanol mixture. Residual endogenous peroxidase was blocked by
hydrogen peroxide and cells were incubated overnight in 10% FBS. After washing, cells were treated
with either polyclonal monkey-anti-ML29 antibody (1:400), monoclonal mouse-anti-LASV/JOS-NP,
1:100 (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ, USA) or polyclonal rabbit-anti-LASV-GP 1:400 (IBT Bioservices,
Rockville, MD, USA) followed by HRP linked appropriate secondary antibody. TrueBlue Peroxidase
Substrate (SeraCare, Milford, MA, USA) was used for detection. Quantification of staining from
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high-quality images of scanned plates was performed using Adobe Photoshop to reduce background
and threshold images followed by ImageJ counting of pixels.

4.3. Animal Protocols

Four-to-five week-old female STAT-1-/- mice (129S6/SvEv-Stat1tm1Rds) and wild-type controls
(129SVE-F) were purchased from Taconic (Hudson, NY, USA). During a 1-week acclimation,
a temperature and identification transponder was implanted subcutaneously and the mice were
transferred to ABSL-3 housing at the NIH Regional Biocontainment Laboratory on the University of
Louisville campus. For infection, 1 × 103 PFU of MOPV, ML29 or ML29P50 (quantitated as a qRT-PCR
equivalent dose) was administered (i.p.) in 100 μL of PBS. Mice were monitored daily during 21 days
and any animal with 25% weight loss was determined to have met the humane euthanasia criteria.
Plasma samples from infected mice that had been euthanized were collected in EDTA tubes (BD). Tissue
sample homogenates (10% w/v) were prepared with an Omni TH Tissue Homogenizer in DMEM/F12
followed with centrifugation at 4500× g for 20 min. Clarified tissue homogenates were tested in the
plaque assay described above. All animal protocols were approved by the University of Louisville
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

4.4. qRT-PCR and RNAscope In Situ Hybridization

Tissue samples were placed into 2-mL screw-top tubes with 1 mL TRIzol Reagent (ThermoFisher)
and glass beads, processed in a bead homogenizer, and tissue homogenates were stored at −80 ◦C
until RNA isolation by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The qScript cDNA
super mix (Quanta Biosciences) was used to make cDNA with an input of 1000 ng of RNA. qRT-PCR
with TaqMan primers targeting the MOPV L gene, the LASV NP gene, IL-6, TNF-α, or IL-1β were
used with a 18S housekeeping probe on a StepOnePlus qRT-PCR analyzer (Applied Biosystems).
All IL-6, TNF-α, IL-1β and 18S primer/probe sets were commercially purchased through ThermoFisher
Scientific through the Applied Biosystems division. Primer/probe set for MOPV amplified a region of
the L segment (FWD 5′-TCCTCAATTAGG CGTGTGAA-3′; REV 5′-TACACATCCTTGGGTCCTGA-3′;
probe 6FAM-CCCTGTTCCCTCCAACTTGTTCTT TG-TAMRA). Primer/probe set for LASV (ML29)
amplified the NP gene segment (FWD 5′-TCC AACATATTGCCACCATC-3′; REV 5′- GCT GAC TCA
AAG TCA TCC CA-3′; probe 6FAM TGCCTTCACAGCTGCACCCA-TAMRA). The qRT-PCR reaction
contained 5 μM of each primer and 2 μM of probe for each primer/probe set, 5 μL of cDNA and TaqMan
Fast Advanced Master Mix (ThermoFisher) in a final reaction volume of 20 μL. The reaction conditions
were as follows: 50 ◦C for 2 min, 95 ◦C for 20 s then 40 cycles alternating between 95 ◦C for 3 s and 60 ◦C
for 30 s. For RNAscope hybridization, fixed tissue sections were embedding in paraffin, cut on a Leica
RM2125 RTS microtome, and mounted on glass slides. Custom designed target probes, preamplifier,
amplifier, and label probe targeting MOPV L RNA were synthesized by Adanced Cell Diagnostics
(Hayward, CA, USA) and RNAscope assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s manual.
Chromogenic detection was performed using DAB followed by counterstaining with hematoxylin.

4.5. EISPOT and IgG ELISA

Assessment of T cell responses in infected mice by the murine IFN-γ/IL-2 Double-Color Enzymatic
ELISPOT (Cellular Technology Ltd., Cleveland, OH, USA) has been recently described [63]. In brief,
erythrocyte-free splenocytes were added to 96-well filter plates (Millipore, MSIPS4510) pre-coated
with anti-mouse cytokine antibody in triplicate at a density of 4 × 105 cells/well. Cells were stimulated
overnight at 37 ◦C with cocktails of 10 μM LASV/JOS or MOPV GPC peptides (Mimotopes Ltd,
Melbourne, Australia). Each cocktail contained 69 overlapping 20-mer peptides. As positive and
negative controls, Conconavalin A (ThermoFisher) and CLT media alone was added to quality control
wells. After stimulation, plates were developed according to the manufacturer’s protocol and cells
secreting individual cytokines IFN-γ or IL-2 or both were counted using C.T.L. Ltd. Immunospot® S5
Micro-analyzer and Immunospot® V 4.0 software. Quality control analysis was provided by C.T.L. Ltd.
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IgG ELISA was performed as previously described [62]. In brief, microtiter plates were coated
with 5 × 106 PFU/well of sonicated virus suspension in carbonate buffer (Sigma) overnight. Plates
were washed, blocked with 10% milk for 2 h, washed again, and coated with dilutions of mouse serum
for 1 h. Plates were washed and secondary HRP linked rabbit-anti-mouse IgG (Sigma) was added at
a 1:2500 dilution for 1 h. Plates were washed and SureBlue TMB peroxidase substrate (SeraCare) was
added for 15 min before the addition of TMB Stop Solution (SeraCare).

4.6. Statistics Analysis

Results are reported as means ± SEM (n = 4–5). ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test
(for parametric data) or the Mann–Whitney rank-sum test (for nonparametric data) was used for the
determination of statistical significance among treatment groups, as appropriate. Statistical analysis
(mean, SD, T-test) and graphics were performed using the GraphPad Prism version 7 for Windows
package (GraphPad Software, LaJolla, CA, USA).
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Quantification of immunofocus staining using polyclonal moneky-anti-ML29 on the
indicated cell lines (A) without additional treatment, or (B) 3 days following infection with a 0.1 MOI
of ML29. (C) Western blot of cell lysates from ML29, Vero/ML29P26, and Vero/ML29P46 detected
with polyclonal monkey-anti-ML29 antibody. (D–E) Quantification of immunofocus staining using
(D) polyclonal rabbit-anti-LASV-GP 1:400, or (E) mouse-anti-LASV/Jos-NP 1:100 antibodies. (F) The
calculated ratio between staining quantified in (D) and (E). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Figure A2. (A) Survival of wild-type 129S6 mice infected IP with 1 × 103 PFU of ML29, 1 × 103 PFU
of MOPV, or a MOPV L gene qRT-PCR equivalent dose of supernatant from passage 50 Vero/ML29
cells. Daily (B) weight and (C) temperature of mice from (A). (D–F) Relative expression of MOPV
L gene by qRT-PCR in the (D) liver, (E) spleen, and (F) kidney of wild-type 129S at the time points
indicated post-infection.

 

Figure A3. qRT-PCR analysis showing IL-6 expression in the (A) liver and (B) spleen, (C) TNF-α in
the spleen, or (D) IL-1β expression in the spleen of wild-type 129S6 mice infected with the indicated
viruses relative to mock infected at days 3, 7, and 21 post-infection.

Supplemental Materials and Methods

Quantification of immunofocus staining from high-quality images of scanned plates was performed
using Adobe Photoshop to reduce background and threshold images followed by ImageJ counting of
pixels. Statistical significance was tested with a one-way ANOVA using GraphPad Prism version 7.

For western blotting, a T-75 cell culture flask with a confluent monolayer of either Vero cells was
infected with a 1 MOI of ML29 5 days prior, or Vero/ML29, was harvested in Tris-buffer containing
1.0% NP-40, protease inhibitors and 0.1% SDS. Protein content was standardized based on a pierce
modified Lowry protein assay (ThermoFisher) denatured by boiling in Laemmli’s buffer and run on
a 10% acrylamide gel at 120 V for 1 h. The proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane,
blocked with 5% milk, and detected with a 1:1000 dilution of polyclonal monkey-anti-ML29 antibody.
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Abstract: Lassa fever surpasses Ebola, Marburg, and all other hemorrhagic fevers except Dengue
in its public health impact. Caused by Lassa virus (LASV), the disease is a scourge on populations
in endemic areas of West Africa, where reported incidence is higher. Here, we report construction,
characterization, and preclinical efficacy of a novel recombinant vaccine candidate GEO-LM01.
Constructed in the Modified Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) vector, GEO-LM01 expresses the glycoprotein
precursor (GPC) and zinc-binding matrix protein (Z) from the prototype Josiah strain lineage IV.
When expressed together, GP and Z form Virus-Like Particles (VLPs) in cell culture. Immunogenicity
and efficacy of GEO-LM01 was tested in a mouse challenge model. A single intramuscular dose of
GEO-LM01 protected 100% of CBA/J mice challenged with a lethal dose of ML29, a Mopeia/Lassa
reassortant virus, delivered directly into the brain. In contrast, all control animals died within
one week. The vaccine induced low levels of antibodies but Lassa-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
responses. This is the first report showing that a single dose of a replication-deficient MVA vector can
confer full protection against a lethal challenge with ML29 virus.

Keywords: Lassa vaccine; replication-deficient MVA vector; VLP formation; single-dose efficacy;
cell-mediated immunity

1. Introduction

Lassa fever (LF), a zoonotic disease caused by Lassa virus (LASV), can lead to acute hemorrhagic
fever with a case fatality rate (CFR) of up to 50% [1]. The estimated annual incidence of LF across West
African countries including Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Benin, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Togo, and Nigeria has
been reported as high as 300,000 infections and 5000–10,000 deaths, but these figures are most likely
underestimates due to inadequate diagnosis and surveillance [2–5]. Based on prospective studies
performed in Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Nigeria, it was estimated that 59 million people are
at risk of LASV infections, with as many as 67,000 deaths per year [6]. The 2018 outbreak in Nigeria
resulted in 3498 suspected cases in 22 states and 171 deaths with a CFR of 27% based on confirmed
cases [7]. The fact that a virus that was first discovered in 1969 in Lassa village in Nigeria is still
capable of causing outbreaks in the same geographical regions indicates challenges in eradicating its
animal reservoir.
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The main animal reservoir of LASV is the multimammate rat (Mastomys natalensis), which is
common in West Africa, but the potential transmission of LASV to new rodent hosts could have
serious implications for its spread beyond West Africa [8]. LASV is mainly transmitted to humans
by consumption of contaminated food, by contact with rodent urine and droppings, or by inhalation
of virus particles from the excreta of infected animals; it can also be transmitted from human to
human through nosocomial infections [9]. Most LASV infections are asymptomatic or cause only mild
symptoms, but some infections lead to multi-organ failure, fever, and, on occasion, hemorrhage and
death [10,11].

LASV is a member of the family Arenaviridae and genus Mammarenavirus, which includes Old
World and New World arenaviruses [12,13]. Furthermore, LASV strains are classified into four
lineages, I–IV (with a newly proposed fifth lineage from Cote d’lvoire and Mali) based on their genetic
variations [12,13]. The LASV genome is composed of two ambisense RNA segments. The large (L)
segment of 7.2 kb in length encodes the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase protein and the zinc
finger (Z) protein, a multifunctional matrix protein [14,15]. The small (S) segment of 3.4 kb in length
encodes the nucleoprotein (NP) and glycoprotein precursor (GPC). GPC is cleaved post-translationally
to form a trimer of hetero-trimers, each consisting of a receptor binding protein (GP1), a fusion protein
(GP2) and a stable signal peptide (SSP) [16,17]. GPC sequences, shown previously to be required
for full protection, have been used as the protective antigen in the construction of a large number
of vaccine candidates delivered by various platforms. Some of these candidates have undergone
preclinical evaluations in mice, guinea pigs, and non-human primates (NHP) [12], and a DNA vaccine
has entered clinical trials [18].

Here, we describe the construction, characterization and efficacy of a Lassa vaccine candidate that
generates virus-like particles (VLPs) by expression of Lassa GPC and Z proteins from our Modified
Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) vector. It has been previously demonstrated that co-expression of Z and GP
proteins leads to the formation of VLPs [19]. A murine model was chosen initially to establish dose and
route of vaccination and whether our constructs could elicit any protective immunity. In this model,
ML29, an attenuated Mopeia -Lassa (MOP/LAS) reassortant, is delivered into the brain and primarily
infects brain capillary endothelial and glial cells that present LASV antigens, triggering an influx of
lymphocytes 5–6 days later. The infiltrating cells contribute to encephalitis that is lethal unless the mice
had been previously vaccinated against LASV (Djavani and Salvato, unpublished). The intra-cerebral
(IC) delivery we used was not “natural”, since it models brain infections that are rare in LF, but it
allows a rapid and simple read-out for whether or not we elicited a protective immunity. Here, we
show that a single dose of the vaccine conferred full protection against a lethal challenge dose of the
ML29 virus delivered IC.

2. Results

2.1. Vaccine Characterization

The recombinant GEO-LM01 was constructed by inserting sequences from the well-characterized
LASV prototype strain Josiah from lineage IV into MVA. The Josiah strain is extensively used for vaccine
development, since it has shown protection against homologous and heterologous challenges [20]. The
GPC protein of Josiah, the major protective antigen, has 93.1%, 93.5, and 94.5% homologies with lineage
I, II, and III, respectively [12]. GEO-LM01 is designed to co-express GPC and the LASV matrix protein Z
(Figure 1a,b). Expression of GPC and Z lead to the formation of VLPs in the cells of the inoculated host
as well as promoting their release from GEO-LM01-infected cells. GEO-LM01 is replication-competent
in avian cells (producing both infectious progeny and expressed antigens) but is replication-deficient
in mammalian cells (producing antigens in the form of VLPs but not infectious progeny) (Figure 1c)
due to six deletions in the MVA genome which together resulted in high attenuation and mammalian
cell host restriction [21]. The assembly of VLPs from proteins expressed by GEO-LM01 was verified
by electron microscopy, demonstrating active release of VLPs from DF1 cells, a chicken fibroblast cell
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line (Figure 2a). The entire population of GEO-LM01 virions retains both GPC and Z transgenes as
demonstrated by immunostaining (Figure 2b). Similar plaque numbers at each dilution in the GPC
and Z wells showed that both transgenes are equally retained. Expression of both transgenes and
cleavage of GPC into GP1 and GP2 subunits was further demonstrated in western blots (WB) using
cell lysates and supernatants (released VLPs) of GEO-LM01 infected DF1 cells (Figure 2c,d).

Figure 1. Construction of GEO-LM01 vaccine candidate. A Cartoon showing the vector design. (a,b)
The Lassa virus (LASV) sequence for glycoprotein precursor (GPC) was inserted between the I8R and
G1L genes and the Z sequence was inserted between the A50R and B1R genes. PmH5, modified H5
promoter. Numbers are coordinates in the Modified Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) genome. (c) Similar to all
MVA-derived vaccine viruses, GEO-LM01 is replication-competent in avian cells, used for propagation
of the vaccine but replication-deficient in mammalian cells that are used for vaccination purposes.
Image of the LASV GPC protein structure is courtesy of Dr. Erica O. Saphire, The Scripps Research
Institute. The image of LASV Z structure is from RCSB PDB (www.rcsb.org) ID 5I72 [22].

Figure 2. Electron microscopy, Immunocytochemistry and Western blot of GEO-LM01 vaccine

candidate. (a) Electron micrograph of virus-like particles (VLP) formed in cells infected with GEO-LM01.
(b) Immunocytochemistry on infected duplicates of cell monolayers stained with GPC- (left) or Z- (right)
specific antibodies. Western blots verified expression of LASV GP (c) and Z (d) proteins in cultured
cells. DF1 cell lysates contained both the unprocessed GPC and the processed subunits GP1 and GP2,
whereas the DF1 supernatants contained only the processed GP1 and GP2 subunits. P, Parental (empty)
MVA; L, GEO-LM01; 1, cell lysate; 2, supernatant. A loading control lane (crl lane c) served as another
negative control. The two GP bands correspond to LASV GP1 and GP2 with the molecular weights of
44kD and 35kD, respectively.
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2.2. Vaccine Efficacy Testing in a ML29 Mouse Challenge Model

Immunogenicity and efficacy testing of GEO-LM01 was performed in a mouse model that uses
ML29 virus for lethal challenge (Figure 3). In this model, young immune-competent CBA/J mice are
vaccinated once and challenged 2 weeks later. Animals are monitored for weight loss, morbidity,
and mortality. Blood and spleens from three mice were collected on day 11 prior to challenge for
determination of vaccine-elicited antibody and T cell responses, respectively.

Figure 3. ML29 challenge model; schedule of vaccination, sample collections and intracerebral (IC)

challenge. CBA/J mice are vaccinated with a single dose of GEO-LM01 (MVA-VLP-LASV) (1 × 107

TCID50 in 100 μL volume) by the intramuscular (IM) route. Three mice are sacrificed on day 11, sera
and spleens were collected for assessment of antibody and T cell responses. The remaining mice are
challenged on day 14 by the IC route with 1000 plaque forming units (PFU) of ML29 virus. After
challenge, mice are observed for weight loss, signs of encephalitis and death.

ML29 is a reassortant virus encoding the GPC and NP proteins of LASV (Josiah strain) and
the L and Z proteins of MOPV virus [23]. The virus is uniformly lethal when administered by IC
inoculation into immunocompetent CBA/J mice; however, when administered by intraperitoneal
(IP) inoculation, ML29 elicits a strong immune response that protects CBA/J mice from death upon
subsequent IC challenge [24]. To determine the best route of immunization, 4–6 week-old CBA/J mice
were immunized with 107 TCID50 of GEO-LM01 by IP, IM, or SC inoculation. Additionally, two groups
of mice (n = 6) were injected IP with ML29 virus (1000 PFU) or saline, and served as positive and
negative controls, respectively. On day 14, all mice were challenged by IC inoculation with ML29
virus and monitored for weight change, morbidity, and mortality. Mice immunized with ML29 virus
(IP) (positive control) or with GEO-LM01 (IM) were 100% protected from lethal challenge and gained
weight throughout the study (Figure 4a), whereas mice administered saline alone all died on day 7
or 8 after lethal challenge (Figure 4b). Some mice in the vaccinated groups exhibited minor weight
loss after challenge, but they all regained weight and remained healthy (no ataxia or ruffled fur) until
the end of the study. Mice immunized with GEO-LM01 by SC and IP administration showed less
robust immunity to lethal challenge, as seen in the more appreciable weight loss in these groups as
well as the death of one animal in each group (one animal in the SC group died early on day 2 post
challenge, most likely due to problems with inoculation rather than virus growth; it was excluded from
survival analysis). A second experiment to measure immunogenicity and efficacy was initiated in the
same model system, in this instance examining only two conditions: Immunization with GEO-LM01
by IM inoculation (n = 10) and mock immunization with saline (n = 8) (Figure 4c). Spleens were
harvested from immunized animals (n = 3) and saline-inoculated animals (n = 3) on day 11 after a
single administration of the vaccine.
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Figure 4. Efficacy and immunogenicity of GEO-LM01. Weight loss (a) and survival curves (b)
following immunization by various routes then challenged with IC with ML29 virus 14 days later.
* demonstrates death of control animals. (c) Survival curves of animals vaccinated by IM route
only. (d) ML29-specific Ab titers from immunized on days 11 and 36 (22 days after challenge) and
mock-immunized mice on day 11 as determined by ELISA. (e) Percentage of antigen-specific CD4+
and CD8+ T cells expressing IFNγ and IL2 in response to LASV GP peptides from GEO-LM01 or saline
immunized animals were assessed by flow cytometry. These data demonstrate considerable differences
between immunization groups but are not statistically significant.

Antigen-specific T cell responses were measured by Intracellular Cytokine Staining (ICS) for
IFNγ and IL2 production by stimulating with peptides derived from immuno-dominant epitopes
(IDE) present in GP1 and GP2 subunits [24–26]. IFNγ expression was evident in both CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells of immunized but not mock immunized mice (Figure 4e). Some CD4+ T cells were also
shown to be double positive for IFNγ and IL2, suggesting an expanding population. The remaining
seven vaccinated and five control animals were challenged on day 14 as in the first experiment. All
vaccinated animals survived the challenge, whereas all controls died by day 7 (Figure 4c) confirming
the 100% single-dose efficacy of GEO-LM01 observed in the previous study. Four of the surviving
GEO-LM01-vaccinated mice were housed for an additional year to see if they would be able to survive
a second challenge long after the initial challenge. All four survived their second IC challenge (Table 1).
A true test of durable immunity would not use mice surviving lethal challenge because the ML29
challenge itself may boost vaccine immunity; a better test would be to vaccinate mice and leave
them unchallenged for a year to see whether or not the single vaccination could confer durable
year-long protection.

Table 1. Surviving mice from Experiment 2 were re-challenged 1 one year later.

Experimental Mice Number of Mice Survivors after 2nd Challenge

Survivors of 1st challenge 4 4
Control mice (naïve adult CBA/J) 4 0

1 All mice were challenged with a lethal dose of ML29 to see if the original vaccinated survivors could survive a
second lethal challenge a year later. The naïve mice served as negative controls.

We additionally assayed for the presence of binding antibody (bAb) to GPC in the serum of the
immunized mice. Despite the excellent protection from death afforded by GEO-LM01, we found no
statistically significant level of bAb above background, we found low bAb at the early sampling days
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11–14 post vaccination (Figure 4d). Similar results were observed previously with an ML29 vaccine
that conferred protection from lethal challenge but yielded a minimal amount of bAb and neutralizing
antibody (nAb) [24]. Substantial bAb were found in mice 36d after vaccination (Figure 4d) but these
had been ML29 challenged, which could serve to boost the response to LASV antigens. We did not
look for neutralizing antibodies.

3. Discussion

LF has a greater human impact than any other hemorrhagic fever, with the exception of Dengue
fever [6]. Despite the severe impact of LF on populations in West Africa, no effective and practical
medical countermeasure is available [18]. The one available treatment is the antiviral drug ribavirin,
which is effective only if given within six days after infection [18]. A vaccine against LASV would be an
ideal solution to the problem of LF, especially given the growing threat of outbreaks due to globalization
and increased travel [27]. Several groups have developed vaccine candidates that have shown activity
against LASV in animal models [20,23], but only one has progressed to the clinic [18]. Although a
multi-dose immunization regiment is logistically feasible for medical providers and military personnel,
a single dose vaccine is critical for epidemic response and is preferable and much more practical in
under-resourced endemic areas. LF has been listed in the WHO R&D Blueprint among the 10 diseases
and pathogens to prioritize for research and development in public health emergency contexts [28].
These diseases are identified as those that pose a public health risk because of their epidemic potential
and for which there are insufficient countermeasures. For this reason, CEPI (Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations), founded to address the threat of epidemic diseases, has set aside a major
portion of its $1 billion budget for the development of vaccines against LF [29].

GEO-LM01 provides a unique combination of advantages required for visitors or residents of
LASV endemic countries. The potential for GEO-LM01 to protect after a single dose is favorable
for travelers and military personnel who require a rapid onset of immunity (ideally ~<2 weeks post
vaccination) as well as for epidemic/endemic vaccinations (due to the urgency of epidemic response
and the complexity of locating vaccinated subjects in rural villages to administer a second dose for
routine vaccination campaigns).

The GEO-LM01 reported here is designed to produce secreted as well as cell-associated LASV
proteins in VLP (GPC+Z) formations in vaccinated subjects. This vaccine thereby provides two sources
of viral antigens that mimic a natural viral infection promoting predominantly a balanced T cell
response, which is critical for protection against LASV infection [30,31].

In our murine model, antibody responses occur too late to protect from an acute viral infection.
We assessed binding antibodies in ML29-coated ELISA plates that are able to detect both the GP and
Z components of VLP. Unfortunately, half of the Z protein is comprised of a RING structure that is
common to many ligases and transcription factors in the normal cell, so it cross-reacts with many other
proteins. In a recent publication [30], we posit that the value of the Z in VLP vectors is mostly to boost
immunity by forming a 3-D structure with GP since conformational antigens are more immunogenic
than linear antigens (boosting both CD4 and B cell responses).

As a vaccine candidate, GEO-LM01 has a unique combination of advantages that could
potentially meet the preferred Target Product Profiles (TPP) of a LASV vaccine set by the WHO
for both non-emergency (Preventive Use) and emergency settings (Reactive/Outbreak use) [28].
These include the immunological advantages of a live but safe (replication-deficient) vector that
produces conformationally relevant VLPs; inclusion of multiple genes of LASV (GPC and Z) for
induction of potentially broad immunity; the ability to immunize sequentially or concurrently
with other MVA-vectored vaccines without generating any vector immunity [32] (potentially even
combining GEO-LM01 with other hemorrhagic fever vaccines in a multivalent formulation); the
likelihood of single-dose protection, as demonstrated with MVA-VLP-EBOV and MVA-Zika vaccines
candidates [32,33] with the durability of the immune response attributed to MVA-vectored vaccines;
and a temperature stable, simple, adjuvant-free presentation.
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Considering the high prevalence of HIV in some LASV endemic areas of Sub-Saharan Africa (up
to 68% in some populations) [34], an LASV vaccine must be safe and effective in immunocompromised
populations [35]. Safety for the parental MVA vector was shown in more than 120,000 subjects in
Europe, including immunocompromised individuals, during the initial development of MVA as a
“safer smallpox vaccine” [36,37]. Furthermore, MVA has shown no reproductive toxicity in studies
in pregnant rabbits or rats [38], and was used as a vector for malaria, influenza, and tuberculosis
vaccines as well for cancer therapies in over 100 clinical trials since 1999 [32,33,39]. Our MVA-VLP HIV
vaccine has demonstrated outstanding safety in clinical trials involving 500 humans [40,41], including
immunocompromised individuals as well as HIV patients [40–42].

In this paper, we demonstrated that a single dose of GEO-LM01 confered full protection against
the challenge virus ML29, which was directly inoculated into the brain. ML29 virus itself confers
protection by the peripheral route, but its classification as a Risk group 3 (BSL3) agent creates major
challenges for manufacturing in the US; in Europe it is considered Risk group 2 (BSL2). Similarly,
commercial yellow fever (YF) vaccines (strains 17D and 17DD), approved more than half a century ago,
are lethal for immunocompetent mice when inoculated by the IC route but can confer protection when
administered by peripheral routes [43]. These strains are used as challenge viruses for the evaluation
of new vaccines against YF virus. Our future work will continue in Hartley guinea pigs and NHP
models (e.g., in cynomolgous macaques where signs of LASV infection mirror human disease) with
live LASV under high laboratory containment, that is, Animal BSL4 (ABSL4) where the challenge virus
is fully lethal by the parenteral route.

T cells are known to be a vital component of immune-mediated protection against LASV
infection [44]. T cells also steer the B cell response and, therefore, a thorough investigation of the T cell
response yields insight concerning the mechanisms of both cellular and humoral protection. Despite a
strong T cell response, especially with CD4+ populations that are double positive for IFNγ and IL2 (an
indication of expanding population), at day 11 after single-dose vaccination there was a low level of
IgG antibodies produced at this timepoint. While administration of nAbs in the early stages of LASV
infection by passive transfer has shown protection in animal models [45,46], the protection afforded by
prior vaccination is thought to be strictly dependent on a T cell response [30,31,35,47,48]. Similarly,
multiple vaccine vector platforms that showed high levels of protection in mice, guinea pigs, and NHP
have not induced detectable levels of neutralizing Ab (reviewed in Ref 26).

In the 1980s, Clegg and Lloyd [49] expressed Lassa NP from a vaccinia vector and succeeded in
protecting guinea pigs, but not primates, from lethal LF disease. Since then, researchers at Porton
Down have used a safer vector, MVA, to express LASV NP and protect guinea pigs from LF disease
progression [50]. Since they elicited both bAb and a robust cell-mediated immunity to NP in the guinea
pig model, it is possible that the MVA-LAS NP could be a standalone vaccine.

GPC is the natural target for nAb responses since it contains epitopes involved in both entry and
the endosomal fusion process. GPC, however, is highly glycosylated with 11 N-linked carbohydrate
sites on each monomer comprising ~25% of the total mass of the protein, shielding critical residues from
Ab access. nAb against GPC have been isolated from the sera of convalescent patients, but these are
rare and appear very late in infection [51]. We have consistently elicited excellent functional antibody
responses (e.g., bAb, nAb and antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, ADCC) with MVA
vaccines that target other viruses such as HIV, Ebola, and Zika [32,33,40,41,50]. A recent publication
elicits excellent bAb against an MVA vector expressing LASV NP that has no glycan shield [52]. The
low natural bAb against LASV GPC speaks to the effectiveness of the immuno-evasive properties of
the protein, including its glycan shield, explaining failures of nAb-based vaccines or therapies using
convalescent sera [51]. The combination of the 33 glycans shield, leaving only a few regions vulnerable
to antibody binding, and the metastability of the native protein further explain why bAb responses
are altogether difficult to elicit by vaccination. Here, we saw robust bAb at d36 (Figure 4d), but that
could be attributed to the boost from ML29 virus challenge. Neutralizing antibodies have been isolated
from LF survivors as patients were recovering from illness during which the humoral response had
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time to mature [53]. Recently, by introducing a number of mutations in GPC, this protein could be
“locked” in its prefusion state increasing its stability and enabling co-crystallization with human nAb
37.7 H [16]. We are currently exploring whether replacement of the locked GPC structure with native
GPC or any other modifications thereof could result in a viable vaccine candidate, demasking the
GPC from carbohydrate shields and exposing more epitopes for inducing binding and neutralizing
antibodies in vaccinated hosts.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Vaccine Construction, Seed Stock Preparation, VLP Formation, and Protein Expression

A recombinant GEO-LM01 was constructed on GeoVax’s MVA-VLP platform, utilizing the highly
potent yet safe viral vector MVA [54,55]. The vaccine produces two LASV proteins, GPC and Z
proteins from Josiah strain LASV lineage IV (GenBank JN650517.1 and JN650518.1). We used a parental
MVA that had been harvested in 1974 before the appearance of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy
/Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE/TSE) and sent in 2001 to Dr. Bernard Moss at NIAID,
where it was plaque purified 3 times using certified reagents from sources free of BSE. The pLW76
shuttle vector (Wyatt and Moss, unpublished data) was used to insert the GPC sequences between two
essential genes of MVA (I8R and G1L), and LASV Z gene into a restructured and modified deletion
III between the A50R and B1R genes. These insertion sites have been identified as supporting high
expression and insert stability. All inserted sequences were codon optimized for MVA. Silent mutations
were introduced to interrupt homo-polymer sequences (>4G/C and >4A/T), which reduce RNA
polymerase errors that possibly lead to frameshifts. The sequences were edited for vaccinia-specific
terminators to remove motifs that could lead to premature termination [56]. All vaccine inserts were
placed under the modified H5 early/late vaccinia promoter as described previously [57,58]. Vectors,
Research Seed Virus (RSV), and Research Stocks (RS) were prepared in a dedicated room at GeoVax,
with full traceability and complete documentation of all steps using BSE/TSE-free raw materials and
therefore can be directly used for production of cGMP Master Seed Virus (MSV). For production of RSV
for animal studies, specific pathogen-free CEF cells were acquired from Charles River Laboratories
(cat#10100807), seeded into sterile tissue culture flasks, and infected with GEO-LM01 at MOIs of 0.01.
Cells were recovered at 3 days post-infection, disrupted by sonication, and bulk harvest material
clarified by low-speed centrifugation. The clarified viral harvest was purified using sucrose cushion
ultracentrifugation. The purified viruses were titrated by limiting dilution in DF1 cells, diluted to
1 × 108 TCID50/mL in sterile PBS + 7.5% sucrose, dispensed into sterile vials, and stored at −80 ◦C.
Generally, a minimum of 1 × 1010 TCID50 of vaccines are produced per mL of harvest material. The
VLP formation was evaluated by electron microscopy conducted on thin sections of 48 hour-infected
DF-1 cell and was performed at the Emory University Apkarian Integrated Electron Microscopy
Core, as previously described [59]. The expression of GPC and Z proteins by MVA was assessed by
immunostaining of GEO-LM01 infected DF1 cells that had been fixed in 1:1 methanol:acetone and
probed using LASV-specific GPC and Z antibodies (IBT 0307-001, rabbit anti-LASV GP pAb and IBT
0307-002, rabbit anti LASV Z pAb). Plaques were serially diluted (10-fold) from 1:100 to 1:100,000 and
stained with anti-GPC or anti-Z monoclonal antibodies, respectively. Similar plaque numbers at each
dilution in the GPC and Z wells show that both inserts are retained. The expression of full-length
GP1 and GP2 (derived from cleavage of GPC) as well as Z protein, was confirmed by WB analysis
conducted on supernatants and lysates of 293T cells 48 hours after infection using standard practices.
A pool of human anti-GP1 and -GP2 antibodies (2.4F and 22.5D from Dr. James Robinson, Tulane
University, New Orleans, LA) were used as the primary Abs for GP1 and GP2, and a polyclonal rabbit
Ab as the primary Ab for Z (IBT Catalog# 0307-002).
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4.2. Mouse Immunogenicity and Efficacy Studies

4.2.1. Experiment 1. Determination of Vaccine Efficacy by Different Routes

Vaccine challenge studies were performed in a mouse model as previously described [24]. Lethality
of intracerebrally (IC)-administered ML29 virus was tested in several inbred mouse models and CBA/J
mice were the most sensitive to challenge. ML29 is a reassortant virus with its large genome segment
from MOPV and its small segment from LASV; subcutaneous administration protects guinea pigs
and primates from lethal challenge with LASV [23], but in the absence of vaccination is lethal in this
IC challenge model. According to the CDC, ML29 is classified as a BSL3 agent, but not as a Select
Agent. In line with University of Maryland Biosafety protocols, all propagation and experiments with
high-titer stocks of ML29 virus were performed under BSL3 containment. Day-to-day experiments
performed with low-titer stocks were under BSL2 containment. According to biosafety and animal
care and use protocols in place, animal studies with low-titer stocks of ML29 virus were performed
under ABSL2 containment. The challenge dose was selected based on uniform lethality in unprotected
mice as described previously [26]. Immunization doses were based on prior studies testing efficacy of
MVA vectored vaccines [38,39].

To determine the best route of immunization, 4–6 week-old CBA/J mice (n = 6) were immunized
with 107 TCID50 of GEO-LM01 by intraperitoneal (IP), intramuscular (IM), or subcutaneous (SC)
inoculations. Two groups of mice (n = 6 each) were injected IP with ML29 at 1000 plaque-forming units
(PFU) or saline, and served as positive and negative controls, respectively. On day 14, all mice were
challenged by IC inoculation with 1000 PFU of ML29 and monitored for weight change, morbidity, and
mortality.ML29 titers in the brains of challenged mice were not high enough to be detected by plaque
assay. However, ML29 was detectable in a sensitive co-culture assay described in ref [35]. Positive (+)
detection was seen in the brains of dying mice, and negative (-) in the brains of surviving mice. Since
successfully vaccinated mice survived whereas those given saline or empty vectors succumbed within
a week of being challenged, the MVA-Lassa vaccine proved capable of controlling ML29 replication.

4.2.2. Experiment 2. Confirmation of Route and Immune Response

A second study to measure immunogenicity and efficacy was initiated in the same model system,
in this instance examining only two conditions: immunization with GEO-LM01 by IM inoculation
(n = 10) and mock immunization with saline (n = 8). Spleens were harvested from immunized animals
(n = 3) and from saline-immunized animals on day 11 after a single administration of the vaccine,
and antigen-specific T cell responses were measured by intracellular cytokine staining for IFNγ and
IL-2 using LASV GPC immuno-dominant peptides for stimulation. The remaining animals from both
groups were challenged on day 14 as in the first experiment. The serum obtained from the 3 animals
sacrificed for T cell assays was additionally assayed for the presence of binding antibodies (bAb)
against GPC, using ELISA.

4.3. Splenocyte Isolations and T Cell Assay

CBA/J mice immunized with saline or once with 107 TCID50 GEO-LM01 vaccine were sacrificed
on day 11 after immunization. Spleens were removed and homogenized through a cell strainer
mounted on a 50 mL conical tube in DMEM-10 medium. Cells were centrifuged at 400× g for 5 minutes.
Supernatants were aspirated and cells resuspended in 5mL 1× RBC lysis buffer. After 5 minutes at
room temperature with occasional shaking, 25 mL HBSS were added to the tube, mixed by inversion,
and cells centrifuged at 400× g for 5 minutes. Supernatants were discarded and pellets resuspended in
10mL DMEM-10. Isolated splenocytes were analyzed by ICS following standard protocols. In short,
106 splenocytes were stimulated with 0.1μg LASV GP1 (SLYKGVYEL; amino acids 60–68) or GP2
(YLISIFLHL; amino acids 441–480) immuno-dominant epitopes identified within the GPC protein
sequence [24–26], or mock stimulated with saline. Incubation proceeded for 6 hours at 37 ◦C + 5%
CO2; GolgiPlug (BD Biosciences) was added at a concentration of 1.0 μL/mL for the last 4 hours of the
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incubation. The splenocytes were stained with Live/Dead Fixable Green Dead Cell Stain (ThermoFisher)
at room temperature for 20 minutes. The samples were treated with Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences)
at 4 ◦C for 20 minutes and were stained with CD3-APC-CY7, CD4-PE-Cy7, CD8-PerCP, IL2-PE, and
IFN-γ-Alexa647 (all flow cytometry antibodies from BD Biosciences). Samples were analyzed with a
FACSCanto flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) utilizing FACSDiva software. Analysis was performed
with FlowJo software. Responses to GP1 and GP2 stimulated cells were added together to represent
the total GP stimulated response and then normalized to values from saline stimulated cells. Cytokine
responses were scored as a percent of total CD8+ or CD4+ T cells.

4.4. ELISA

Whole blood samples were obtained by retro-orbital bleeding just prior to immunization on
days 11–14 post vaccination, and at the termination of experiments. The terminal bleeds shown in
Figure 4d were day 36 (22 days following challenge). Sera were obtained by centrifugation of the
whole blood samples in serum separator tubes at 3500× g for 5 min. and used to measure bAb in
ELISA as described previously [60]. Briefly, flat-bottom 96-well plates were coated overnight at 4 ◦C
with sonication-inactivated ML29 virus, 105 PFU/mL in 100 mM bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6. Plates
were washed 4 times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) + 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST). Next, the
plates were blocked with StartingBlock Blocking Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 5 minutes at
room temperature. Serially-diluted heat-inactivated mouse serum samples were added to wells and
incubated for 1 hour at 37 ◦C. After washing with PBST, goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (ImmunoReagents)
was added to each well and incubated for 1 hour at 37 ◦C. After a final washing, SureBlue TMB
(3,3′, 5, 5′—Tetramethylbenzidine) 1-component substrate solution (KPL) was added to each well,
incubated in the dark at room temperature for 10 minutes, and stopped with 1N hydrochloric acid
(HCl). Optical density at 450 nm was determined using a Vmax Kinetic ELISA Absorbance Microplate
Reader (Molecular Devices). Normalized absorbance values were determined by first subtracting
optical density values of blank negative control wells. Endpoint titer was determined by the dilution
at which the optical density equaled 0.03.

4.5. Statistical Analyses

Analysis of data was performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software). Comparisons
between groups were performed using a Student’s t-test. To test for pairwise differences between
groups, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s test of multiple comparisons was performed.
Correlations were performed by Spearman rank-correlation tests. A p-value less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

4.6. Regulatory Compliance

All methods were carried out in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. All
experimental protocols were approved by the University of Maryland School of Medicine Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC Protocol # 0217017) and the Institutional Biosafety Committee
(approval # IBC-00001495).

5. Conclusions

GEO-LM01 uses GeoVax’s MVA-VLP vaccine platform that has been shown to be safe and to
induce durable antibody and T cell responses in multiple human clinical trials for GeoVax’s prophylactic
HIV vaccine. In contrast to other LF vaccines in development that rely on a single glycoprotein antigen,
GEO-LM01 includes an additional matrix protein that forms VLPs with the LASV glycoproteins. Upon
infection of human cells, the MVA-driven expression of the two proteins leads to the formation of
non-infectious VLPs that bear natively-folded glycoproteins on their surface, triggering an effective
immune response that is predicted to be more broadly cross-protective than vaccines expressing only
one viral antigen [30]. We previously demonstrated that our MVA-VLP-Ebola vaccine conferred full
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protection after a single dose in non-human primates. This vaccine induced near sterile immunity
since no live virus could be detected in the blood of any vaccinated animal post challenge compared to
controls (>5log10 TCID50 per mL of blood). We are currently evaluating the efficacy of our LF vaccine
in guinea pigs and non-human primate models. It remains to be seen whether this vaccine will also be
a best-in class vaccine for LF, as shown for the MVA-VLP-Ebola vaccine [61].
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